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ABSTRACT
A compressor aerodynamic design program was developed to
account for complete radial equilibrium of flow and to evaluate
losses on the basis of blade element loss prediction methods.
Radial distribution of energy is specified as a polynomial var-
iation of whirl velocity at the exit of each rotor blade row; rotor
tip loadings are specified as are limiting values of rotor hub
relative exit angles, stator hub Mach numbers, stator hub ioad-
ings, and the compressor flow path. The blockage factor is
specified as the unblocked fraction of annulus area at the hub
and casing of each axial station. The program user specifies
a desired overall mass-averaged pressure ratio and provides
data for a maximum number of stages, not to exceed twelve.

AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR DESIGN COMPUTER PROGRAMS
INCORPORATING FULL RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM. PART INFLOW PATH AND
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY SPECIFIED (PROGRAM II}
by
H. F. Creveling and R. H. Carmody
SUMMARY
The technical objectives of the contract included generating a computer
programmed compressor aerodynamic design system which accounts for full
radial equilibrium of the flow, including streamline curvature and radial gra-
dients in total enthalpy and entropy. The resulting design-point computation
is iterative, with efficiencies determined through the use of correlated blade
element profile loss data and the loss associated with a normal shock in the
blade passages, where appropriate. The computer program is written with
"buffer" storage capacity for up to ten sets of profile loss parameter data,
each set including hub, mean, and tip data for diffusion factor values between
0 and 1.0. These profile loss data sets are elected by the program user for
any given design calculation from a master file of up to 999 profile loss
parameter sets. In this program, energy addition is determined through
specification of the functional form of whirl velocity distribution at each
rotor exit, and through specification of limiting values on four aerodynamic
parameters for each stage. These aerodynamic parameters are:
1. Rotor tip diffusion factor
2. Stator hub diffusion factor
3. Stator hub Mach number
4. Rotor hub relative exit angle
In addition, the compressor flow path is specified.
The program accepts design input data for a specified maximum number
of stages and, barring any error messages from the calculation, computes
aerodynamic performance until either the maximum number of stages is
reached or the specified overall pressure ratio is attained. The design com-
putations may be based on 5, 7, 9, or 11 streamlines, at the user's option.
Hub and tip blockages are input separately, at each axial station, as the un-
blocked fraction of local geometric annulus area. The program user has the
capability of specifying the total mass flow at each axial calculation station.
Any changes in mass flow are distributed proportionally among all stream-
tubes involved in the design computation.
The computation and the corresponding program logic are developed in
detail in Appendix A (System of Equations and Computations) and Appendix C
(Program Flow Charts). The Fortran IV Source Deck listing of the com-
puter program is shown in Appendix B.
Input format and the preparation of required input data are presented in
Appendix D, along with the data set describing a sample design problem.
Appendix E illustrates the format of program output, through presentation
of the computed results for the sample design problem.
INTRODUCTION
As a part of Contract NAS3-7277 for the NASA-Lewis Research Center,
four axial flow computer programs were developed. The first of these pro-
grams was based on the assumption of simple radial equilibrium of static
pressure and constant efficiency radially. In this program, limits on hub and
tip ramp angles, axial velocity ratio across blade rows, rotor hub and stator
tip loadings, rotor exit relative flow angle, and stator hub Mach number are
specified; the velocity diagram and stage-by-stage performance are calcu-
lated. This program is reported in Reference 1.
The second program accounts for complete radial equilibrium of flow.
Losses are evaluated on the basis of blade element loss prediction methods.
Radial distribution of energy is specified as a polynomial variation of whirl
velocities at the exit of each rotor blade row; rotor tip loadings are specified
as are limiting values of rotor hub relative exit angles, stator hub Mach num-
bers, stator hub loadings, and the compressor flow path. This computer pro-
gram is reported herein and will be designated as "Axial Flow Compressor
Design Program II."
A third design program was also developed under this contract and will
be reported at a later date. Program Ill differs from Program II in that the
radial distribution of total pressure is specified rather than the whirl velocity
distribution, and there is the option of specifying the flow path or specifying
the axial velocity ratios and calculating the resulting flow path.
SYMBOLS
Note: The primary symbols are illustrated schematically in Figure I.
a sonic velocity, ft/sec
A, B, C, D, E constants in whirl velocity polynomial
b axial spacing of computational stations, in.






















diffusion factor; total derivative
blade force on gas, tbf/lb m
constants, variously defined in Equations (A-38) through
(A-40) and in Equations (A-44) through (A-46)
universal gravitational constant, 32.174 ft-lb m/lbf- sec 2
enthalpy, BTU/lb m
conversion factor, 778 ft-lbf/BTU
overall compressor axial length, in.
Mach number
molecular weight, lb m/mole
axial station index
number of axial stations
pressure, lbf/in. 2 abs





















mass flow rate, lbm/sec
fraction of blade span
axial coordinate, in.
ramp angle, degrees
air angle, measured from engine axis, degrees
ratio of specific heats
blockage factor expressed as unblocked fraction of annulus area




density, lb m/ft 3
solidity
air turning angle, degrees
angular speed, radians/second










effeetive value (of hub or tip radius}

















' relative value of a variable

















Velocity diagram along a streamline
VZ 3
4575-1
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of symbols.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The computer program, bearing Allison identification N-35, accounts
for full radial equilibrium including radial gradients in total enthalpy and
entropy. Specific heat is treated as a function of temperature with the
exception of the computation of shock loss, where Cp is assumed constant;
elsewhere in the calculation, all integrations involving Cp in the integrand
are performed for variable Cp. The program will not calculate supersonic
axial flows; a check is made at the mean streamline of each axial station and
the computation is terminated whenever an axial Mach number greater than
i.0 is encountered in three consecutive passes of the calculation.
The program requires description of the flow path geometry, including
location of all axial stations, plus hub and tip blockages at all stations. The
computation of adiabatic efficiencies uses blade profile loss parameter data
input as a function of diffusion factor for hub, mean, and tip sections. This
profile loss data is interpolated and extrapolated to any point along the blade
length by means of a second degree curve fit. Shock loss is computed at each
streamline position by means of the shock model of Reference 2, using the
ratio of supersonic turning to total turning input as a function of blade span
for each blade row.
As mentioned in the summary, the program draws its input-specified
profile loss data sets from a master file or library of up to 999 loss-data
sets. This master file appears as permanent data and is located at the rear
of the program deck; this library of loss data sets is the only information
stored as permanent data. Up to ten of the profile loss-data sets may be
selected for use in any one compressor design calculation. Each loss-data
')set consists of 20 values of profile loss parameter (_p cos_2 [2 _ for each
of the hub (10% span), mean (50% span), and tip (90% span) sections. These
60 values of loss parameter appear on 5 cards; each card consists of 12
fields of 6 columns each. The values of loss parameter for the hub section
are entered first; next the values for the mean and tip sections. At each
blade section, values are entered corresponding to increasing values of dif-
fusion factor. The program automatically assigns the 20 loss-parameter
vahes at any blade section to the 20 diffusion factor values 0, 0. 1, 0.15,
0.20, 0.25, , 1.0.
Aerodynamic design of each stage is governed by specified limiting
values for each of four aerodynamic design parameters. These parameters
are:
I. Rotor tip diffusion factor
2. Stator hub diffusion factor
3. Stator hub Mach number
4, Rotor hub exit relative flow angle
The program provides two alternative logic paths ensuring that the in-
put-specified limiting values of these parameters are not violated in any
stage. The program user may elect to: (1) drive the calculation to satisfac-
tion of the most restrictive of its aerodynamic limits at each stage or (2) ad-
just the calculation at each stage so that all aerodynamic design parameters
for that stage are less than or equal to their specified limiting values.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The basic equations of motion which govern the three-dimensional flow
of an inviscid compressible gas through a turbomaehine have been derived in
many reports such as Reference 3.
The pertinent equations for steady axisymmetric flow in cylindrical co-
ordinates are:
Continuity Equation
1 _}(PRV R) _(PV z)
- o (1)R _R + bz
Radial Equation of Motion
aHt ve a(RVe> /?Vz
gc J 3R - gcFR + gcJT"_ " + R 3R + VZ _ _ g2} (2)
Circumferential Equation of Motion
0 = gcF0 - -_ R
b(RV0 ) b(RV0)]
aR +Vz T5 J
Axial Equation of Motion
bH t _)S V 0 })(RV9 )
gc a _-- : gcFz + gc aT _-_ + -R" 8Z
Energy Equation
DHt ¢0 D(RVo )
-Q+









Equations (I) through (7) relate eight unknowns in FR,
VZ, S, and H t.
(7)
F0 , F Z, V R, V#,
The compressor design analysis considered for this study considers full
radial equilibrium and radial gradients in total enthalpy and entropy. The
simplifying assumptions are:
I. Only stations between blade rows are to be considered; therefore,
F R, F0, and F Z are zero.
2. Heat transfer is zero therefore Q is zero.
3. Consideration need be giwm only to the radial equation of motion.
With these assumptions, Equations (3), (4), (6), and (7) are eliminated.
Equation (1) is then rewritten for convenience as
R T
P
w = 2_r JPVzRd R
R H
and Equation (2) is written as
(8)
T t R
Ttj Rj _ dR
R R
2gcJ T_-_ dR + 2 VZ(_) R
Rj Rj
dR, (9)
where the subscript j here refers to the reference streamline used in the in-
tegration. The energy equation becomes
gc J (AHt) = oJ .X (RV# ) ( 1 O)
The method of solution of this set of equations in this application involves
specification of the flow path geometry and an indirect specification of energy
addition in each stage. Energy addition for a stage is established through a
given functional form for rotor exit whirl velocity and given limiting values
for the aerodynamic design parameters of each stage. Adiabatic efficiencies
are computed through use of input profile loss data and the shock loss across
a normal shock in the blade passage (Reference 2).
With blade inlet conditions known, exit velocity conditions are then com-
puted iteratively through Equations (8) and (9).
The primary objective of this computer program is to calculate design
parameter and performance in accordance with full radial equilibrium and
with efficiencies determined from input blade element profile loss data,
while ensuring that the specified limiting values of the four aerodynamic
stage design parameters are not violated in any stage. During iterative
solutions of Equations (8) and (9), efficiency and energy addition are revised
as required to achieve this objective. Energy addition is determined by
establishing a rotor exit whirl velocity level consistent with the limiting
values of stage design parameters.
The detailed procedure to accomplish the objectives of this program and
the development of the program logic to automate this design performance
analysis are discussed in the following subseetion. A detailed summary of
the ealculations is given in Appendix A.
DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM LOGIC
The given functional form for whirl velocity at the rotor exit and the
specified limiting values for the four aerodynamic design parameters com-
bine to control the energy addition in any given stage. The limiting values
of the aerodynamic parameters may each be used to solve for a correspond-
ing limiting value of rotor exit whirl velocity at the streamline where the
parameter is specified. One of these four values of whirl velocity is most
restrictive on stage design and is used in conjunction with the specified form
for whirl velocity to establish stage energy addition.
The methods of rewriting the expressions for the limiting values of stage
aerodynamic parameters to solve for rotor exit values of V 0 are developed in
Appendix A.
I0
I. The expression for the rotor tip diffusion factor is
DRT = I. 0 - --
V !
2T U1T VO 1T
V'V'IT + 2O_RT 1T
- U2T + V_ 2T
which rearranges to
V202 T +GV02T + W= 0
(11)
where
G __ 2 (U2T + KF)]
_:o: k_ J
W v +U_T+v2 _.]Z2 T R2 T
1.0- K 2
1
K - 2O. RT
f 1, U1T - V 01T U2F = 1.0 - DRT) V1T + 2aRT
Therefore,
- G + _G 2 - 4W
V02 T = 2 (12)
where the calculation is restricted to positive, real roots. When the
limiting value of rotor tip diffusion factor is used to evaluate F, the
chosen solution of Equation (12) represents a critical value of rotor tip
exit whirl velocity, satisfying the limiting value specified for rotor tip
diffusion factor.
2. The expression for tile stator hub diffusion factor is
V3 H V0 2H - V 0 3H
: - _+ (13)
DSH 1.0 V2 H 2_SH V2 H
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which rearranges to







K 2 V 2 _ V 2
- Z2 H R2 H
F 2- 1.0







= - G :1: _]G 2 - 4W (14)
V0 2H 2
where the calculation is again restricted to positive, real roots. Using
the limiting value of DS H to evaluate K and F, the resulting solution of
Equation (14) represents a critical value of V 0 based on the specified
limit for DSH in the given stage. 2H'





as H gc _ TS H
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This rearranges to
V 0 = SH as H 2 H 2H )2tt
1/2
(15)
If the limiting value of stator hub entrance Maeh number is used in
Equation (I5), there results the corresponding critical value of V 0 2H.







V_ 2H U2H 2H
(17)
The limiting value of B'
2 H
critical value of V_ 2H.
may be used to solve for the corresponding
Now, the absolute tangential velocity at the rotor exit is defined by the
functional relationship:
A B 2
V/_2 R22 + R2 + C + DR 2 + ER 2
(18)
where A, B, C, D, and E are constant coefficients. To use this expression
for the radial evaluation of tangential velocity, some arbitrary method of de-
termining the coefficients must be adopted, since any one of the four stage
aerodynamic parameters provides a value of V82 at only one radius and,
therefore, can be used to evaluate only one of the five coefficients. It was
decided to set values for the usually less prominent coefficients A, C, D,
and E and to compute values for B, based on each of the four critical values
of V#2, which arise from the limiting values of the aerodynamic parameters.
This decision to compute values of B was influenced by the fact that assigning
a value of zero to A, C, D, and E results in a free-vortex velocity distribu-
tion.
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As already indicated, the program fixes the energy addition in a stage
of the design through computation of four critical values of V# 2' each cor-
responding to the given limiting value of an aerodynamic stage design param-
eter. Using these values of V/_2, each at its appropriate radius, four values
of the coefficient B are established using the relationship
{A + CR2+ DRy+ ER3} (19)B : Rye2 R--y
The lowest value of B among the four values thus determined corre-
sponds to the stage design parameter which is critical at the time in the de-
sign computation when this value of B is computed and selected. This selected
value of B then defines the rotor exit whirl velocity distribution for its stage
and hence establishes the stage energy addition at that point in the design
computation.
The computer program satisfies the stage aerodynamic design param-
eters in either of two optional ways. The user may elect to: (1) reduce the
program-stored value of the whirl velocity "B" coefficient for any stage
whenever necessary to avoid exceeding the minimum of the four "critical"
values of B computed for that stage in a given pass of the design computa-
tion or (2) use the minimum of the four values of B computed, for each pass
in each stage of the designed compressor. The latter or "drive" option en-
sures that each stage of the final compressor design wil[ satisfy the critical
one of the four specified design parameters limiting values. The "no-drive"
option ensures only that no stage of a design will exceed any of its specified
limits for the aerodynamic design parameters.
The radial profile of axial velocity at an axial station is obtained by sub-
stituting Equation (18) into the radial equilibrium equation, (9), and inte-
grating the resulting expression from a reference streamline j to any other
streamline. The term V2j serves as the constant of integration and must be
selected to satisfy continuity; VZj is established by trial and error at each
axial station, for each pass of the design computation.
The program begins a design computation by reading in the specified
data on which the design is to be based, including: (1) the coefficients de-
scribing Cp variation with temperature, (2) the loss data sets selected from
the master file, and (3) data basically describing the machine to be designed,
including relative error tolerances to be used in the iterativ e computations,
and the design data for each of the maximum number of stages. The stage
data includes:
• Limiting values for the aerodynamic parameters
• Specific loss data sets to be used for rotor and stator
14
Q Flow increments in rotor and stator
• Polynomial coefficients describing exit whirl velocity distributions for
rotor and stator
• Blade solidity distributions
• Distributions of the ratio of supersonic turning to total turning
• Specification of flow path
The program considers ten axial stations at any one point in its iterative
design computations. The first five axial stations of the flow path represent
the inlet, and the program computes three exit stations behind the last stage
being designed. Hence, the program initially considers only the first stage,
with the inlet ducting and the program-computed exit ducting making up the
remaining eight axial stations initially considered.
The program begins its computation by evaluating Tt, Pt, and Cp (T) in
the inlet. Setting VR and V 8 in the inlet to zero, and assuming dR/dZ and
d2R/dZ 2 both zero at the front of the machine, the program then sets mass
flow rate throughout the inlet equal to the flow rate at the first station. Using
flow increment data specified for each input blade row, total flow rate at each
station of the entire input flow path is then computed.
Having established the number of streamtubes and the midstream index
streamline to be used in axial velocity computations, the program next es-
tablishes a simple radial equilibrium solution of the flow equations for the
initial ten stations; the whirl velocity distribution at the exit of the rotor is
initially established using the input value for the B coefficient of the corre-
sponding polynomial. At this point, the program establishes the full radial
equilibrium solution to the flow equations for the ten stations initially con-
sidered. Streamline curvature effects and radial gradients in total enthalpy
and entropy are included.
Next, the stage aerodynamic limits for the stage(s) among the ten axial
stations currently considered are checked and any necessary iteration on the
design of these stage(s) is performed, accounting for full radial equilibrium.
This iteration may be accomplished with either the "drive" option or "no-
drive" requested by the program user. Continuity is satisfied at every pass
and convergence is established on efficiency.
When convergence is fully established, the desired pressure ratio input
for this design is compared with the cumulative pressure ratio at the exit of
the last stage in the current converged design. If the desired pressure ratio
has not been met, and if the specified maximum number of stages allows,
another stage is added to the design at this point. Two stations from the
front of the design flow path are deleted, fully converged, at this point and
the exit ducting is re-established in the "new" ten-station design flow path.
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When a new stage is added, the current values of slopes, curvatures and
axial velocities from the immediately preceding stage are used in the first
pass on the new stage, and the design is redone (i. e., convergence is re-
established) for all ten stations currently considered by the computer. The
check of cumulative pressure ratio is made, and another stage added as be-
fore if needed and if available. The design computation may stop at numer-
ous points and produce one of a number of error messages if difficulty is en-
countered for physical or numerical reasons. The stopping points and cor-
responding error messages are shown in the program flow charts and in the
source deck listing, Appendices C and B, respectively.
PROGRAM RESTRICTIONS
It has been pointed out already that use of the limiting values of the
aerodynamic stage design parameters DRT , DSH , and MSH, to establish
corresponding critical values of the "B" coefficient in the whirl velocity
polynomial, is subject to restrictions on the choice of roots in establishing
V8 2 values at hub or tip.
A further restriction applies to the specification of limiting values for
rotor tip diffusion factor and stator hub diffusion factor in a stage. If the
maximum value of diffusion factor as defined below is exceeded in either
case, both the corresponding roots for V62 are complex, and physical
meaning is lost. The program has error messages imbedded in the logic
so that this condition may be readily determined.
The maximum level of rotor tip diffusion factor for the inlet flow condi-
tions, tip speed, axial velocity ratio, and solidity can be easily established.
The diffusion factor is
DR=l- --r + !




VZ2 (U1 - V01 ) - VZ2 tan_2
DR= 1 - I '1 ' + ' (21)
cosfl2 V1 2aV1
Since with established inlet conditions and VZ2 the rotor diffusion factor
is dependent only on V_ 2 or _, Equation (21) can be solved for its maximum
value. Differentiating, with B_ considered to be in the first or fourth quadrant,
16
, 1d (D R) VZ2 VZ2
! I ! !
d /_2 c°s2 f12 V_ sin f12 2 o. Vl c°s2 f12
!
Setting the right hand side to zero and solving for f12' it is found that
(1)(_2)DR max = arc sin
and that D R is at its maximum value.
Equation (21) yields
Substitution of Equation (23) into
VZ 2
VZ2 (U1 - V01) + _/4o. 2 -






Similarly, the maximum level of stator hub diffusion factor for given
flow conditions and solidity may be established. The stator diffusion factor
is
V3 V6 2 - V03
D s : 1.0- V--2 + 2or V 2 (25)
or
=I.0- V31c°sfl21 + Ic°sfl21 {Vz2 tanfl2-V03} (26)
VZ2 2 o. VZ2
Considering '82 to lie in the first or fourth quadrant, it is possible to estab-
lish the following derivative:
dDs V3 + --V0-3- l 1 (27)
It follows that
-1








Substituting Equation (28) into Equation (26) results in the expression
(29)






o Bryan, A. C. and Miller, M. L. Computer Program for Design of
Multistage Axial-Flow Compressors. AlIison Division, GM (EDR 4575),
NASA CR-54530. 1967.
2. Miller, G. R., Lewis, G. W., Jr., and Hartmann, M. J. Shock Losses
in Transonic Compressor Blade Rows, ASME paper, 60-WA-77.
. Aerodynamic Design of Axial Flow Compressors, NASA SP-36, 1965,
(Revised).
4. Equations, Tables, and Charts for Compressible Flow, Ames Research
Staff, NACA Report 1135, 1953.
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APPENDIX A
SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

The system of equations and computations presented in this appendix con-
stitute an iterative design system for computing performance of multistage
axial-flow compressors. It has been pointed out that the computation considers
only stations between blade rows, in addition to inlet and exit stations. Full
radial equilibrium of the flow is computed, including radial gradients of total
enthalpy and entropy. Flow is assumed axisymmetric and the gas is con-
sidered ideal, with Cp taken as a function of temperature.
The computer-programmed design system will handle a maximum of 12
stages, with the design of individual stages limited by input-specified maximum
values of four aerodynamic parameters in each stage. These parameters are:
rotor tip diffusion factor, stator hub diffusion factor, stator hub inlet Mach
number, and rotor hub exit relative flow angle. As described under Develop-
ment of Program Logic and in Appendix D, the program user may elect to
design all stages such that, in each stage, the converged design satisfies the
most critical of the four aerodynamic limits. Alternatively, the program user
may elect to design with only the assurance that no aerodynamic limits are
violated anywhere in a converged design.
In summary, the following information is given:
• Specific heat at constant pressure, as a function of temperature
• Molecular weight of the gas
• Maximum number of stages in the planned design
• Minimum mass-averaged overall pressure ratio
• Total mass flow rate
• Number of streamlines to be considered in the design computation
(5, 7, 9, ll)
• Fraction of the total flow passing between the hub and each successive
streamline
Furthermore, in the inlet ducting and at the compressor entrance, the
following items are given:
• Inlet total pressure
• Inlet total temperature
• Axial location of all inlet stations
• Hub radius and bIockage at each axial station
• Tip radius and blockage at each axial station
• Radial variation of inlet guide vane loss coefficient (input by streamline)
• Radial variation of inlet guide vane exit whirl velocity
• Tip speed at the inlet of the first rotor
A-1
For each of the maximum number of stages in the design, the following
items are given:
• Annulus geometry and blockages at hub and tip
• Radial distribution of solidity (rotor, stator)
• Initial radial distribution of rotor exit whirl velocity
• Radial distribution of stator exit whirl velocity
• Profile loss parameter correlations at hub, mean, tip (rotor, stator)
• Radial distribution of the ratio of supersonic turning to total turning
(rotor, stator)
• Limiting values for rotor tip and stator hub diffusion factors
• Limiting value of stator hub inlet Mach number
• Limiting value of rotor hub exit relative flow angle
The basic equations employed in this design system are displayed in the
description of computations presented here. The equations are presented in
cylindrical coordinates, assuming axisymmetry and neglecting body forces.
The solution is necessarily an iterative one, proceeding to the satisfaction of
several error tolerances specified as input and described in Appendix D.
CONTINUITY EQUATION
RT ef
w = 2 _JPvTRdR (A-l)
RH e
From geometric input dimensions and blockage,




RT 2 - RH2





= tip blockage factor
aerodynamic hub and tip
(A-2)
(A-3)
where blockage factor is the decimal portion of geometric area not blocked,
there results the expressions
(1 \ 2] /2RHe= ' H RI2__I+ - $ H)R_J (A-4)
RTe = 8TR _, + - 8 R (A-5)
A-2
The annulus is subdivided into (j-1) streamtubes, where j is input as the
number of streamlines considered in the design. The fraction of the total mass
flow passing between the hub and each of the j streamlines is given as input and
R.
DELM (j) = 2rr P V Z RdR (A-6)
RH e
ENERGY EQUATION
_ 1 - U 1 V_ ] (A-7)Ht2 - Htl gcJ IU2 V8 2 1
Tt 2 is determined by an iterative solution of the equation
Tt 2/.
Ht2 - Htl = Jcp(T)dT (A-8)
Tt 1
solving for the upper limit of the integral.
The exit total pressure for the rotor at any streamline is determined
using exit total temperature and efficiency. The adiabatic efficiency is then
redetermined by calculating an isentropic temperature rise from an iterative
solution of
J ./ cp(T)
Pt2 = Ptle Ttl (A-9)













2gcJ T_ dR+ 2 Vz \_-_-]R
Rj Rj
(A-11)
The entropy gradient term of the radial equilibrium equation is evaluated




r7 _ _ _]0c,_ ..= - --_ln pt |
R 1 LTtl 9
(A-12)
The streamline curvature term is evaluated from
(A-13)
where the subscript _b designates a derivative taken along a streamline.
EQUATION OF STATE
P
p _ (A- 14)
_T
STATIC-TO-TOTAL AND RELATIVE-TO-ABSOLUTE CONVERSIONS
From the definition of total enthalpy, the relationship
V 2
(A-15)
H t - H - 2gcj
is established.
A-4





and static pressure is calculated from
p __ (A- 17)
Relative total enthalpies are determined from
, 1 [V,2_V2]H t - H t - 2gcj
(A-18)
Relative total temperature is found iteratively from
H : fOp(T dT
T












Pt2, i - t 2
I










The total loss coefficient is taken as the sum of profile and shock loss
coefficients
t = _P + _s • (A-23)
The shock loss coefficient is calculated on the basis of the normal-shock-
in-passage model presented in Reference 2 (See References in report). In
this computation, the specific heat of the gas is evaluated at local temperature
but is not treated rigorously as a variable. For each stage in a design cal-
culation, the computer program receives as input a radial distribution of the
ratio of supersonic turning to total turning for both rotor and stator. Super-
sonic turning is computed as
(Z Css@ss = 1 - fl @total " (A-24)
For stators, the absolute air angles are substituted. If the relative inlet
Mach number is equal to or greater than 1.0, the inlet Prandtl-Meyer angle
is calculated from
7+ 1 tan-I _ - - tan" M 1 -iVl= _'-i (A-25)
The Prandtl-Meyer angle at the intersection of the assumed normal shock with
the suction surface is calculated from
= v + ¢ • (A-26)VSS 1 ss
The Mach number at this location is then determined from an iterative solution
of the expression
v = _ - 1 -tan -1 M - 1 (A-27)ss T- 1 tan-1 ss
The effective shock upstream Mach number, from which the pressure ratio
across the shock is computed, is
Me :-2- + Mss • (A-28)
A-6
Using the normal shock relationship, Equation (99), Reference 4 (in report},
----7- = .2
kPtl/normal 7 i) M e +
shock
'Y/7 - 1 f2__"YMe"2'Y+-1('Y - lil 1/'/- 1
(A-29)
the shock total pressure ratio is determined.
then evaluated as
1 - \Ptl ] normal shock
s = (A-30)
l m






Now, if the inlet relative Mach number is less than 1.0, the effective upstream
shock Mach number is calculated as
M e = M 1 X X 1 + (A-32)
where Mss' is a function of Css determined by iterative solution of the equation
Css = 7 X tan -1 _¥ Y ss - 1 - tan Mss - 1 (A-33)
!
If M e is greater than 1.0, _s is evaluated using Equations (A-29), (A-31),
and (A-30) as before. IfM' e is less than 1.0, _s is assumed equal to 0.
The profile loss coefficient is determined from blade element loss data,
input as profile loss parameter _,- cos,-'_t_- correlated as a function of diffusion
2z
A-7
factor for hub, mean and tip sections as described earlier and in Appendix D.
The hub and tip loss data sets are associated with 10% span and 90% span,
respectively. Blade diffusion factor is calculated as
and
' V' = V'
D R 1.0 V2 01 02
= ----7" + (For rotors) (A=34)
V1 2crV{
v 3 vo2 vo3
DS= 1.0--- +
V 2 2oV 2
(For stators) (A-35)
where solidity, _, is determined at the average radius associated with a
stream surface in the blade passage.
When the diffusion factor is established for the flow along a given stream-
line in a given blade row, the average percent span for that streamline in the
passage is used to establish a profile loss parameter value associated with the
given streamline. The loss parameter is established using a parabolic curve
fit along the blade span, using the mean section loss parameter value and the
hub or tip section value, as appropriate. Both loss parameter values are
taken at the diffusion factor level computed for the subject streamline. The
parabolic fit takes the form
0.5
+ 6.25 (x - 0.5) 2 gP c°sfl2_ lo 9,0.1
(A-36)
The profile loss coefficient is then computed directly, using solidity and stream-
plane relative exit flow angle at the subject streamline.
The total loss coefficient is used to establish an actual exit total pressure
using Equation (A-21) or Equation (A-22), as appropriate. This exit total
pressure is used to re-establish adiabatic efficiency through the use of Equations
(A-9), (A-8) and (A-10), as described earlier.
A-8
ENERGY ADDITION--Determined by Stage Aerodynamic Design Parameters
As described earlier, and in Appendix D, the computer program user may
elect to design each compressor stage to satisfy the critical one of the four
limiting values specified for its aerodynamic design parameters, or the user
may elect to design only with the assurance that all converged stage designs
will not violate any of the prescribed aerodynamic limits. Satisfaction of the
critical one of four aerodynamic limits in each converged stage design occurs
in the so-called "drive" option, where the rotor exit whirl velocity distribution
(B coefficient in whirl polynomial) is adjusted to satisfy the critical aerodynamic
limit at each re-assessment of loading in each stage during design computations.
By contrast, the "no-drive" program option merely decreases the B coefficient
of the rotor exit whirl velocity polynomial sufficiently to avoid a violation of an
aerodynamic limit each time such a violation is encountered during re-assess-
ment of loading. It is possible and likely that during design computations
prior to convergence in any given stage, the whirl velocity distribution in this
program option will be reduced to a level such that none of the four design-
limiting criteria are equalled in the converged design when the no-drive
option is used.
Summarizing, each of the four design criteria is used to establish a cor-
responding distribution of whirl velocity; that is, each aerodynamic limit may
be used to determine a value of the B coefficient in the rotor exit whirl velocity
polynomial at a given point in the design computations. In the "drive" program
option, the lowest of these four values of B is chosen and used to define the
rotor exit whirl velocity distribution at that point in the calculation. In the
"no-drive" program option, the B value is changed to equal the lowest of the
four computed values only if B is currently larger than the lowest of the four
values computed from the stage aerodynamic design limits.
Expressions for the B coefficient in terms of aerodynamic parameters are
developed as follows.
i. B coefficient in terms of rotor tip diffusion factor
The diffusion factor at the rotor tip is given by
or
V_.T V_I T V'
DRT = 1.0 + - 82T (A-37)
I
V1T 2°'R T Vl T
DRT = 1.0
V_ T UI T V8 + V 8
- IT U2T 2T
Vl T 2°'RT Vk T
A-9
This may be rearranged as





UIT - iT -
2CrRT
V !








UIT - 1T -
2_R T
V_T : U2T - VB2T) 2 R2T 2
1/2
Squaring and equating (A-38) and (A-39) results in
U2 T - 2U2T V62T + V_2 T V 2+ R2 T
(A-39)
which reduces to
+ V_2T2 = K2 V202T + 2KFV02T + F2
E-2(u2 +1o2T 1.o --_ v_2T + tV + U2 TZ2 T + V22T -1.0 - K 2
A-10
or





t.V 2 - F:J
= + VR2 T2 T + U2 T
1.0 - K 2
The absolute tangential velocity at the rotor tip may be obtained by solving
Equation (A-40).
/




The calculation is restricted to positive real roots. The coefficient B
is given by
B = R2T Ve2 T -CR2T- DR2 T - ER3T _ AR2T (A-42)
2. ]3 coefficient in terms of stator hub diffusion factor
The stator hub diffusion factor is expressed as
V3 H V82H - V_3H
DSH = 1.0 - _+ (A-43)
V2 H 2crSH V2 H
This equation may be arranged as
= -K +










Now, expressing V2H in terms of its components and squaring Equation
(A-44), there results
V 2 + V8 G + W = 0 (A-45)
0 2 H 2H
where
G - - 2KF
F 2 - 1.0
Hence,
K 2 V 2
- Z2H - V._2H
2
F 2 - 1.0
./
= - G + VG 2 - 4W (A-46)
V0 2 H
2
where the calculation is again restricted to positive, real roots. Using
the limiting value of DSH to evaluate K and F, the resulting solution of
Equation (A-46) represents a critical value of V 6 The corresponding
B coefficient is expressed as in Equation (A-42). 2H"
A-12
3. B coefficient in terms of stator hub Mach number







This may be written as
[v$ + +2 H R2 H Z2
MSH =
as H





Note that where the quantity shown in parentheses here is negative, the
limiting value of MSH cannot be satisfied by adjusting V 0 2H. The program
produces an error message when this condition is encountered. As before,
the B coefficient is given by Equation (A-42).
4. B coefficient in terms of rotor hub exit relative flow angle
The relative exit flow angle at the hub is
f v2Htfl 2H = tan 1 - (A-51)+ V 2 _1/2V2z2H R2K]
Thus,
02 H 22H + tan 2H
A-13
and
= - + R2 H tan _2H (A-52)V02 H U2 H Z2H
When the limiting value of _'2H is employed to evaluate V 0 , the
2H, L


































































































*w=* THIS CALCULATION WILL YIELD IHE SIA'3E LOADlr_u ANO !.)cSI,.,;W
PLINI P_-RFuRMAiWCE UF AN AXIAL FLOW CbMPi<L-SSC,_ ,,HIUH :-_k-f5
IFL FULLCWI_G CCniL_IIICNS...
J.. A MINIMUM PRLSSURE RATIO•
2. A MAXIMU_I _UMBEI< OF _IAGIzS.
._. A MA_I_W_UM A_PFCT KATIC FUH EACH _LAue RLI_.
4. SIAGL EC/-IL, IENCY PROFILE WHICH F,AICH_ Ii_L LL__::
TABLES.
5. MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE MAL, H NIJMOLR AT TtiL SIAT,)_< I il_,h_,ICc
AT lilt t4UB,
C), _AXIMUM SIAIOR HUB O-FACT(JR.
I. MAXIMUM P,ELAIIVI- FLUk ANC, LE UUI CF TH_ VJIL, I_ HUo.
8, MAXIMUM RfJTOR lIP O-FACTtJR (_JPIIbN_,LI.
*** E,TI-ER i_,Pbl PARAMETEk_ INCLL, UE...
. HUB ANL; TIP bLCCKAGE FACTUI-,S AT __ALH A,_I_wL _I_IIU_.
. SPECIFIC I-_A1 A_ A FUI,_CTIu_ UF F_PE,_AIUv -,
. _LADE _-LEMENI LUSS UATA,
• SOLIOITY_ WHIRL VELOL, IIY ANU _:SIIHAIEO .:FFJCI,:_I.wC¢ AS
A FUNCTION OF RAulbS.
• DESIGN SPetL) AND AI_FLCW.
. ANNULUS bEC_METRY,
• INLIzT GUIUE: VANL LOSS C_EFFICItNT.
.w_._,. CblLINE OF IHE CALCULATIEN PROCEDURE _-*_:*
w=** TFf- CALCULATICN BEGINS bY SELVING [r_: SIMPLt_ _A!,I.I.
_(.iUILI_RIUN (SRkl FLU_ L_U_TIL_N AT THe- ]NLLI CF I,_L
MACH INE,
*** IFEN TI-_E FLCW IHR(JUGH THE INLEI, f I_,ST I_LIOR A:,_L_
- ST_IOR, AND THE PROGRAM PKEPARt:b LXIT IS APw/_LYIZt:U
WITH IHE INPUT LEJ,_DING AND A CCNSTAN[ EFFICIENCY
PRCFILE (CUNVArURE EFFECTS INCLUD_:I)}.
*** NOW THE LC, ADING I5 ALI EREO TO MEET L_N_: LF [.IM[r_ L_,
O, 7._ ANd E.
*** NUN THE LOSS IS UETER_INEO FI_OM TH_ INPUT MAPS ANO [Hd
CURRESPONCINL, EFFICIIzNCY IS CALCULAIEU. IP THE INWJI























INFUT EFFI_.,|LfiCIES ARE RE-_EI ANO THE C/_LCULATION _EPL:_IEU MAI,_
FRCM THE PUINT WHERE CURVATURE EFFECTS _,EHE INTI<dI;UCLJ.
THIS PROCEDURE IS REPEATED UNTIL THE II_PUT AND CALCUL_IEL)
EFFICIENCII-S CONVERGE.
*** IF CUMULATIVE MASS AVERAGE PRESSURE RAIIU IS b_Lt;,w THe.
RE_UIREO MINIMUM AN ADDITIrJNAL STA_E IS AODED lL} IHF:






































MAIN. - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS| -



























***** DIMENSIONED VARIABLES *****
- LSED FUK IHE A_SOLUTE FLOW ANbLL
- _UIUR EFFICIENCY lAND STA_E EFFICIENCY DLPENOING
ON THE INDEX) E_UIVALENCEO TO ATAS.
- STAGE EFFICIENCY (SEE AIAK),
- CUNIAINS THE VALUE OF THE COEFFICI_NI OF I,O/R
IN T_E WHIRL VELbCITY INPUT EQUATIGN.
- RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE
- ELUCKAGE FACTOR AT THE HUb,
- ELADE TYPE IINTEGER),
- BLCCKAGE FACTUR AT tHE TIP, -
- SCRAICH VECTOR USED IN STREAM _NO CAXIAL.
- SPECIFIC HEAT AT CCNSTANT PRESSURE,
- {UEFFICIENTS OF SPLCIFIC HEAT AT CCNSTANI
PRESSUHE AS A FUNCTION OF {JIAL TEMPERATURE,
- RADIAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY,
CSLUPE - CER|VATIVE OF AXIAL VELOCITY WITH RESPECT T_
AXIAL LENGTH,
- TANGENTIAL OR WHIRL VELOC|TY S_UARED,
- 1AKGENTIAL COMPONENT bE VELOCITY.
- CONTAIN COEFFICIENTS OF _HIAL VELOCITY L_UATIUN.
iZ/[5167












































































- _XIAL LCMPUN2NT OF VELCCITY - I,E, AXIAL VELE;CITY.MAIN IO_
_AIN 107
- AXIAL VELOCITY NORMALIZED TU THE PEAN LINE AXIAL MAIN IJd





































CXS - _XIAL VELDCI|Y FRCP THE CUNTINUITY ECQLJAIILJN.
DA - _ALUE OF IhTEGRAL FROP J TO J÷l.
DELM - FRACTICN MASS FLOW BEIWEEN HUo AND J-Trt bI_{L_",-
LINE. MUST bE ST_,ICTLY MONJTGNIC IN J.
UEPV - SCRATCH VbCTUP..
DF - INDEPENUt:NT VALUES OF L;-FACi'CI_ LS,:IJ _[|H ttHJtl_
TU DL1EI.,I"INE LDSS CUEFFICIENIS.
CF_Cr - E-FaCT{]R_.
UFL - [.-FACTLk LIMIT.
[.)FLOW - CN READ-IN DFL_]w CUNTAINS THE Ir, JcI_EM[_TAL ;_A'.,_
FLOr, KATE PEK L_LAOE ROW. IT IS E_JUIVALL,_I{..L_ Ii]
FLUN ANO WILL LATER CCNTAIN ]I7E HASS FL(J_ _,_It
PER 31Al IUN.
EMACH - COI_TAINS IHL AVERAGED MACH NU_UEk UScu TL
CALCULAIE IHE SHLIL& LUSS. IN tJUIPUI IT
£U,,_]/_IIXS A*IS.
FLEW - t, ASh FLOk RATE ISEE DFLON).
FUUNU - LUSS CUEFFICIENTS FUR VARIOU_ U-FACTOKS, 5LAOt
TYPES AND lO,bO AND 90 PER CE_I ELAdE HLIbHT_.
FRCEL - SCHAICh
GAPMA - fiATIO OF SPECIFIC FEAT.
HMN - LN The- HCTL.K INDEX THIS VECTU_ CUNT,_I_'_S IHc !t,J3
A_bi)LUTE t,iACH NU,4ISEK LINIT. UN THE. SIA1u_: Ii'-_,JEX
IT CLNIALNS Tflb RELATIVE FLU_ ANGLE L|r_II.
MACH - _BSULUTE aND RELATIVE MACH NUmbEr, S.
DEAR - LOSS CCEFFICIENT.
PC - IOTAL PRESSURE
K - STREAMLINE RADII,
RCLKVE - THE SECONU DERIVATIVE OF RADIUS WITH REbPECT fU
AXIAL LENGTH,
RH - l-Ut_ RADIUS,
RHG - S/ATtC DENSITY,




,_'A I ,Q 1,;_]
t.'_hI _ i.;5
"1A l 'J ld2
MA i"J 1_-7
_,A[ H 129
_,a I ,,! 130




HA [ _i 1 !_7
_AIN lid
MAIN 139





















































MAIN. - EFN _ SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS)
ROSTAG - STAGNATION DENSITY.
RS - SHROUD RADIUS"
RSLOPE - FIRST [;ERIVATIVE OF RADIUS WIIII RESPECT TLJ
AXIAL LENGIH.
R[RAIL- _,EW SIREAMLINE RADIUS.
SGCD - CUEFFICIE_IS OF SOLIDITY PDLYNCN|AL.
SCLIO - SOLIDITY.
,SSCO - CUEFFICIENTS OF IHE RAIIU OF SUPERSONIC IG TLJTAL
IUkNING.
TE_M1 - SCRATCH VECIOR.
IErMA-- SCrAtC_ VECTOR;
TERMB - SCRAICI-, _/ECT(JR.
TERMC - SCRAICIi VECTOR.
-IIILE .... _01_ TITLE (AL.PHANUMERIC IOENrlFICAIIUN OF ,_
EATA SET !,
IO - TDIAL TEMPERATURE.




- LOSS FACIORS ACROSS T_E INLET GUIDE VANE.





AZ_2AU - SEE AIOAU'
v,_v,_**_vvv SCALAR f,JUANIITIES ,4,_,,_4,4-I,**

























































































MAI_° - EFN SDU_CE STATEMENT - IFKISI -
A3C3AO - SEE AX[AO.
A6C4AG - SEE AXI.)AO.
ASLbAO - SEE AICAU.
CM - PEAN STREAML|NE NGFMALIZEO AXIAL VELtlL, I1Y ANI_
J SLRATCH CELL.
bMEAN - MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY FRCM CIJNTIKUITY.
CI'EANP - I,LAN AXIAL VELOCITY FI. OM PREVIIbS PAb_.
CM2 - MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY SObAREU.
IZ/I _/61
CPCZ... - CUEI-FICI.ENI OF THE INTEGRAL CF CP/T_UT U_[u IN
SUBROUTINE THERM3.
CP{]3 - SAME AS CPCJ2.
CPC4 - SAME AS CPU2.
CPC5 - SA_E AS CPO2.
DAMP - kEISHTING FACTOR FOR IIERATION OF AXIAL Vi LOLITY
I.,}D - SCRATCh CELL,
UIF_M '-- _ELATIVE ERR[JR iN =MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY |TERATIUN.
DIFF
DIFF3
UUMMY - SCRATCH CELL.
G - IJN_VERSA.L_G_S C_O.NSTAN.T .= 15_5.44. _
GASK - _as CONSTANT.
CCINTG - INTEGRAL OF CP OT FRGM 0.0 TG STANIARH IcMPLR_IU_L_AIN Z4_
iIAlN _"_2
CPI2 - O]_FFILIEtVl (JF THE INTEGI(AL LF (P Or O_uu if_ mAlr_ Z#?,
SUBROUTINE THERe2. MAI_I 2_.'_
MAIN 24b
CPI3 - SAME A_ CPIP, MAlr_ 24e,
MAICI 241
CPI4 - SAME AS CP|Z, MAIN 2@b
MAIN 24 _
CPI5 - SAME AS CPI2. MAIN 25U
_AIN 251















- RELATIVE ERROR SCRAICH CELL, ,',lAIN 26q
MAIN 270
- RELAIIVE ERROR SCHATCfl CELL. MAIN 2.71
MAIN Z72
- IEMPEI_ATLRE RISE AL{]NG A STREAMLII_E AND AL_O USEU MAIrJ 273









































- LFK SuUkCi- S "1._ I t: l.'_L N I - If-N{ _t -
i,iAFK - PA_3 ,:,_,tRAUEU P!_,ESSuP, F: RATI[_.
,'IL,b_wT -- t,bLL.bLL/_i-, _l:.Ibril" LF TI-L _i_KJt,,b FLLIu.
t;L,_'KN,J - L_.S3 L_LLLLAT_IP Fi<L,'i PI-cS'.-.URc..',.
PGLll - INLET TOIAL PRLSSORE.
i-_Ale - FD, ilL (.F ICTAL rLMPL.ATL,,.tL It 1L1AL Ir__'_PLL ,_l..j,_c
iKuFL.r_tl,bc KAj. S_O IU It+u. uA,_"{AI (_,Ami,'A-i) II,,'t:.':_
_AIlLi LI- TLIAL PP, E_SU,.tE _,,.FL:RuKCL Tu l(iT,_L
ILJ_Pt.R_TLr, L. N_TE.. Telu #,_t-LR,.,'_CE !..U;_.JI I [Jl a _,<c







LZIL _ t "., 7
- .; TIME_ GRAViTATiONAL CON,_fArwT TiMF._ JUULI:._ :g,t,l;,,_',
CONSTANT ,, 50070._66. "A|_ 2c
"AI w Z _
- i. fl_'_'i be, AVII,tIICNAL C*);I31ANT lit. c-; bAo Cb;_,IAN[ 4AI,, _,:
,IAIN :;,_,>
•_AIr. /r, ,
- JUULES CCNSIANI = 778.i2, 'AI _ ,.-.,
,.:t_l.q c"_ ,
',AI _ / :,-
"'A l '_ Z v ,
M A J.,'_ 5Oi
_AIk' 30 :
'4_I'_ 3_)'*
,"iA I N 30
MAIN 3i},;
- I. LVOLLIIu, I_ PLI_ ;-lllkUlt-. VAI;: $U7
;4 A I i_ __O_
- SLRt-ilOk I,.ELL bat-CJ i_ l-_CLb _, KL, PBc('. eL,!:. 5h_,:.l- I I.li_.*'_Alf; __o;
'.IA Iq 310











- lhi- llci<Al ION Ocl bPLC|FIC ricA1 HCLdS Iti__
F_cV|lJC) VALbr- OF SPECIFIC H_I.
- INLLI IuIAL IuMPrRAILJRE.
- ICLI:&AKCE t;N f:FFICIE¢,ILY.
- IuLtHAI_C_ LIt TttL_ TL[AL li:;"tl.*_-_AIbRt- WIlL ,,r,,
SPLCIFIC hEAl.
- IILc_<ANL,_ CN Tm_ AXIAL V_C:L'JC[IY AN_ rI.cLglLU
i,uk I P,bLL _,,





M A I _',i31:I
r4Al 'i Yl
'_A [ _ ]2U
,'iAl:_i 52L
'-IAI ,_ 322
."_A I :', 3ds
._Alr,i 7,2_+
,"_A I N 3.',')




































MAIN. - EFN SCURLE STATEMENT - IFN( S|
1i/12167




- CURt_ENT CUMULAIIVE TUT_L MASS AVERAGE P_<ES_,U_L
RA_I_J.
- USUALLY ABSULUTE VELOCITY.
- bSUALLY ABSULUrE VELOCITY.
*****_* INIEGER VARIABLES **_,,_#w,*
BLbDE - INGICAIFS WHICH LOSS DATA TO USE FCR rrtF. _,LAOL
AT SfAIIUN i.
CCbNI - IItkATIC_ COuNTE|_.
I - STATICh INOEX,
IB - Fli_31 _TblIUN AT _HICH CALCULAIICN IS AKI;w(3
PL AC L.
IBI - SECUND SIAIION AT WHICH CALCULATIOK IS IA_ING
PLACE,
IDbMP - RESERVEC FCK FUTURE APPLICATION°
IFIKsT - INDEX-OF" FIRST RGTER EkIT AT WHICH CALLdLAIIL)i_
IS CCNTINbING.
1G -_UM6ER OF LL]SS DAIA SETS IN THE PERMA,xkNT DATA.
II - SCRATCh INDEX.
IKK - INDEX IU INUICATE WHICH LUSS UATA SET T,J USE.
ICLITR - CUIPUT TRIGGER....
I = ALL STREAMLINE PUSIIIONS.






































3 = HUBtMEAN AND TIP SIREAMLINV PUSIIIUNS.MAIN 37w




- PASS THRCUGH ITERATION PROCLCURE,
I = SIMPLE RADIAL EOUILIBRIUM
2 = CURVATURE EFFECTS
3 = tuRVATURE EFFECTS-wITH ALTERED eFFICIENCY
PROFILE
- }CRATCF INDEX,
































































- SCRATCh INDEX AND LOUP COUNT.
- MIb-ST._EAMLINE INDEX.




- (..CkAICH VECTbK INDFX.
- ITLKAIICN COUNTER.
- ITERATIbh COUNTER.





LIMIT - zERC MEAMS FCRCE TI"E CALCULATILk 1L MrE1 ONE UF
IHE LIMITS AT EACH SIAGE.
LOOP - IIERATIf3N COUNTER.
LOCP¢ - ITEHAIIbN CLJbNIER
LSIA_E - INDEX UF LAST STAIUR EXII.
MSIA,IE - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STAGES.
N - _ERAICH INCEX°
NLIN-S - IwUMBLR OF STREAMLINES AT WHICh LALCULAIIUN iS
TO TAKE PLACE.
NTL_:.S - NUMBER OF STREAMTUBLS.
NX - INDEX GF LASIr STATION AT WIiiCH CALCULAII{JN IS
IAKING PLACE.







M A [ I'4 ,:._YJ

















































mAIN. - EFN S(JUI_CE SIAfEMLNT - IFlkI S)




IE_ROR - INLICAIES THAI SUMt V/_KIASLE HAS NCT ,_LT l"Ht
IULERANCIF_S iF [RUE.













X _ETAIIU, II ),
X C_IIO,III,








C XNL _,( TO, tl) ,
DLLM ( I i | ,
X FMACH(Z(_,I I),












































X MSTAGE, hLINES, NTUBES, NX,
E_UIVALENEE
B2(£'; I,





L_FLL. { 3Z) ,
GAM_At3_, II),
_ACfI(2_ ,] I I,




I ITL_ (LZ) ,
Hllil,
AIOA(], AZIJZAO, A3FJ3AO, ._4U_AO,
CM, CML:AN, C I"EANP, CLJ IN[L;,
CPIO, LPG2, CP03, C PO_,
DJFCMt oT_ (:] UMMY ,_ E,RA_,
GR2_ JUULE _ NAPR, MCLLNT,
TERMO, IEST_H, rEST,_S, TL.SL'15,
TELMIIN, TOLM._, TCLTiPt IbLLP,
V, VMI
Ii_i, I OU,'4P, I ER_RU_, ll-lk_T,
IT, J, d IN, J J,
I_-K, L, LIMII, L ST AC,_:,
NXI, YES
(AT_K(I, l) ,ATAS(I , I) ) , (FLOw(i),DFLOh(I))
1 CENT INUE
*** REAL) TFE JOB TITLE, NECESSARY FOR dUB DESLRIPTIOi'_
.!0 READ (5,1!I (TITLEIII.,I=I_I2)
READ (b,5) (CPCD(I},I=I,£)
*** CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS NEEDED IN THE VARIOU_
OPERAT|_NS INVOLVING CP





















































MAINo - EFN SOURCE STATEMENI - IFN(S) -
CPb5=CPCC (oil =..
AIOAO=CPCC( _ l IE.P C(J (l)
AZOZA(J=CPCP/CPCO | i J
A3E:3AO=CPE 3/CPCO ( I )
A4C=,AO=CPC4 ICPCO (11
ASO_AO=CPCS/CPCD(I )





CP Io=CPCO ( : #/6.
ll F-U_MAT (I_-_(:)
KK=L
*** INPUI INDEX TO INCICAIE WtlICH LOSS DATA 3bTS TU USL
READ (5,91J) (IKI((j)tJ=I,LU)
Kl= IKKI I I
*** REVIND MASTEF_ TAP_- OF LLISS _ATA
935 REMIND Z
bO 950 L=I, IG
*** HE_J LOSS D/_TA FRLM MASTER IAPE
READ (21 ((CX(K,JI,K=I,2UI,J=I,3)
*** IS THIS SET UE31RED
IF |KI.LT.L.OR.KI.GT.|G| CALL ER_[}R(II
937 IF (KL.NE,.| GU Tb 95(;
DO 949 J=l,3
DO 945 K=I,20
*_* STERE LOSS LAIA F_CM MASTER TAPE INTO PROPER ALLOCAIIUN
TO _E USEC IN LOSS SUBROUTINE
9_5 FUUND(K,J,KK|= CX|KtJ|
IF |KK.EQ.IO| GC TO S_G
KK=KK+ I
KI=IKK(KK|






*** REID THE SCALER QUANTITIES
READ (),I.=IMSTAGE, INLINES, IOUTIRtIDUMP,CPNEWtLI M|T,
X FLOW| L)II'L)LEWT_TIJCOtPLCb_ IDTPK,IOLCXtTOLR_IOLCPI, RPMtdAMP


























































M_-_IN. - EFN SOURCE STAIEMENI - IFI'_IS) -
• _ ERROR WILL SET IHE TEMPERATURE CR PRESSURE TU IHE AdS_JLUIE MAIN 5oL
VALUE UF SAME AND WILL GO TO A NEW DATA SET IF ONE CF tHE
VALUES IS ZERO
IF (POCU.LE.O.O.CR.TUCC.LE.O.O) CALL ERROi{ILU)
• ** ThE NUMBER CF SIREAML|NES MUST PE 5jTt9 UR ].l_ LRRC)K
WILL TERMINATE EXECbTION
IF (NL INE S. LT. 5. CR.NLINES. GT.II,OH.MUDINLI NES, Z )• E _.Ol
X CALL ER_CR,(6)
¢_wK ERFUR RESETS 1lie NUMBER OF SIAGES TU bE CCNSIOEK,-I. T_J 12.
NOIE.o.NEXT DATA SET MAY NUT EXECUTE PROPERLY




















_ READ ThE INLET GE&METRY AND BObNDARY LAYER _LOCKACE FACIGRSMAIN 58_
MAIN 5_i
READ (5,3_)(X(IJ,_HII|tEhII)_RS(1)tBT{I),I=I_NX) MAIN 582
.... • _ RE_D TEE FRACT!CN MASS FLOW BETWEEN ThE HUB AND THE J-rH MAIN 5_
STREAMLINE. IHESE NUMBERS MbSI INCREASE MUNOIONICALLY MAIN 5_5
MAIN 5_6
READ (5_20I IDELMIII_I=ItNLINES) MAI_ 587
NT_BES= NLINES-I MAIN 5@8
DO 3 I=I_NTUBES MAIN 58g




• ** RE_D TME LOSS FACIGRS ACROSS THE INLET bUIDE VANE MAIN 59J
FOR THE J-TH STREAMLINE MAIN 594
MAI_ 595
B READ (5v20) (WIII_I:Ie_LIN_S) .... MAIN 5gO
RLAD (5,3E) (CUCC(5,JI,J=I,5) MAI_ 5g/
5 F_RMAT (JE20.8) MAIN 59L;
20 FORMAl {7F10.5) MAIN 599
35 FORMAT {SFLO.5} MAIN 60G
MAIN &OI
..........• $$ WRJTE OUT MACHINE OESCR!pTION ....... MAIN 6OZ
MAIN 60J
CALL DATE(DA) MAIN 60_
WRITE (0_391 (TIILEII)_I=I,IZI_IOAil)_I=I,2) MAIN bO_
36 WRITE (e_OI MSTAGE,TOTPR_NLINES_P_CO,FLOWI£ItTOCO,MULEWTtRPM, MAIN 60_
X IULCXe TCLB2, TCLATt IOLMS_ TOLRt MAIN b07
....X (CELMI!.I,!_=ZtNLI.NES) ....... ........... MAIN 60_
WRITE (6_411NLINES_ (WIII_I=I_NLINES} ' MAIN 60_
MAIN 610
• _* WRITE oUT INLEi GECMEIRY .... MAIN 611
MAIN 612
39 FORMAT (1FIZ4X14A6J. _ - .I I MAIN 61_
........................................ :............... MAIN 61_
40-FORMAT('IFO28X(3F_*#_---_ ADVANCED M_LTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOw cUMPRESMAIN 615
_SUR _---_ I/}BX_JF_--_ ANALYSIS AT DESIGN CONDITIONS _--_MAIN 6Lo
B-II
£Zllbl6(
MAIN. - EFN SOURCE SIAIEMENI - IFN(SI -
I/l'_7X26M----I N P U T _ A T A.... III 9X35HTiiE MACHINE IS IU HAMAIr,I 6£7
XVE NO MURE THAN 13_7H STAGESI5X25HA TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO L;F El. St MAI_ 61_
XIiH IS DESIRED IIgX35HCALCbLATIONS ARE TO BE PERFCRMLO 41 I._, r4AIN bI£
XIZH STREAMLINES IO_L7HThE INLET TOTAL PRESSURE IS F9,Z, '_AIN 620
X 13H LdSIS_, INCF // 9X _:7HIHMAI.'4 6Zt
XE INLET MASS FLOW RATE IS fl.2) 7H LB/SEC LgX3OHTHE INLEI ILJIAL TLMAI_ 6,.:Z
XMPERATURE IS F7.2)IH DEG, KI/gXJ2HMdLECULAR WEIGHI OF IRE FLdIO ISr.'Ai_ oP__
X FT.2)21X 16HIHt TiP SPEED IS FT, ItgH FI./SEC, // 9X .-THAXIAL VEL',JMA[:4 6_'+
_CITY TOLERANCE IS F7._) -;eX 26HB COEFFICIENI TOLERANCE IS _l._, // MAIN _..!)
X 9X 27HII-E EFFICI_-NLY ICLERANCE IS F7.4) 26X _HHACH )_UM_E),. [.._LLkA_AI!G 62_,
XNCE IS FT._) // _X Z4HTHE t.ONTINUIIY TOLERANCE F7.4 /// V× /v_IHF MAIN ,b2Y
XFRACTION CF THE TOIAL MASS FL(Jw 6EIWEEN THE HU5 ANd IiiE J-in :_TF',EJ_r4AI{_2{
XMLINE IS. // £X 11F7.3 I ,uAIr,i 6J',
MA IN o _(]
_1 FORMAT (/£X6611IOE Ii_,LEI GLIDE VANE LOSS COEFFICIENIS FU_ THE [3, MAIN o3k
X 34H STKE=MLINES ARE (FROM HUB TO TIP) II 9X 11F7.4 Ill MAT;4 b_Z
MAIN 6J.>
_2 FORMAT l £X 85HTEE RATIO OF IHE A_EAS OF THE LAST 3 STATION3 [C IHMAIN 6_',
XE AREA OF THE LAST SIAIOR ExIT ARE FT.4_ PItH.F7./,), 2h .) MAIN 635
MAIN 03_
45 FORMAT (IFtlll14=.X28h .... FLOWPATH DESCRIPTION .... III23X7_3TAII_N5XMAII 637
XSHAXIALIIJ¢JHHUBCXL2hHUB ULGCKAGETX3HTIP7XIZHTIP t_LGCKAG_ 1 2_x MAIN b38
A 3_NO,,5XICHCOIJRDINATE 6X_hRAOIUSSXO_FACTEJK 8X_HRADIUS oX6NFACIoRI M,AIN 6_9
X 33X 8H| IkCHES| _X 8HIINCHE:_| 20X OH(INCHES) II) KAI'q 6_U
MAIN b_[
_6 FURMAI (2(_X17=, =.F14.3) MAIN 0_2
MAIN CO3
_RITE (6t_O) M._IN 6_4
MAIN b45
56 FORMAT (IEU/IBXB4H_*NOTE_'_' ALL POLYNOMIAL3 (EXCEPT FOR THE SPLCIFIMAIN 6_
XC HEAT POLYNOMIAL) ARE OF THE FORM - 140XJ@HP(RI = AIRW')2 ÷ B/R + MAIN D47
XC ÷ D_'R + E_'RW_'2 //I 23XI3HTHE POLYNOMIAL FOR THE WHIRL VELQCIIY AMAIN 04_J
XI THE EXIT LIF (liE INLET GUIUE VANE I ) _AIN 64V
MAIN o50
WRIIE (O,E7) (CUCO(5,J),J=I,5) MAIN 651
MAIN bS/
57 FORMAT ( £X 3hA =EI5.E,JX 3HB =El5.ot3X 3HC =EIb.6_3X 3HO =El)DO) MAIN b_J
X 3X 3H_: =E15.6 l/ ) .MAIN o5 _,
MAIN b55
WKIIE (o,.=8) {;PC{] MAIN _b6
_'tA I _ o57
58 FORMAT (ll'_3_(53MThE SPECIFIC HEAT PCEYNOMIAL IS It_ THE FOLLU_INo MAIN 653
xFOI_M I/ 3X 4hCP -= EI2.5,3M + EIZ.5'SH*I ÷ EI2.5,OH_T=#Z _- EIZ. 5,
X 8H=T=_'3 • EI2.5,BHmT_W_4 ÷ EI2.5,SHWWT_5 // )





('$) READ TEE _TAGE DAIA
DU O0 I=StN)Z


















X (COCO ( I* It J | _J= it .=},
X |SSCO(I+I_J)_J=It _|t
(SOCO(I*lt J)tJ=Jt 5),
(CUCUI I÷2, J)tJ=lt 5) _
X (S_C(J(I _2, J I ,J= I, _) ,
X (SOCJ( I÷2, J i,J=l,51
60 CONTINUE
SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)
Z5 FORMAT (AFIO.4/215,2FIO.4/(SEIO.4))
*** CI-ECK ThE _LUCKAGE FACTORS
NN=N+I
DO 61 I=I,NN
*** ERI_OR SETS IHE _LCCKAGE FACTOR TO I.O
IF (BI(II.LE.O.i CALL EIRRCR{25)







89 WRITE (6,90; I,(DF(J),(FULND(J,K,I)_K=Ip3),J=I,20)
90 FORMAT (Ilil///////43X 25h .... LOSS DATA SET NUM_ERI3,SH .... ////




























X 13HAT 90 PERCENT 5X 211iIOF 8LAOE HEIGHT FRUM 1 92X l:_ttTH_ L,Lt,'_ETRMAIN 70t
XIC HUB)/ 20(FI-/.3_FIS,_4,2F23.4/}) MAIN 702
*** CALCULATE THE GAS CL]NSTANT
GASK= G/MCLEWI
DCP= GASK / JOULE
GR =. 64o348*GASK
GR2= GR*._
*** CALCULATE ThE TCIAL TEMPERATURE, TOTAL PRESSURE, ANO
SPECIFIC F_AT IN IHE INLE1
DO _5 I=I,NX












CP(I,J 1= CP(1_1) .......
































MAIJ_. _FN SOURCE SIATEMLNT - IFhISI -
*** SOl THE kAUIAL _NE WHIKL VELOCITIES Ill Z_kO
LU i00 I=I, NX




*** bRIL)X ANO b2F_/DX.-AND D(CX)IDX _RE ASSUMED ZER.J AT






IF (UFL(I).LE.O._.G_.DFL(I}.GE.U._) CALL E,'RUK(281
105 IF (bLADEIII.LI.I. CN. BLACE(I}.GT.KKI CALL EKRu.r_IlT)
*** CLNYERI TFL R_LAIlVE FLOW ANGLES TU RADIANS
CO IC6 I=_,NX,2
106 EMN(1)= HPN(II/51.Zg577_5
*** SET THE MA3S FLbH RATF- THkLUL, H Illr. |NL_I TU Trt_ VALLJz
A1 file FIRST STAIICK
FLOW( Z)= F,.OW(I)
FLEW(3)= F,.UW ( II
FLOW(4)= F_.UW(I)
FLOW(5 )=FL,JwI 1)
*** CALCULATE THE IUIAL FLOg RATE AT EACH STATION
DE IiO I:5,N
ILO FLGW(I*II= FLOW(1)÷_FL&W(I_LI
*** SET TH_ FLOn KAlE AI IHE LAST 3 STATIONS ECUAL Tu THE




*** CALq:ULATc IHE NUMBER OF STMEAMIUB_S
hTUBES= NL_NES-I
JMI: NLINE:,/2
*** CPE{.K AND CALCULAIE Tile OUTPUT 1KIGGER..
I : ALL SIHEAMLINES
2 = EVERY UIhER _hE
= MEANt HU_ AN£ lIP
: HU@ AhU TIP
IF {IOUTTM. L[.I.ER.IUUTTR.GT._) CALL ERROK(201
MALt,; yd _-,
_A IN 7 3J
;_AIN IJi
_IAl '_ 7 _,2
MAI '_ 7 ).-_
_AIN 73b
MAI,_ 757


















































IF (IUUTTR. LT.3) GO IU 113





*** CALCULATE II_E MID-SIREAMLINE INOEX
JM= JMI÷I
**_ INITIALILE THE INCICES (THE FIRST ROTOR INLET







• ** CALCULATE THE. SIMPLE RAUIAL EQUILI_RIUM S_]LUTION








130 CALL S IA£UI
• *_ CALCULATE CBNPlIILNS AI TH_ gUlLET
CALL OUTLET
• _$ PRINT OUTPUI AT THIS POINT, TKANSFER TC A NEW OATA SET















































*** CEECK THE LIMITS AND ITERATE WITH CUKVAIURE EFFECIS ON
TFE LAST _IAGE CNLY
I=LSIAGE-!

















M_IN. - El-lh SI]UMCE SIATEMENT - IPN( S) -
141 I LhR_R =, FAL SF,,
LCS=LC5÷I
_,* PRINT CUTPUT AT H-IS PEJINT, TKAhSFER Tt. A NEW OATA _,ET
LF (LC5.GI.50} C_LL ERROR(IHI
_U [45 II=|FIRSTtL$1AGEtZ
l:ll
*** CFI6K T_E RGIL_
CALL RL]ICLI
SAVt:: CUCHI I,;)
IF (LIMIT.NE.OI Gb TC 14_
CALL DRIVE




144 CUCOII,21 = SAVE
l=II+l
*** CFt:CK THE STATGR
CALL S TAOI,T
145 CUNT INUE




*_'* IP,_SS WILL _ EGUAL TC 3 IF THE LOSSES DO NCT CORI<LLATI-
WI_H ThE EFFICIENCIES
IF (IPASS.EQ.3I Gu Ti3 le_U
CALL CAX I,_L
*** CALCULATE THE M_SS _VERAGEU PRESSURE RAIIO
DO 155 J:L,NLINE$
IERMBIJ)= TOILSrAGE,J|
*** SG_.VES FOI/ TI-RMBiJ) IN GASK*ALOGIPu(LSTAGE,JI/PO( l, il =









gO 157 J=L, NL|NE_
i57 DEPV(B_J)_= [TEBMBIJ|'I.')*LEPV(gpJI ;
CALL INTEIIDEPVt_|



























































MAINo - EFN SUURCE STATEMENT - IFI_ ( 31 -
_= RINT{NLINES)-FINT(I} MAIfJ _c.T
MAPR=EXP(JOULE*( TFERM3IIVISUW.÷I.O)*TC(1)IJ)-ThEMH3 IT()(i) l) ! |/,,ASK)I'AIN 8'_
*** IF THE MASS AVERAGED PRESSURE EXCEEDS THE PRESSURE
RAIIU DES|_ED TF_- CALCULATION IS COMPLEIE
IF {kAPK.GE.TDIPR) bb IU II5
*** SI_CE ThE MASS _VERAGE PRESbURE RATIO HAS NOT dEElx ML-I a_
CFECK TU SEE 11- A_LIHI!R SIAoE _AY dE ADL)Et_. IF N,}I [HI
FLEW PARAMEIERS _ILL bt PRINTE_
IF I{LSTAEE-SII2.GL.t_IAGEI GO TU I/0
*** INITIALIZE 1HE CALCLLAIICN IG ADD UNE PL;HE STAGE
IFIRSI=MAXO(IFIRSI,LSTAbL-- _l
I = LSTAGE + I
IB: IB+2




*** SI_CE THE CALCULAIICN AN[] CHECKING IS TE BE CUNTINUEt)
UPSTREAM FUN NU F!CRE THAN 3 WHOLE STAG_Spll IS ASaUi_,tO
THaT DRID_)BZR/UX2 ANO DICX)/DX AT STAGES PREVIUU_ Tu
TI-ES_ WILL NUI BE AFFECTEO BY THE ADDITIEN CF UNE KUKL
STAGE. IF.EREfGRE 1HE VALUES CALCULATED F(]R THE PKLVIUU_
CGf_FIGURAIION ARE TG BE SAVED FOR USE IN THE NrW
Cb/_FIGURAIION
UD I60 J=I)NLINES
RSLOPE ( I _ J) =RSLOPE { 3) 31
RCURVE l 1)dI =_(CUR_E (3) J }
160 CSLUPE ( I_ J) =CSLOFE I 3)d I
GO TC 115
*** PRINT MESEAG_ TL_ INDICATE TI_AT THE DESIRED PRESSURE RAIIO
HAS NUT BEEN MET
l/O CALL ER_GRIg)
175 CALL OUTPUT
W_** RETURN FOR A hE_ CAIA SET




,_,A I hl '_Ol





M_ I _ 404
,V.Al i u i,)
FiA i:_ 911
MAIN 91- _







































THIS SGBRZbllNE ACDS AN EXIT IC THE MACHINE BASED 'JN
A HORIZONTAL lip ANU THE HUB CALCULATED FRCM Trlc ,-:A[I_
OF IHE AREA LF lhl: STATION TO IHE AREA {JF THE LA_I
$1AI OR EXIT.
REAL MALPt MAPH, MCLEWT, JOULE
[_IMENS ION ATAS(2(_, 11), FLCWI32|
LObICAL IERRL]R, YES
CCMMCN /M_TRIX/ ALHhAIIC) II )) AIAR(29,11),
X BEIAI CO,Ill, lJl'I|: 2 )) bLADE (291,
X CS(IO,II }, LP(_2,11I, tPCO[S| ,
X CSLL, PEI lot 11|, _,b2(ll} t CU(32,LIJ,
X CXI32tll), CXM| i¢.,ll }, L_NEW[IO,LI),
X CXS(IO,II), LAIlO), DELM(II},
X Of-(20) , OEACII,_9,11}, GFLILOI,
EMACH(Z_,I [ ), FbUNUIZG, 3, iO) e FEDEL(LO,II],
X HMN[29}, HUB[J2Jt IKK( IOl,
X UEAR|Zg,II }, PLI32,IIIv R(32,11),
X RHI3Z|, IKHG(3_., I I ) t RINTIIL),
X RSI_ZI, RSLUPE( lO,ll}, RTRAIL(II},
X SbLID(2g,LI It SSLC( 29,5lt TERMI(IO,II),
X TERMB|IIIt IEKMC(ill, TIP(32),














I ITL_ ( £2},
Will} ,
COMMGN /SCALER/ At AA, AIOAO, A)U2AO, A3UBAO, A4U_AOt
X ASOSAO, E, b_, LC, CP, C,4EAN, CMEA,WP, LOINTG,
X CPI2, CPI3, CPI_, CPIS, CPIO, CPC2, CPO3, C PL_,
X .CP05, CAMP, DCP, OCt DIFCM, OT, DUMMY, ERAS[,
X G, GASK', GJ_ GR, GRZ, J[JULt , M_PR, ML_LE_T,
X POCO_., .IG, _ _PM, TCP,. IEI_MU, ' TEST!,_FI, T_ST,)S, I'ESTMS,
X TOCO, TUL_ lbtAl_ TCL_2, TULMIN, TUL_,S, TCLTIP, IULCP,
X IOLCX) ILILR, TOIINI, TOTPR, V, VMI
COMMCN /IN1EGR/ I, IB, Ibl, IDUMP, IERRUR, IFIR,_T,
X IG, IOLITTR, IPASS, IS, IT, J, d IN, J J,
JM, J_1 , K, KI, KK, L, LIMIT, L_IA3c,
X MSIAGEt NI. INES, NIUBDS, NXt NIl, YtS





























































_CAL. - EFh SCURCE STATEMENT - TFN[S) -
L21[51Cl
SU_RCUTINE B2CAL
*** CALCULATE THE B-CCEFFIC[ENT OF WHIRL VELUCITY AT [HE k.iT(JR
LXII FOR IHE RUTOR IIP D-FACTOR
REAL MACF, MAPRt M(3LEWT t JOULE
DIMENS ION ATAS(2S, Ii), FLC_w (32)
LO_ICAL IERRGR, YES
CUMMCN /MATRIX/ ALPhA[IO, II 1, ATAR(29,ii) t B21291,
BETA(iO,11), bH(32), BLADE(29|, BTI3_I,
X CC{lU,ll), 6P(_2,111, CPCO(6I, CRIBX,IZ),
X CSLOPE( I0, II), CU2(ii), Cb(32,11) , CUC[J(2_,_ ) ,
X 6X(32,11)_ CXM(10,II), CXNEW(10,11), CXRAIO(29),
X CXS[IO,lll , DA(IU), DELMIII), OEPV(IO,II),
X DF|20), DFACI(2_,]II, DFL(2(_), DFLOHIJ2) ,
X EMACH(Lg_IIJ, FGUNDI2G,3tI0), FRDEL(IO,II), GAMMA(34,11),
X HMN(29), HUB(3_), IRK[l()), MACHIZg,II)_
X O_ARIZ9,11 1, PL(32,11), _(J2,11), RCU_VL[IU,II| ,
X _H[32), RHU[32,11), RINT(II), RESIAO( II P,
X RS(32), RSLCPE(10,11) , [RIRAIL( II ), S[_CO{2g,5 } ,
X SOLIO(2gtlI), SSCG(29,5), IEKMI(IO,III, TERM_(I i),
X TERMO(II), IERMC(11) , TIP{32), IITL£{i_),
X TO(32,11), TSTAT(11), U(32,11), W(IL),
X X(32)
COMMON /SCALER/ A, AA, AXOAO, AZJZAO, A303AO, A40#A_;,
X ASOSAO, E, BB, CC, C_, CMEANt CMEANP, CoINrG,
X CPI2, CPI3_ CPL_, bPIS, CPI6, CPU2, CP03, CPO_,
X CPOS, DAMP, DCP, DGt DIFCP, DT, DUM,_Y , L_A51 t
X Gv 6ASRv Gd_ GR, GM2, JOULE, MAPR t MI;LEWT,
X PDCO, C, HPM_ TCP_ TERMDt TESTBH, TESTU_, TESTMS,
TOCO_ TUL, T_]LAT, TCLB2, TELMIN, TULMS, TCLTIP, IOLCP,
X TOLCX, IOLK, T_TINT, T{JTPK, Vt VMI
COMMCN II_TEt, R/ I, IB, [BI, [UUMP, IERRdRt [FIRST,
X IG, [OUTTR, |PASS, iS, IT, J, )IN, J J,
X JM, )Ply K, El, EKe L, LIMIT_ L $TAb,-,
X MSTAGE, hLINE_, NIUBES, NX, NXi, YES
E_UIVALENCE (ATAR( i, I ) ,ATAS(I, I) ) , ( FL(]W(I l ,DFLC. W(i) )
AA:[R[ I,NLINES)÷B! I-I,NLINES I)*o5
V=SWRT[CX(I-I_NLINES)**2÷(CU(I-I,NLINESI-U[I-I,NLIh_S))*_2+
X CR||-!,htINES)*_2)
SOLID( LeI)=({SOCCI 1,2I+StCU( I,I)/AAI/AA+SUCCii,3)+(SUCU( I,G)+




6C(1,2)= ICR[ I,NLINES )**2÷CX ( I, NL [N_:S )**2_-U( I, NL INES }**Z-A,A) / (
X 1.O-Q'Q)
_RASI= COIl,If**2- 4.'60[1,2)
IF IEKASI.LT.O.) CALL E_ROR[33|
ERASI= S{JFT (ERAS ] )
B= -CO(1, I) -ERASi
IF [B.LE.O.0) B=-C{][l,l) +ERAS/
CUCO(I,2): R(I,kLiNESI * B * O. 5 -






















































13(, AL 10 '; L
B-19
I_CAL ,, - LFN S(_URCE








BCALI° - EFN SCURCE STAIEMENT - IFNiS} -
1Lll_lb7
SbSR_UTINE B2CAL]
• _ CALCULAIE THE B-CCEFFICIENI OF WHIRL VELOCIIY AT THE i_OTOR














































C XRATL)( Z9 },
OEPV| 10,1 1) ,
DFLCh (32;,










COMMCN /SCALER/ At AAt AIOAOt A202AOt A303AO, A_O4AU,
X A505AO, B, BEy CC, CMI CMEAN, CMEANP, CUINIGt
X CPI2, C' IS, CPI4, CPIS, CPIb, CP02, CPO3, CPU4,
X CP05t _,AMP, DCP, GD, DIFCMt DI, DUMMY, EHASi,
X G• GASK, GJ, GR, GR2, JOULE, MAPR, MULEWT,
.... X POLO, _," RPM, TCP, TERMUt " TESTBH, TESTUSt IESTMS,
X TOCOI TOL' TCLAT, TOL82, fOLMIN, TOLMS_ TOLTIP, TOLCP,
X TULCXv TOLR_ IUTINT_ TOTPR_ V• VM_
COMM_N II_TEGRI |_ IB, iBI, IDUMP, IERROR, IFIRST,
X IG, ICUTTR, I PASS, IS, it, J, JIM, J J,
X JM, JMi_ K_ KI_ KK• L, LIMIT, LSTAGE,
X MSTAGE', NLINES,' NTUbES, NX, NXI, YES
EwUIVALENCE [AT_R[I,I),ATAS(I_I)}•
COMMON /ENERGY/ h• T_ GAMMER
SQCO=CX! I,I)*'2 _CR(I,1)**2








IF (A.LE.C.O) CALL ERROR(3C)
CUll,I)= SQR?(A} ...............
CUCO( 1,2 l--CUT I,l )w_h(I, I ;-CUCO( I • I ) IRI I,i)-(CUCE II, 3) ÷(CUCO| 1,41























































BC At I i0g
B-21
- EFN 5_UN_E bT_TLMENI - IFNISI -
%
SUI_RLUI INI: B,_(.AL..
*** LALt.ULAIL 1HL B-LLEFFICIENT UF WHI,..L VELCCITY _wl lh_ _:, l_J,_
t._JT FUK II-IL HL.LATIVL fLb_ ANbLE AT lllt NU_ I._IJllj_, , A]J
KEAL i4AF,.,F t _.AP,, t MULL_T_ JSULE
O [MENS ION _TA.S(2s_ L1), FLCI,, [ 3/. |
LL;L, | CA L |El.: ROK t YES
CCMMC.N /M._[ _. I X/ ALPHa( iU, 11}, ATAR(Z9,11) )
_LrA(IO,11), Bfll])}) ,3L_tJ h ( 2"9 I 1,
X _.C( J.O,li ), LF(3I,III) LlSCC (b) t
X CbLLPL(IG,] I J, CU2(II), tt(A2,11l,
CX(_2,11I, CXM(IC,ll), C_NE_IIU,III,
X CXb(LU,II|, O_(iO), UrLM(IL|,
X DF(20), UFA61{29,11), UFL|Zg|,
X FMAChiig,LI|, FLUNDI2L,E,IOI, FRDEL(IU,LI|,
X HMh_(29)) Hb[_(_), ]FK(10) t
X UBAR(/9,1L }) PL(32,III) Ri3_,IlI,
K_i(3_|) MHU(32_') II |, KINT(III,
X _._(3Z), RSLUPL(LO,II), _IKAIL[I_),
bOLJt)( Zg)I] l, obbb(=_,5|, [ERMI(IO,iI|,
A [ERMB(II ), [ERM6(II} , TIP(12),
)', TC(32,ill, TSIA[lilI, L,(3Z,1I),
X X( 3-'1
LOMMLN ISCALE_I A, A_, AIUAC, A;_C2 dU,
X ASUSAO, 81 _b) C{5) CM) CMEAN)
X CP I ;_, (.P I 3, (..F 14, CPlb, LPI6, 6P02,
g CPUS, EAf'P, OCP, DOt DIFCM, DI)
X (.,, C-AS _,, (,d, _, G_2, JOULL,
;( P{JCG, (_, RFM, TCP, f £_,M L), it'SlbH,
X 16(.C, TOL, TCLAT) T{.,LFJ._, TELMIN, IULVS,
TI._LCX, IOlK, [£11NI, TGTPR, V, V,'II
COMMLN /lhlEGRl I, IU, I_l, i ',)U_'P,
X Ib, I(LO I T._, IPASS, IS, _[T, J,
X JM, dki, K, KI, K_, L,






XRATL;( ," ) ,
OEPV(IO,IL),
OFLL_W(O;J,
/g_C)l( ,Z_ ,I I ) ,
RCUi._VL( iu,lll,












L IMIl , L._T &,._L,
(AT_(I, l),_l_S(l, II ), (FLO_III,i>FLCW(I})
£KASI= S_HTICX(I,II)*2)CP(I,il**2)







dC AL 1 z L'_
*_CAL I I I g
bCAL [ I 17
hCAL i I i -_.
dLAL II_')
_,CAL I I Z i
..,tALl izj
_,C;_,LI IZ3
JCAL 1 l £
6LAL 1.I _4
36 At i i ,:
mCAL 11..-_
_CALII_#
:_CAL ). i ;.J
dCaL ] l._i
_;£.AL iI '>i
_C AL ].1 3
L:C ALi I _b
I._CAL l I 3 1
c_CAL i l 3d
nCAL ] I 39






dC ALI 1 #_,
Ot A L t 141
oCAL i 1 _
_{,AL i I-)
BC At I i 30
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B(.AL _:. - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN|SI
SUBR{]UI INE 82CAL 3
C
6
w,** CALCULATE THE _E-CCEFFICIENT OF WHIRL VELUCITY
EXIT FUR IHE STATCR D-FACTdR
REAL MACF, MAPRt MOLEWTt JOULE
DIMENSION ATAS(2_tZIl, FLOW(32|
LOGICAL |ERRGRt YES
COMMCN /H_TRIX/ ALPHA(IC,1I), AIAR(29,11}t
BETAIIOtIIIt BH(32Jt BLADE(29|,
X CO[IO,III, CP(32,ll}p CPCO[6It
X CSLOPEIIOvlIII CU2(11}, CU(3211l)_
X CX(32,11}t LXM(10tll|t CXNEWIIUwLI)_
X CX$(IO, II|_ DA(IUII DELM(IIIt
X DF(2OI, DFACT(29,11), OFL(2g|t
X EMACH{29,11), PGUNO(2O,3_I0|I FRDEL(1OrlII_
X HMN(29J, HUBIZ2}t IKK(IOIt
X OBAR(2g,III, PCIZ2,II), R132,111,
X RH(321_ RHO(3ZtIll, R]NT(II|,
X R5(32), RSLUPE(IU,IlI, RIRAIL(II),
X SOLID(29_III, SSCU(kgt51, TERMIIIO,II],
X TERMB(Ill, IERMC(II}_ llP(32I,
X TU(32,11), TS]AIlII), U(32,11|,
X X1321














































M ACfl( 29,1 i ),
RCURVL ( 10 ,II I ,
RCSTAI, (11 ) ,
SOC0(29,5) ,
TERMA(II|,
T ITL_" (12) ,
W(II),
AA= (-SGRTICX(I+I,I)*_'2 + CU(I÷I,
X CUT I+I, I)I2.1SGLID[ I+I, lJ I/{OFL{
BB=.5t(OFL[ I+II-],)/SOLIDII+I,I)
" - - CO= AA*BBI|BB4,BB-1,,) ....
















C ._,ww ERROR TRANSFER TO A NEW DATA SET
IZI151_7
" iF IAA.LI.0.)CALL ERROR(Ill
AA= SQRT(AAI























































iF ((_0( t; i;,Lt:._.Gi-Cu(I ; £li=A_,--i:e, ............... BCALZZOB
CUCO(I,2)=CU(I,I;_'RII,i)-CLK_O(I_I)/R(Itl) - [CUCC( 1,3l + (CUCO(I_f_CALI2O9
B-23









- EFN SOUKCE STATEMENT - |FNIS| -
]L/l,lO!




CCMMLN /ENER_YI H, I, GAMMER
REAL MACEp M_PR, MCLL=I, JOULE
UIMEfiSIBN ATA5(2S, lJJ, FLCWI32I
CUBICAL IERRCR, YES
COMMCN /MATRIX/ ALPHA( 10tll ),
X UETA( 10, II I, BH(_2},
CC(ZOtlJl, t.P{_Z,LI),
X CSLCPhl CO, 11), CUZ(I1),
;_ CX(3Z,I[ J, CXM(IU,[I),
X L;_S(LU, IJl, LA(ib),
X DF(20), DFACTIZg, ll)t
X EMACH(ZgtLI |, FOUNU(26, 3, IOl ,
X HMN(2glt HU8(32] ,
J( Ot_ARI 29, It }, PU(32,11),
X RHIJ2I, KHO(32, Ill,
X RS|3Z)t (_SLUFE( CO,liT,
;( 5ULIU(ZgtLJ ), SSLL(iV,5),
X TERMB[ II I, TERMC(II),
X TCI32,II), ISIAIllilt
X Xl321
LUMMUN /SCALER/ A, AA,
X A5ObAOt 8, BBt CC,
X CP 1 2,, CP13, C_c I4, CPI5,
X CPUS, CAMP, DCP, UU,
X G, GASK, GJ, GP,
X PUCO, C, RPM, TCPt
X TGCG, TOL, TCLAT, TOLB2_
IOLCX, IULR, I{_lINlt TOTPR,
CUMMCN IINTEGRI I, IB,
X IG, ICUTTRt IPASS, 15,
X JM, d_l, K, Ki,
X MSTAGE, kLINES_ NTUSES, NXt
E_U[ VALENCE (ATAR(L, L|,AIAS([, [





























CUCOI Z w,._) ,











AIUA0, A21}2 AO, A303AU,
CM, CMEAN, CMEANP,
CPI6, CPO2_ CP03,
UIFCP, D[, _UMMI' t
GR2, JOULE, N ,_PR,
TERMU, TESTBH, TESTDS,
T(JLM IN, IOLMS, ICLIIP,
V, VMI

































LAX [ 12 _
CAxI t2J_









































C_x k,_. - _i-N SGU_Ct S IATtl_tnll - IFt_(o) -
UEIA(L)J t= LXIItJ)
I _bNT INUc
t. _ MP = ZUo6
*#* INITIALIZE IHE iTLRATIuN LCUNT:_
LCLPY=U
5 CL, I_T INUE
)$) IukN 1F_ CC_VE_rkCL TkLGbE_ LN°
Y_5 = .fALSt °
LOLPY=LuLFY + [
=_* EI_I_uR kILL );)<IN1 ll-i_ RtSDLI'_ UF TH_ LASI IlLHAII,JIX
AN£ TI_ANbFt_ T_ A Nc_ O_FA S_T
IF (LOUPY.L)T.2_OI L.ALL _RRu_I4)
DO LZ5 J=IINLINE_
• )_ btl FIRST ANt} ScCLNL: OLRIvATLVtS tiP.: _, kITH ;_..>,,,'tL[ IU




CME=LX I [ ) JM ) )4,L
L;O [2U J=ItN_INES
• _) 3AVE rFE _XIAL _LuuITIL3
C_II)J) = (4. J*SEIAIL)J) +t.,X(l,Jll*_,._.
UETA(L,JI=C_(I)J)
CUL(JI=CU(I t J It*,.
IZO I_LPV(L _J )=CU/( J I I_ ( I ) d }
LALL INIEC (,JEPV),'i
A= TPLRM.L(FU( l,dp} }
DL_ 13J J=ItN_INES
$'$,') CALC_LArE TPE Eh, ThALPY _,,giO CF.NiI_|FU(.;A.LFOF, Ci: T_':K"'S A3 ,.+c_LL A3
T_E IRAOI_L _cLLLIFY TERM.
j30 TL_/_(LtJI = (GJ+tIhunHl(Tu(l_J))-_l
,X¢.C_( |,JMIa'*'.L -C_(I=,JI**Z
X -{CUZ(J) --CULlJt, ll -,L.O_%<INT(JI)
x /CM2
*_") )'-|hU -Nf.RCPY ,,,kmt;IE,_l IERM IN AXIAL-V[zLUCIIY L+_,k[_.J:+
4.)4, UIJIAI+ _II, bl L)tt,IVATIVF uF UEP+ _ITM I_E_PECT ld v,AD|U3,
P,_SUL I IS LN Cu
*s,* NLTE... ikk: rCLI-LRENCE TtKMS HAVE t;;zc"d LEFT rUT L._- TM£.+
























CAX I 3,: L
CAX 1 383
CAX I 3,]4




























CAXIA° - EFN SOURCt: SIATEMENT -
*** CETERMINE P/IRT [}F -rlIE ENTROPY TEPM.
UEPV(LtJ)= THERM3(TOIi,JI IlDCP -ALGG(PO(ItJ} )




ALPHA( Le l )= 0°0
GG 235 J=2tNLINE5
IFNIS|
**_ iNTEGRATE THe- STAliC TEMPERATURE WITtl RESPECT TL_ ENIR'JPY.
_35 ALPHA(LtJ)= ALPHA(L_J-I} +O.5*GR*ITSTATIJI ÷TSIAT(J-I)}
X *(CEPV(L_J) -DEPVILtJ-II}
210 CO 220 J=ItNLLNE_






**_ HELP IS ALTERED TO RECUCE ThE EFFECT OF CURVATURE WHEN
THE ITERAIION IS NOT NEAR THE SOLUTION
HELP=I.U
L'L÷I
225 DO 2_0 J=J'NLINES




245 DO 250 J=ltNLINES
..... ¢_* FIND STREAMLINE-CURVATURE TERM IN AXIAL-VELCCITY E_UATION
250 DEPV(L,J}= CX(I_JI_CSLCPEILtJI/CM2
CALL INIEG (DEPV_2)
365 ILL: iLL _1
370 DU 400 J=ltNLINES
C **_ COMBINE ThE TERMSIN THE AX'IAL VELOCITY EQUATION.
TERMC= (RINT{J) _RINT(J} +(ALPHA(L_JM} -ALPHA(L,J})/CM2




C *** CFECK VALUES OF VELCCITY RATIO AGAINST REASCNAbLE LIMITS
38i IF (IERMd.GI.-._}_GO 10 3SO "
























































CCAXI_. - EFN SCURCE STATEMENT - IFNtS) -
hLLP= HELP*I,[
iF (ILL,LI.25) GO TC 365
[ LRMD= 0 • I
GO IO _00
3d3 IF (IERMD.LToTESII GG TC 390
HELP= HELP*I. I
IF lILL.LI.25) GO [C 3_5
IE RMD= L 11_1i"
GU TC 400
• ** CALCULATE NEW AXIAL VELC4_ITY.
390 TERMC=S_RT(I.OcIERMD)
40C t..XNEW lLt J }= IERMC _CM
410 CONTINUE
*** CCMPARE V_LOCITIES INTO CURVATURE EQUATION WITH IHUSc OUT
DO 440 J=IvNLINES
IF (ABS(ICXNEWIL.JI-CX(I,JII/CXtItJ)).GT. TULCX) GO TO 450
440 CONTINUE
GO TO 455
*** UNSUCCESSFUL CLkVERGENCE ON CX
450 YES= .TRUE.
455 00 460 J=ItNLINES




o** MAKE AN ADJLSIMENT ON THE STREAMLINE POSITIONS.
CALL MOVE
490 CONTINUE




DO 700 J=ItNI INES
IF (ABSI(BETAIL,JI-CXI|.JII/CXIItJ)).GI.TtJLCX) GO I0 102U
700 CONTINUE
L = 0




C *** MOVE THI! LiMIIS CN AXIAL VELOCITY.
TEST= 1.02*TI.SI
" - LIMIT= S_RT( I.o4TESI| ......



































































CLPY. - EI-N SOURCE S]_TEMENT - IFh( S] -
1ZI1_>1O7
SUdkUUT] N¢ £UPY
_EAL MACFI MAPH, M,[_LEWT t JOULE
UiMEN$ ION ATASIZStIIJ, FLCW(3_:)
LL (.,I CAL IERRORt YES
UUMMEN /M_TRIX/ ALP_AI IUt ll), ATAk{29,IL| t
X BETA( lU,lll, Gft(32 I , t_LADE(29 | ,
C£(10,11), CPI_Z,JlI, CFCO(6),
X CSLCP_( lO, I El, Cb,_( Ii} t CU(32,11),
CX(32,11), CXM(IG,II), CXNEW(IO,III,
X CXS(IO,11|r {]A(IC) , UELM|II},
X OF(2U), DFACT(ZS,I1}, DFL(29),
X EMACh(Zg,ll|, FnU_D(20,3tlO| t FRDEL(iO,lt|,
X HMNI29|, HU6(_2| , [KK([O| ,
X 06AR(29,11), PC(3- ,llJs R(JZ,II),
X RH(32|, RH0(32,1£), KINT(II},
X KS(32|, KSLOPE( 1.U,111 , KTRAIL(II|,
X SCL/DIZg,Ix), 3SOL ( ,_9,P, }, TEkML I10,11},
X TERMC(II), TERMC|II}, TIP(32),
X TC(32,11|, ISIAI{11|, U(_2,LII,
X Xi_2)
COMMON /SCALER/ A, AA, AIOAO,
X AbOSAOI _, 88, COt CP,
X CP|2, CPI3, CP1q, CPIS, CPI6,
X OPUS, CAMP, DCP, L)U, DIFCP,
X G, GASK, G J, bR, OK2,
X POCO, &, RPM_ TOP, TEHMD_
X TDCCt IOL, TELAI, IULb2, TULMINt
X T_LCX, IOLR, TbTINI, TCTP&, V,
COMMON I INTEGRI J., IS, 1_I,
X ]G, ICUTT _, [PASS, IS, IT,
X JM, dPlt K, KI, KF,






C XRAT U( Z'_ ) ,
OEPV(Id,l If,
DFL_,| _2) ,
GAMMA (J_t L] ),
MACH( 24,111,
RCUP.V[ ( lo,li| ,






CMEAN, CMEA_P, CO I_4TG,
LPG2, CP031 OPus,,
OTt DUMMY, t:KA_i ,
JOULE, MAPR, MULUa[,
TESTBH, TESTOSw T£SIrMS,
TdLMS, TCLTI P, I ULL, P,
VMI
[DUMP, [ ERRUR_ IFIRST_
J, JIN, J J,
L, LIMIT, LSTA_E,
YES







_0 50 J=I,NL[ _£5
CX( I,J)= CXIL,J)
ATARII,JI= AT _RIL,J|
CRI [_JI = CR(L,J)
CALL PRFI12
L= 2













C I2P Y i 4 :_J
COPY 14oi






































































































A, AAt AIUAOt A2U2AO,
bBt CC, Ckt CMEA_,
CPI4, CPI5, CPJL, CPC2,
OCPt DOt OIFC_t UTt
GJ• GR, OR2, JOULE,
RPMt ICPe TERMDt TESTBH•
T_LATt TULBZt TCLMIN, TOLMSt
TGTINT, IDTPR, Vt VMI
It Id, l_Zt IDUMP_
IPASSt ISt IT, J,
Kt Klt KK, Lt
_IUBESt NXt NXIt YES
EQUIVALENCE (ATARIItlItATAS(I,I)), (FLOWIII,DFLOW(I))





B2129 ) , L_AT_ 150 -_
8TI_Z) , UAT_iSO_
CPI3ZtII} , _ATAI5_)5
C L,C{J( 2'_ ,5 }, DAT _150¢.,
CXRA[U(,E_;), F)ATa1507




RCURVr ( iL', ii} _ OAT _1512
RUSTAGI Ll It UATAi51_






C_03t CP04, OAT,_ 1521





I ERRURt IEIR3Tt DATA L527


















**_ THIS SUBRLbTINE P_EPARES A MASIER TAPE OF LCSS DAT_.
IF A PERMANENT FILE IS USED THIS ROUTINE IS TU _E
DISCARCEE (IHE SENTRY MLST BE CHANt_ED ALSC}.
REAL MACf., MAPRt VLLt-klt JOULE
OIM_N_IUN ATAS{2_,LI}) FLCW(32}
LOGICAL IEEROR, YES
COPMCN IM.eTRI>(/ ALPHA(IO, II }, ATARI29,II), _2(29},
X HETA(LU) I.'i|, _i'i(_,,_} _ BLAI.)E { 29} ) BI l 3.") )
X CU(IO)II ), CPI32,iIl, CPCOI6I , CRi3Z,III,
I CSLUPEILCtII), CUZ(II}, CUT32,11} , CUCL.I_9,5),
X CX(32)II}, CXM{IOfXII, CXNEW(IOILI), CXRATO{29 ),
X CXSILU, II), DAI LU), OELM(11), DEPV(1U,i1),
X DF(20)) D_ACT(2g)il)) OFL(291 _ DFLF_i3L) ,
X EMACHIZ9,1[), f't_UNbiZGt3tlO)t F_DELIIU)II)) GAMMA(J_,LL},
X HMN(29}, HUU[ 3k.) _ I_K[IO}, MACH(Zg,II },
X UtAR|29,1Ll, P{]{32)Ii], R(3Z,LI|, RLURVt(LO,LI),
X RH(3i), RHUIc,.., J.L}, RINTILII, RCSTAb( ILl,
X RS(321) RSLUPE(AO)LLI _ KTRAIL(£1) _ SGCU(L9,SI )
X SULIO(Z9,L El, 53Lb(29,5|, [ERMI{IO,II), TtRMA{II} ,
X TERMd(LLI, TLRMC[II|, TIP(32}, 1 ITL_(I_),
X TO(32,11), ISTAT[LLI, UI32,IL), N(IL),
X X[32}
COMMON ISCA_EK/ A) AA) AIUAGt A202AO) A303AO) A_U_AO,
X A_USAOw E) B_) CC) CMt LMEAN, CMEANP) CuINTG)
X CPI2, CP[3, CPI_, CPIS, LPIO, CPG2, CPO}) CPU_ _
X CPOS) GA '_P ) DCP, LO) OIFCM) OT) DUMMY) _(_ASL,
G, C-A ;R) G_, GR, GR2_ J/}ULE _ MAPt_) MOLEWT)
X P[JCtJ) C_ RPM, TCF) TLRMC_ TESTBh) TESTU_, TcSTM_
X TCCO) TOL_ ICLAT_ TCLB2) T{_LMIN) TGLN$) IELTIP) IEILCP)
X Tt]LCX_ TULK_ TGTINT) IOTPR, V, VMI
LOMMLN IINT<:GRI I, To, iBl, IDUMP, IERRIH_, IFIKST,
X IG_ ILO "IR) IPASS) IS) IT) J, JIM, Jd,
X JM_ JPL- i(, KI, _,K) L, LIMIT, LSI _-3t,
X MSIAGE) hL[NES, NIUL_ES, NX, NIl, YES





READ ( 5_925 ( (CXIK,J },K=/)2C) ,J=i,3)
9;O WRITE (2} [ICX(K,J},K=I)20),J=I_5)
925 FORMAT (I2F(,.O)


















































OAT A 15 '_o
DATAi587
B-32






*** {JPIAMIZE_ TU GNE CF FUUI_ LII_ITS
NE_L MACF_ MAPP_ _LLEWT9 Jt]ULE
DIM_NS IUN ATAS(Z£pILI, FLUW(3Z)
LOGICAL IERRCR, YES
COMMON /M_TKIX/ ALPHA( 10t 11)I ATARi29tlI) t B2(_t?) t
X BLIAI TO, ]I|, Or|( 32 ), BLADE(2v) , bl | ]._:),
CC(IO,il), CP(3Z,li), CFC_]ILI v LR(_Z_II),
X CSLOPE( it, IT |, CUZ(II), 6U(52,11), (.UCU( Z'_ ,.S ) ,
X CXI3Z,III, CAM[ IC,LI|, LXNEWIIO, II), C XRAI U{ ,..:,) ,
X CXSIIU, III, UA(I_), DELM[ II), DEPV(IU,III,
X DFI20I, DFACT(25, II), DFLI2S|, DI-LC_ISZI ,
X EMACH(Zg,Ill, FUUNI){zC_3,10}t FRdEL(IU,II}t GAM_A(__,II},
X HMNI2£1, HUB(32|, IK_(iO), PACH( c'_ ,111 ,
X USAR(Z9, II |, PC(-_2,II| , H(32_iI)_ I(CURVE I "L) , l_.l ,
RH(32), RHU(_,II|, RINT(II|, RCSTAL,[ ill,
X Rb(321, _LUPL( lO,l]l, _IRAIL{II l, SLICtJ[ Z_Y ,b I ,
X SOLIO(Zg,LI|_ SSCC(Z£,5|, IEKML(LO,iII t TEKM&(II) ,
X TE_MB{11 l, TERMCIIII , TIP(]_|_ TITL__(I_),
X TL(32,lll, TSIATIlII, U(32,II), W(II),
COMMON /SCALEH/ A, AA, AI(]AO, A2G2AO, ,a3t.J3AO, A40_,_U,
X ASUS._O_ _ IdB, CC_ CP, CMEAN_ C_!EA,NP, ,L,LJII_IG,
X CPIZ, CPI3_ 6Pl_, LPIS, LPlb, CPU2_ CPUJ, LPC_,
X CPU5, CAMP_ UCP, GD, O IFCF,, DT_ CUMMY, bRASI,
_( G_ C-A 5K, GJ_ G_, (.,N2_ JUULL , M _P_, NULLWT ,
X PUCO_, _, RPM, TCP_ TERMO_ TESTBH, [ESTJS, TESTMS,
X IUCC', TOL, TOLAI, TOLB2_ TOLMIN, TULPS, ICLIIP_ IULCP,
X TOLCX, TULR_ TCTINI, TUTPR_ V_ VMI
COMMON /It_TEGR/ I_ lU_ I_1, IuU_,P, IERKUR_ IFIK3f,
X lG_ ICUTTR_, [PASS, IS, IT, J, JIN, J J,
X JMt JFit K_ El, _:K, L_ L|MIT, tSfaGE,
X MSTAGE_ NLIN_-S_ NTU_ES, NX_ _XI_ YES
E_bl VALEKCE (ATAR(I_ I),AIAS( I, I) ) , (FLU_(I I_DFLO'^(1) )
*** SA_E T_E WHIRL VELOCITY AT THE HUB
SAVEN=CUll, It
*** SAYE I_E {.URRENI B-{;LEFFICIt-NT OF WHIRL VELCCITY
SAVE=CULL( I, 2 )
*** CALCULAIE IHE O-COEFFICIENT FROM RELAIIVE
CALL BZCAL2
*** STLRE THIS CuEFFLCIENT
_J2RF= CULL[ [,2)
CUED(I,2 ) = l,OEEb
FLIJ_I ANGLe LIMI1
UR[VI5_)














jR I V 16..,0__






































URIVE° - EFN 8UURCE STATEMENT - fiNIS! -
*_$ CALCULATE TI.IE e-CCEFPICIENT UF
_,CIUR TIP i)-FACTUR IE REQUIRED
IF (DFLIII.NE.U.C) CALL B2LAL
*** STCRE THIS CGEFFICIEI_T
BZCR= CUCCI 1,2I
*t_ CALCULATE THE B-C_EFFICIENT GF
SIATOH ENTRANCJ- ABSOLUTE MACH
CALL B2C_LI
*** SIUKE THIS {uEFFICIENT
B2MN= CUC(( I,;|
J=l
WHIRL VELOCITY FRUM TH_
WHIRL VELCCITY FHOM THL
NUM_ER LIMIT
*$_ CALCUI.ATE S_LIL)IIY FUR THE STATCR O-FACTGH
AA:IR{ I,J )+R_ I÷1,J|}_'G.5
SULIDI I+I,JI::ISUEUII+J.,LIIAA+SOCO( I+L,21I/AA +SUCLII+I,m)
X +I_OCGI 1-t1,.,} +SUCbII+I,J)_AA)_AA
I00
*** CALCULATt B-COEFFICIENT UF WHIRL VELOCITY FROM SIAIOR
HU@ C-FACTCR
CALL 6dCAE3
*** SELEC" MIkIMUM E-CuEFFICIENT
CUCUII,2)= AMINI( _ZDR, E2MN, _2RF, CLC(2II,ZII
CUII,II=SAVEN
$_t_ CI-ECK RELATIVE ER_UR OF B-CCEFFICEENT IF WITHIN T_E
T[JLEKANCE, RESTURE THE PREVIOUS VALUES
A= R(I,II
A= (CUCUII, II/A *CUCO{ I,:,)I/A ÷CUCUII;3}
X +(COCCI I,_ J ÷CL, CC( I _ .=I _AJ_A
IF (ABSIIA-CUIIt]II/AI.LT.TOL_21 GO To Lib





































































H. - EFN SGUF_C E STATEMENT - IF_(S) -
_.L/l',/b7
SUEROUIINE 6NTALP
*** CALCULAIES THE TLMPF_RATURE RISE CCRRESPCNDING TU AN
LNIH#LPY CHANGE
REAL MACk, MAPB, MCLEGT, JOULE
CIMENS ION AIASI25,111 , FLUG(32)
LUG|CAL ]F_RRCR, YES
C(]MMEN /MAIKAXI ALPHA( i£_, 11 |, ATAI<(29,11) , 82(,Z:) ) ,
X BETA(10,11), dH(3.; l, BLADEI29) , mllJ_),
X CblZO,ll J, CFI3L,III, CPCUIS), CR(._Z,I[),
X CSLOPc( I0, II), CU21 ii), CU|32,LLl , CUCU( Z:;,5| ,
X 6X(32,11), CXM( lO,ll)_ CXNEk(LO,II), CXRATC(2V),
X CXS(lO, ll), UA(IU), DELM(II), DEPV|IO,II),
X UFI2U), UFACT(29,11), UFL(Z), 15FLC_ ( ._Z) ,
,_ EMACH(Z,ll)t FGUNDI2(],3,10)t FRUEL(IO,111, G_MMA(_2,111,
X HMN(29) , HU_| -5"_| , IbKIl0l, M_CH|29,] I),
X 05AR(29,11 ), PC_{32tll| _ RI3Z,III, RCURVE( lO,ll},
X KH(32), KHU(32,11) t RIJ_I (11), RCSIAu{ IL ),
X KS(3"), RSLCP£( l(]tl I) , _IRAIL|II), SCCb(29tb) t
X 501|[)129,11), SSC£](JStS), IERMI(IO,II|, TERMA(I[) _
X IERMB(III, TERMC(II) t TIP(3,C) t 1 ITLV([Z),
X 70(3Z,II), ISIAI(II)t U(32,II|, W(ILI,
X X(32)
COMMON /SCALER/ At AA, AIUAC, A202AO, A3OSAD, A4C)J+AO,
X A505AO, 8, BB, CC, CMt CMEAN, CMEANP, CuINTG,
X CPI2, CPI_, CPI_, CPlS, CPI6, CPCZt CPC3, CP04,
X C P_35, CAMPt DCP, DD_ DIFCF, UTt DUMMY, ERASI,
X G, GASK, Gd, GRt GR2, JOULE, MAPR, MUL_-'#7 ,
X P{]CC, (_, RPM, 7CP, TERMO, IESTBh, IESIDS, TESI}_S,
X TOCC, IOL, TCLAI, [QLR2, TCLMI. Nt TULMS, TCLTIP, TCLCP,
X 70LCX, IOLR, TCTINI, ICTPRt Vt VMI
COMMCN /INTEGRI I, I8, ISl, IDUMP, IERROR, IFl.i:_[,
X IG, IL_U 7TR, IPASSt IS, IT, J, JIN, J Jr
X JM, JMI, K, KI, _'g, L, LIMIT, L3[AbE,
X MSTAGE, hLINaS, NIUBES, NX, NXIt YES
EQUIVALENCE (AIARI It I I,AIAS(I, l) } , (FLO_(I),DFLOW(1) !




HI1= ThEI_.i I ISIA1 (Jl l
A= H-HII +HUT
TSIATiJ)= A/CP(I,JI +TSTAI(JI























































ERR. - EFN 30URCE STATEPENT - IFfiIS) -
I ,__/1 ', / _, 7
C
3IJEI,,CU T | NE I:RI_OR ( ] ER)
,_w_ PRINTS, RECCL, NIZES AND SOMEIIHE CURRECIS EIKRCk, S
INTEGER _LADE
DIMENSION WORD(6)




X BEIA( LOt 11l,
CLJZO,IL|,







X Kl-l( 32 ),
X _5(32),



















I FORMAT ( II'_Oltl/_(]
wRITE (6,1}
GO TD (II,12,13,







































GAMMA (_2, £L ) ,
M_CH[ 29 ,I I ) ,
RCU_VL { zu,l/),
RUSTA[.(11),






























TADU T, 5HCHECK, 5N [ _ESI , oils TKEAM,
XLIH*_ ERROR MESSAGE _ / )
14,15, 16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,_,25,2o,27,._8,19,
1L WRI[E [6,$36) L
g3_ FORMAT (I_025X67F_** NCTE... LOSS DATA COULD BE
X_UEX ON LCSS CAT_o IZ_X_BHIHE VALUE OF THe LOSS
XEQbAL IU i3,1_H --- CLhT|NUE. /I)
KI= L
GC TC IO3C
IN ERROR - LtIECK






















































ERR. - EFN SGURCE SIATEMENI - IF_{S! -
12 WRITE {o,112) I,CMEAk,FLbWlI},(IO (I,J),PO (I,J),CO(I,J),C_II,JJ_J_R.1803
X ,J=I,NLINES) EK_.1804
112 FOkMAT (IFOZOX_3F.TFE VALUE OF IHE _EAN AXIAL VELOCITY A| AX,[AL STAbkR.I.4U =
XTIUN 13,2__H,CALCULATbD IN SUBROUTINE 12IX_¢3HSTHEAM IS L,IKEA-IEr: THAN,f!NR.IBO'J
X ThAT CCR_ESPCNDING TG MACH ibNE. THIS SITUATILIX F_S OCLUkkLD / 21X_RR.1807
X 86HIN TWC CONSE(JU]|V_ ITERATION Ch CGNTINUITY. THE P_I<ANE-TEi<_ LAUr_RR.I_Oo
XSING THIS SITUATION ARE. 121121HMEAN AXIAL VELZCITY = _IU.4,ZJ^
X IlHMASS FLOW : fiE.4 1/ 3eXIOH TCTALTX5HTCTALUX5H_HIKL ok
X Ot-RAL_IAL 13bXlOF IEMP.?X5HPRES.4XF_HVELOCIIY4X_HVELULITY II












13 WRITE (o,|l_) I
113 FORMAT {IL020XTBFCUNTIhUII¥ COULD NUT BE SATI._FIEO IN ._J_I-L)U[INE L,L.RR.i_I_
,WTREAM /21X3/HL, N THE MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY ATER_,.1817
X SIATION [3,20h,60 TC NEW OATA SET.l) ERR,.I_I_
GO TO IOOC ERR. 1819
ERR. 1820
14 WRITE {b,l14) ERK.IBZI
114 FORMAT (IPO2OXT-tHThE A)IAL-VEL()CITY E_UATIUN CCULU N[_I BL SAIISFIEEPR.L82Z
XD IN SUBRCUFINE EAXIAL AFTER 121X57H II_RAIIN(, ON aXiaL VELE&RR. iSZ3
XUCITY. GO TO Ni-xl DATA SET. I ) ERR.L8Z_,
GO TO 1000 ERR.182)
ERR, l_t,
15 GO TO IOIC ERR.182?
16 WRITE (6,11(:) ERR.LSZ_
116 FORMAT (IFO20XB3FThE NLMB_zR OF STREAMLINES REw_UESIED IS _<IT Ui,v_ (]FCRRoI:3Z-)
X ThE PERMISSIBLE VALUES {!_,/_9_11) 121X25H....r_XECUTIUN IEkMINATEDERN. 1830
X. / ) ERR. 1831
GU TO I02C ERR, 1832
ERR. 18 33
17 mRITE I6,]171 ERR.1834
117 FORMAT (21X77HIF._ MAXIMLM NUMBER OF SIAGES TO bE CCNSIE)EREu EXCEEL)EI<K.183)
X$ 1_- THE CALCULAIIEN miLL 121X47HCCNTINUE AND CL_NSIDER ,..;ht.Y IHE FIERR. 1835
XRST 12 STAGES. I ) ERR. 1837
MSTAGE= I_ ERR. 1834
bO TO 1030 ERR. 1839
ERR. 1 _ z+c;
18 WRITE (6_i18) I_a ERR.Ia41
I18 FORMAT (1FO2OXBOHTHE VALUE OF THE ABSCLUIE VELOCITY CALLULATEO IN ERR. 184Z
XITERATING ON THE AXIAL VELUCITY 121X37HIN SUBRt2UTINE CAXIAL AI AXIERR.18_3
XAL STAIICh 13,_I|i LN STREAMLINE NtMIiER 15,13H EXCEE¢_S THAI I ZlX ENR. 18_q-
X 72HCORRESPONDING I(3 TLTAL TEMPERATURE. THE VALUES OF IHL PARAMEIr_RR.1845
XRS CAUSINC 121X30HTHIS SITUATION ARE AS FOLLOWS. I/ 25XLOHSTRLAMLIERR.18Go
XNE _¢X5HTOIALSXBhSPECII-IC6XSHAXIALTXtHHWHIRLbXbHtkADIAL /2bX_! NUNL_EERR. 1847
XR 6X5HIEMP.?X4HHEAIOX_NVELOCITY4XBhVELUUITYZ+X@F.VELCCI|Y /)
WRITE (0,2118) IJ,TCI I, J| ,CP II,J),CX[ I,J),CU(I, JI,CCK( I, J|,
X J=I,NLINES)
2118 FORMAT (25X I_415F12.4)
GO I0 LOOC
19 WRITE 16,|19| MSIAGE
119 FORMAI (IFOZOXe3FTFE DESIRED MASS-AVERAGEO PRESSURE RAIIG _AS NOT ERR. 1855
XBEEN MET AFTE_ 13, BH SIAGES.I21X4BHIHE R_.SULIS OF THESE L_IA6LS WIERK. I856
,WLL NfJW BE PRINTEC. /) ERR. I857
GO TO 1030 ERR.185_
B-37
IZIL_IL, I
ERR. - tFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS| -
EkH. i8 69
ZO WRITE (6,IZU} E_R.18bU
IZG FCRMAI IlFULOXBIFINLET 1EMP. ANO/UR PRESSURE IS NGK-POSITIVE,IF 0 _R_.18_I
XTHE PROGRAM WILL G6 TG NEW UATA. I )
PUCU= A_SIPUCb!
TOCU= ADS(TOCu |










IZI FURMAT |IFO2UX?3hlN CGRRECTING FOR EXCESSIVE STAT(Jk Hijb b-FAbTCiR, ER_.IH6 _-_
XS_UAKE _CCT OF NtGATIVE /21X4_HNUMDtR ,AS ENCUbNTEMEO. bu II_ lq:zH )_RR.l_lu
XATA SET. /) _ki<.187i
GU TC IOOC tR_.l_7'
I::R_, 1875
Z2 AWL_KD: _,GFO(41 ERR.[87_
GU TO e56 LRR.187_
EKR. 187_
23 WRITE (6t 12._| LKK. 1d77
123 FORMAT |/_UX 60HIHE FRACIILNAL MASS FLCW, MASS FLO_ LIP, GCu_iETRY ISLRR.I876
X lh ERROR, I ERR. 187"9
GU TG lO[C ERR. IBbO
ERR. I[481
26 wRITE I6,12_| I LRR.1882
LIMIT= 1 ERR. 1883
LZ4 FORMAT |IFOiU_£GPAFI£R gU ATTEPPTS AN CPTINAL STAGE CUULu NCT EE DLRR.iS_
XFTERMINEL_ AT _IAIIUN 13,1H./21X4_HSOLbIIUN WILL CONTINUE M||i PKuSLRK, 18_)









25 WRITE IS,1251 I
12.5 FORMAT I |FO 2(X 391_FAILURL uF THE I_,AC_ NO. TEST AT STATION IJ, l
GU TO IuO6
26 WRITE (6,126) I
126 FORMAT {IFOiO_55PFAILURE IN IH£ RELAIIVe FLOW ANGLE ITtI<ATICN _wT SERR.189_
XTAIION 13 ) ERR. 189_,
GO TO IOOC £R_.1895
ERR. 189b
27 _RITE I6,1ZT] BLADE|If, I ERR. Ia_/
127 FORMAT (120X _OFAN IMPROPER VALUE CF 14, 62H FCR THE _LA_£ TYPe HAtRR. IBgB
XS EEEN READ I_, WE WILL C_NTINU£ WITH A /20X 22HVALUE OF I FJ_ SIFRR. I89)
XATION [3, IH.} ERK. IgOO
ELADE| [l= 1 ERR. 1901
GO TO I03C err.190)
ERR. 1903
28 ,RITE (6,128} ERR. 190_
128 FORMAT (|HO20)TOFFAILURF IN THE MAIN SUBROUTINE TO ITERATe _ITHIN £RR.1905
XLIMITS WIIH CtRVATURE /21X53HEFFECTS ENCOUNTERED. OUTPUT AT THIERR. I90h
XS POINT FCLLO_S. /|
GU TO i0_0
29 WRITE (6,12_I
i29 FORMAT (IFOZO_7?FIIERAIICN UN EFFICIENCY HAS FAILED .












eRR. - EFN SUURCE STATEMENT - IFNiS) -
JO WRITE (0,130} c_k. 191>
130 FL]RMAT (IFO2OX6tFAN ILLEGAL YALUE HAS BEEN USEE FCR l HE LUTPUI TEILKR.I£1(
XG6ER. CALCULAT|CN /21X3OhCONTINUED WIIH Dt_ TRIGGER SLI To I. /) E_,_.1917
IUUTTR: i FRR. 19I_
GU TO L03C EP,R. 191 _)
t_K. 19ZJ
31 WRITE {6. 131I 1 _-HI_. _921
131 FORMAT {/20X 7gHIHE bLOC&AGE FACTOR AT THE HUB IS NON-POol| IVE EXEE_R.I022
XCUTIEN CChlINUEO WIIH A VALUE /20X ITHCF 1.0 AT STATION IJ.IH.) tR£.[923




33 WRITE 16,1331 I
133 FORMAT (IFO20X52FFAILbRE ON D-FACTGR ITERATION
XION 13, 2CH GO T{. NEW CAIA SET. I|
GO IO 103_













ERR. 193135 WRITE (6,155)
135 FORMAT (II_020XOHSQ. RCCT ERROR.. @LOCKAGE AT TIP IS NEGATIVU IN SERR. 1958
XUBROUTINE MAIN. SET = IU 1. AND CONTINUE. I ) ERR. 193q
BT|II = 1.0 ERR. 1940








136 FORMAT l120X 34HIHE LNIhALPY ITERATION HAS FAILED. I
GO TO 1035
37 WRITE {6,150) I
1.50 FORMAT II_020X711-S(4. RCCT ERROR.. IN SUBROUTINt STREAM A NEGATIVe ERR.!9q4
XSTATIC TEI'PERAfU_E HAS /21XZ4fiBEEN CO_PUIED AT STATION 13,23H. CH_-FRR. 1949
XCK THE INFUT EATA. /)
6_ TO 1000
38 WRITE 161138| I, DFLIII
OFL{ I}= 0._
138 FORMAT II20X IOI-:_T STATION 13t 2011 A E-FACIGR LIMIT OFEL2.6.











5RR. i9_939 WRITE 16,139| I, FROELIL,JI
139 FORMAT (120X IOH_I STATION 13, 35H THE MACH NO. THAT CORRESPONDS TtK_{.1960
XO A / 20X 22HPRAI_OLE-MEYER ANGLE OF F6.2, 20H COULt) NUT 8C FOUNO.)ERR.1961
GO TO 100C ERH, I9C2
ERR.. 19b3
_0 WRITE (6,140) I ERR. Lgo_
140 FORMAT II20X ?2HIHE RACIAL AND AXIAL COMPUNENIS OF VELOCITY AT THEERR. 1965
x SIATOR HUB OF STATION I? / 20XSOHTOGETHER YIELDS A MACH _U. GREAT_RR.19c.c.
XER TFAN IFE LIMII.} ERR.[O/
GO TO IOOC ERR.I96_
ERR. 196')
41 A_WURD= WOfUl5) ERR. 1970
B-39
E,R. - EFN SCURCE STAIEMENT - IF_{SI -
zZIL,l_7
60 TO o56 _RR.1971
ERR. 19/2
42 WRITE |o,14_) ERR. 197J
142 F[]kMAT (/20X CgHEIIH_R A PRESSURE RAII(] LESS ThAN CNt_ 15K A Tt'4PEPAERR. 1974
XIUKE L_S5 THAN ZERO /2CX 70HHAS BEEN CALLULAIED, THE WiIIKL VLLUCIER_.I9f5
XTY PULYNEPIAL SHCULD _E CHECKFD, | ERK. 1976
(30 lO 103=. Et<iE.1977
ERR, 1978
43 WRIIE (6,[4_) DFL(I),SOLID(I,I) ERR. 191_
143 FURMAI (IFUZOXBIFS_. kCCT ERROR.. IN _UbKUUTINE BZCAL IHL _XP<ESbIERR.19_O
XCN FOR CCMPUTIN6 ThE COEFFICIENT /;IXEOHOF I.C/R IN ]Ht WtiIHL VELU, R_;oi_qt
XCIIY UISTRIBUTILh hAS NO S{_LUTIC]N. THE D-FACTCR LIMIT, ILIXEZd.8, ERK.lgd(!
X19H, AND IHE SOLID|IY, FG.b,ZUH, SHUULU dE CHECKE:D. I }
@U TO lOGO
44 WRITE (0,144)
144 FORMAT (20x B8HTFE FRACTIONAL MASS FLCWS ARE NCI MCN[ITONIC.

















ERR. 19_050 WRITE [o,15b} AWERI),I
156 FORMAT (IFO20X27FEXP. EERUR.. IN SbBRCUTINE Ab,34H A NEuATIVE STATERR. 1996



































GAME. - FFN 3CUHCE STATEMI-NI - IFN(5) -
IZ115167
SUBRCUTINE CAN
_E_L MACF, MAPRt MLLbkT, JOULE
DINEN31UN ATA_I2S, ILI, FL_(32)
LOGICAL /ERROR, YE_
CUMMCN IM_IKIXI ALPhA(IUolI), ATAR{29,11|,
) BETA(IO,II), BH132), BLADE{291,
X C_(lO,ll}, 6F132,11), CPCO(oJ,
X L3LCPE( CO, 11l, CU2(III, CU(32,11) ,
X CA(32,11|, CXM(IC,II}, CXNEW[IO,II),
X CXS(IO, II| , CA[I6), DELM[II),
X UFI2UI, UFACIIJ_,II), DFL|2_),
X EMACHIZg,II), FOUN[;ILC,3,1U}, FRDELIIOtIII,
X HMN(291, H_I_2], IKK|IO|_
X OBARIZ9,11|, Pbi32tll), R(32,11),
X RH(321, RHU[32,111, RINI{III,
X RS132}, RSLbPL(IU,11}, KTRAIL|II),
X SCLID(29,ll], $SCC(2_,5}, TE,_MII10,II},
X TEkMBIIIJ, IER_C(II], TIP(32|,
TC(32,11), TSIAT(11), U(52,11|t
X132J
CGMMCN /SCALER/ A, AA, AiLAO, AZO2AU,
X A505A0, E, b_, CC, CM, CMEAN,
CPI2, CPI3, CPIG, LPIS, CHI6, CPC2,
t CPOS, CAMP, DLP, DO, DIFCM, OT,
X G, EASK, Gd, ugt bE2, J_ULE,
X PGCG, _, RFMt TCP, TERMO, TbSTbH,
X TOCU, IOL, TOLAT, TOLB2, TLLMIN, TGLMS,
X TOLCX, TOLR, TOTI_T, TUTPr, V, VMI
COMMCN IINTEGRI I, I_, IBI_ I_UMP,
X IG, ICUTTR, IPASS, IS, IT, J,
JM, J_t, K, Kl, KK, L,







C XRAIU ( Zg |, GAMe- ZO- "_*
O EPV| IU ,i l) , bAM_;'O,2'_
OFL[.,'_ ( 3Z} , _AV,_ ,.02e,
GAMMA |_2, i] |, GAML/0?7
MACHILV,II) , GAM_-YO2S
RCURV_ ( lu,ll |, G_ME2I)2¢
_CSIAG[ 11) , GAMF2OSo
56Cd(29,5) , bA_E?O_I
T E_HA { i I ) , GAM:._O__Z
TITLE{ i,) , GAMc_O3_
k(l[I , GAM_ZOJ4
GAMu 20 35
A3LSAO, A'_£] +AO, GAN_2OJb
Ci_EANP, CUIN] C,, GAME2037
CPO_ t. PC'+_ G_M_LOJ8
DUMMY, cY. A51, GAM_U39
M_PK, _.uLL_, T, b AP'_/_O 40
TESI_S, IESTM3, GAML204L
TCLTIP, I ULUP, GAMELOkZ
GAME2043
IERRGt_, /FIr_bT, GAME?O_
JIN, J J, GAPE2.04J
L|M[T, LSIA(_u, GAMe-£O@(_
GAMEZO47









CGMMCN /ENERGY/ _, T, LAMME_
A= CPCU(I} +(CPCLI2} +ICPCC(3I +(









tNESI. - LFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS) -
1ZI1>16i
C
.'_UIB RUU 1 I i_ E INE_i
*** MAKES INIIlAL LSI|_AIES _JF _XI_L VELLJCITIES FUk
SI_TIC, NS EETI.EEI_ _LAD£ RUW$
REAL MACE, MAPR, MGLEhT, JUULE
#LMENSIUN ATAS(2_tlI|, FLOWIJZ)
LCGICAL IEk_U_, YE_
LO_MCN /M_TRIX/ ALP_A(Z0_£[), ATAR(29,[I),
8ETA(tO,Ill, 3H(321_ BLADE(29),
X CO(lO,ll ), LPl3_,ll)t CPCO{b} ,
CSLCPE( LG, lilt _b2{II}, CU(32,1I)t
X CX(32,11), CXM( lC,Ill, CXNEWIIUelI},
X CXS(10,1llm DAIi0}, DELMIIll,
X DF(20I, OFACTI2_tItll OFLI29)t
X EMACH(29,I/ii FOUNDI20,3,IO|, FRDEL(IO,11It
X HMN(Z9), HUUI32), IKKIIO),
X OEAR(29tlLIt PCI32,11]t k(32,Iil,
X RhlJ21t RHC(32,11], KINTIilI,
X KS(32), KSLLPEILU,II), RIRAIL(III,
X SOLID(29,11), SS60(29,5li TERMIIIO,lll,
A TERMB(II), TEKMCIII), TIP[32),
X TU(32,1L}, TSTATIIII, U(32,II),
X X1321
COMMON /SCALER/ A, AA, AICAO, A2U2AO,
X ASO5AO, E, BB, CC, CM, CMEAN,
X CPI2, CPI3, CPI4, CPIS, EPIC, CP02,
X CPO5, LAMP, OCP, 5D, DIFCP, Of,
X G, GASK, GJ, G_, GR2, JOULE,
X POCO, Ct RPM, TCP, TEkMD, [ESTB_,
X TGCC, IOL, TULAT, TCLBZ, TCLMIN, IULMS,
X TOLCX, 1ULR, TLTINT, TUTPR, V, VM/
CGMMCN II_TEGRI I, IB, IU/, [DUMP/
X lG, lCUTfHt IPA$S, IS, IT, Ji















MACH( 2"4,i 1 | ,
RCURV_(IO,ll),
RCSTAG(ll),
S(3C(J(Z9 ,b | ,
IERMA(lt) ,



















*** ERROR TRANSFER 10 A NE_ DATA SET
7O
IF (ERASI.LE.O.OI CALL ERROR(12)































































INESI. - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFhIS| -




IiJO TSTAT( JI=IU( L,JI-V
_w** CALCoLAIE VALUES CF IERMA AI_C RAOIAL UERIVAT[VL I_M
IJO 110 J=I,NLINES
TEI<MAIJ)=GJ_'(CP( I,J)*TL{ I,JI-L.P(ItJM|*T[_(I,JMI I-(CIJ2(J)-(.U2(J,_))
iF {TO|ItJ].LI.O.I L.ALL _RRU_(50)
RATP=I f{J(I_JI_[GAMMA(I,.J|/IGAMMA([,J|-1.)) |/PC(L_JI
]10 DEPVIL,JI=ALOG(RATP)
_w_ CALCULATE OI-RIV_TIVJ- OF DEPV WITH RFSPEC1 TC HAL)(US,
RESULT IS IN CI]
CALL RL)ER IV lDEPV ,I0|
w_ww CALCULATE VALUES CF IER_6
UU 120 J=I, NLINi-S
120 _EPVIL_J)=CU2IJ|/K{I,J| +6_2_I_TAI(JJ_CO(LtJ)
CALL INTEC-( OEPV, _ )
DO 200 J=],NLINES
TERMB[ J)=2.O_R INI(J)
ww_ CALCULATE CX/CM A_U CX O|STRIBUTLONS
DUMMY= ( ( [ERMA( J |-TEHMB (J | )/CM2 |+I .O





150 CX#_IL, J)=1. O
GO TO I_O
155 CXM( L, J )= S_}_T (DU_'MY }



























































INLE1. - bFN SGURC£ STATEMENT - IF_IS) -
SUBROUTINE INLET
*** YIELDS INITIAL ESIIMAIE LIE FLUID FLGk IN I-HE INLET
ALAL MACE, MAPEw MGLEWI, JOULE
DIMtNS fUN ATAS( Z'-.,II l, FLC_(3ZI
LCGILAL I_HR_R, YES
LdMMCN /MATRIX/ _LPHA{ I0, Ill, ATARIZg,IL) t 8LIZgl,
X BETA[ 10,II I, _H(i2I, BLAOEIZg}, iJT(52|,
X CCIIU,III, CP{32 ,II'I , CPCL(C), C_|JZ, IL),
CSLOPE| IC, II}, CUZIIII, CUlS2,11I, CUC(J{ g_ ,:.,} ,
X CX(S2,11 |, CXM{ LC,II), CXNEWI/O,LII, C XRATU | 2'.-') ,
X CXSIIO, 11}, CA(10}, D_LM(II), GEPV( ZU,il},
X DFIZO), UFACT(29,11|, DFL{ig}, DFLG,IlSL) ,
EMACHIZg,II}, FI_UND IZU, _, IO| , FRDEL(IO,II), G_MMA{5_,II),
HMN{29] _ _IU_{5.'} _ IKK| IO1 , MACH| Z_,ll},
X O£AK[29, 11), PC{32,II}, k{_2,1i}, RCU_VcIIU,/I_ ,
X RhI3Zl, RhDI_z,iI|, HINT(If), RCSTA,J( liT,
RSl_2), HSLUPL{ IO,Ill , ,RTRAIL(IlI, SCCCILg,b},
X SCLIL)(LV,LI ), S._CL( 29,5 ) , TEP.MI ( J.O,ll} , I LR_A(II| ,
X TEKM_|II |, [FKML|III, IiP(JZ}, ]"ITLE(IZ} ,
X TC|32,1i}, TSTAT|II|, U[_2,11}, Will),
XI3>)
LOPMCN /SCALER/ At AA, AIGAU, ALU2AO, A303AJ, A_O.-*AO,
X ASUSAO, E, B_t LL, C_, CMEA(,I, CMLANP, uUI_TG,
X CPl2, CPIS, CPI4, CPIS, CPIot CPO2, CFOJ, t VO'÷,
X CPO5_ DAMP, DCP, CU, UIFC_, DT, DUMMY, Lt_ASi ,
X G, GASKt _J_ 6kl GR. _ , JUUL_, MAP_, ,"_UL;WI ,
X POCU, C, RFM, TIP, ]EKML), TtSlbh, TESTOS, r_-STV,S,
TbCO, IULm IGLAT, ICLB2, TCLMIN, TULMS, IELIIP, IOLCP,
X TULCX, IOLR, TL]TINI, 15TPK, V, V_I
CCMMCN II_TEGR/ I, Ib, I_l, IUUMP, IERRuR, IFIR_I,
X IGe ILUTTR, I PASS, IS, II, J, Jlh, OJ,
X JM_ JM[, K, Kl_ KK_ L, LIMIT, LSTAGL,
X MSTAGE, _LINES, NTUBES, NX, _XI, YES
E(.IUI _ALENCE {AT_R| l, I ),AIAS(I, I) } , {FLU_li I ,UFLCI_{ iI |
DO tO I=I,5
*** _LI INITIAL SIREAMLINE RADILS ESTIMATE
CALL RS[AFT
*** DEIERMINE FLO_ PA_AMET£R_
tall PRFIIZ
*** b_l INITIal I-SIIMAI_- OF FLUID FLCW
CALL INESI


























































- EFN SOURC c STATEMENT - IFN(S| -
B-45
Ihl"tE° - EFN _CU_bE STATEMENT - IFN(S_ -
L
:_ubRGUI|NE INTEG (VDEPtlFCGNI
*** PERVJRMS hUMEHICAL INTEGRATICN_ UF ThE VbEP VS. R bURVt:
*** TRAPELUID_L I_ULE INTEGRATION
uIME_S IUN VDEP(1C, ILJ
REAL MACFt MAP&t MULEWT, JOULE
{;IM_NS IL_N ATAS(2St11), FLC_|32)
LUC- iCAL IEI_ HOR, YES
Ct]MMCN /M_I RIX/ ALPHAI I0911), ATAR(2g,I/|, B2(zg),
X LIEfA( IO, 11), BH{3.; ) , BLAOE(29) , BT(32),
X CIS(IO,IIJ, CP(32,11|t CPCG(6), CRIJApllI,
X CSLOPE(1G, 11l_ Cb2(lll, CU(32,11l, CUC0(29,5|,
LXIJ_,II), CXM(1C,11), CXNEW(IO,II) , CXRATG(2',) ,
X CXS(tOt []l, GA(tOlt DELM|11), DEPV| ÁU,ll)t
X U_(2U), UFACI(Z9, 11), UFL(2(_) , DFLU_(3Z) ,
X FMACH(29,11|, F'EUNU|2(_,3,LOI, FRDEL(IO_lllt GAMMA(32pl. I),
X HMN(29|, HUBI 34:l , IKKllO) _ VACtl(Zgtll),
X ObAl_( Z_t 11 ), P{31_:¢,II) _ H(32,11), RCURVEI iO,Ll)t
X Rb(32|, RH(.J(32t I L | t klNT(II)t RCSTAbl Li),
X RS(32|, KSLGP_( 1U,III , RTRAIL(III t SLEUTh9 F:_) ,
;t 3ULIO(29,II}, $3CO(2@,5), TLkMI(IU,II), IERMA(I!) p
X TERMB([I|, TERMC(II|, l'IP(32), TITLE(12) ,
X l'_132,11), TSTAT(II], Ui3Z,llJf W(II),
X X(32)
CbMMCN /SCALER/ A, AA, AlOA0_ A2{]PAO, ASUSAO_ A'¢O_*AU_
X ASUSAO_ E, Eta, CC, CM, C_ItAN, CMEANP_ LUINTG,
X Cpl2e CPlSt CPI4, LPIS, LPlbt CP(]2 t CPCSt CPO4,
X CPOSt DAMP, OCP, DE;, DIFCP, OTt tUMMY t L:KASI,
X G, C-A5 K, GJ, L,H, G F(;' t JJULL, P.AP4_ FIULE,T _
X POLL;, _, RPM, TLP, TERMD, TEST_, TEST'US, TL:STMS,
X TGCU, TUL, IºLLAT_ TOLB;_ I(:LMIN, TOLMS, TELTIP_ IULCP,
TCLCX, IULR, IGTlhT, TL_TPK, V, VMI
LUMMEN /iKTEGR/ It IB, IBI, IDUMF, IEI_RUR, IFIRST_
;( I(,, ICUTTR, IPASS, IS_ IT, J_ JIN_ J J,
X JMt JPL, K, _Lt KK_ L, LIMIT', LS I'AGE,
X MSTAGE_ _LINES_ NTUBES, NX, NXI, YbS
I-_UI VALENCE (AT_R([_ I)_AIAS(I _ [) | , |FLOW(I ) tDFLUW([) )
RINT( 1 )=0.O
GO TC (50,90#,IFC_N
**W, CALCULATES INTEGRAL OF VDEP * R DR
50 DO 15 J=1,NTUBES
LO L)AIJI=(VDEP(L,J}*R|ItJ)+VDEP(L,J+II*R(I,J+III*(RII ,J+l)-f_([,J) I*.5
15 RINT(J¢II=RINIIJ) CL_A(J)
GO TO 150
..t,. CALCULATE NTUBES V_LUES OF INCREMENTAL INTEGRALS FOR CURVE
VOEP VS. e (El J) TO R|J+].)}
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IN'TtGo - EFN SCUkC_ STATEMENT - IFh(SJ
I00 UAIJ|=|VUEP(L,JI4VI)EP(L,J÷I) )_{R(i,J+II-R|I,J| )m.5
115 RINf(J÷II: R]NTIJI +DA(J|
150 B: RANT(J_I












LC_E. - EFN SCURCE STATEMENT - IFkIS) -
1211)167
R£AL FUNCIlCN LUSLIARG,PERHltTYPE)
YIELCS LOSS PARAMETER FROM INPUT MAPS
PERCENT BLACE HEIGHT AND D-FACfOR ANO
ALONG ThL RADIbS|.
AS A FUNCTION tj_
CIRCULAR I_wTLHPbLt_[ |C!,
INTEGER I_PE, FIRST
13UUBL E PRECISION TITLE
REAL MACE, MAPN, MULFkl, JOULE
CIMENS ION AIAS[2c., li}, fLLW(321
LOGICAL IERRCR, YES
CCMMCN /MAIRIX/ ALPMA( IU, 11 l,
_, BEIA(IO, III, ,3HI 3__ ) _
CO(IO,ll ), tP(32,111,
X CSLOPE( I0, II), CUZ(III,
X CX(3Z,Ill, LXM(1O,Ill,
X CXS(iUtll), CA(IOJ,
X DF(2Ole OFACT(29, il|,
X EMACHiZ_;,II}, FOUND(2C,3,10],
X HMNIZgl, Hb_(3_.l ,
,X OBAR(29, 11), P_(32,11),
X Kit( 32 ), RHO( 3.;. _ 1.11 ,
,X kSl3Zlt RSLL_PE( iO,l 1) ,




COMMCN /SCALER/ A, AA,
X A.505A0t _, BE, CC,
X CPI2, CPI3_ CFI4, CPI5,
X CPO5, CAMP, UCP, UD,
X G, GASK, G J, GR,
X POCO, F., HPM, ICP,
X IOCO, TOL, TLLAI_ TOLBPt
X TIJLLX, TOLRt TCIIN], IIJTPR,
COMMON /|hTEGR/ I, IE,
X IG, IcUTrR, I PA:SS , IS7
X J_*, JMI, K_ Rl,

































AIUAC, A202AO, A3(J3AO, A404AO,
CM, CMEAN, CMEANP, CUINI-G,
CPl6, CP02, CF_3, CPU4,
DIFCP, L)T, DUMMY, F i{A-_i ,
OR2, JOUtb, MAPR, MULEWT,
TERMD, TESTB_, TESTUS, T[STN_S,
T{JLMINt TOLMS, TCLIiP, TOLCP,
V, VMI
IBI, IUUMP, I ERROR_ IFIF_T,
IT, J, Jib, J J,






































































LO_E. - _I-N SI]URCE STATEMENI - |FNIS)
REIURN
RAD= O.5_'SQRT|DEL_*_ +U,|u|ISIN(ATAN|2,5_D_:L)I














• _* MAICHES LLSS hJlH ACIASATIC EFFICIENCY
INTEGER _LAOE
REAL LOSE
REAL MACP, M_PRt MCL_kT_ JOULE
DIMENSION ATAS(2S, il)t FLCW|_2}
LOGICAL IE_RGR, YES
CuMMEN IM_TF_ [XI ALPHA( TO, If), A[ARIZ9_LL),
EETA( lO, 11), _H(32), _LADE[2gI,
X CO(LO,11}, CP(_,11), CPCOIb|,
CSLOPEI I0, ll), CO2( IT}, CUl_2tll),
X CX132_IIl, LXMIIG,11), CXNEW 110, IT|,
CXSILO, XI), DA(IO], L}LLM(II),
X UFI2OIs DFACT(_S,II I, DFL(29|,
X EMACH(Zg,Itl, PGUNUIZb,3,1U], F_DEL(IO,II|,
X HMNIZ9), HU_ISZ|, IKKliO) ,
X OEAK( =C';,lJ. ), PCI3_,II)t P,(32,11|,
X RH(321, RH_(SZtli|, RINT(ll),
X RS(32), R_LL)PE(iO,I I) , RIRAIL(II),
X S(3LlOl2g_i 1 ), 5SCE(29,5l, IERMI(IO,II),
X TERMB[II ), TERWC(I}], TIP[32),
X T0[32,11}, ISTAI(II), UIB2,11),
X X(32)
COMMON /SCALER/ A, AA, AIOAO, A202AO,
X ASOSAO_ H, bE, CO, CP_ CMEAN,
X CPI2t CPI3, CPI4, CP[5, CPI6, CPC2,
X OPUS, DAMP, OCP, DD, DIFCM, DT,
Gt GASK, GJ, Gk, GR2, JOULE,
X POCO, (-t RPM, TCP, TEHMC, TESTbH,
X [OCO, TOt, IOLAT, TCLB2, TLLMIN, TOLMS,
X TOLCX, IULR, [UIINT, TCTPR, V, VMI
COMMON IlhTEGRl I, IB, Igl, {DUMP,
;_ |G_ I OUTTI_, IPASS, 15, IT, J,
X JR, dPl, K, KI, KI<, Lt
X MSTAGE, hLINES, NTUt_ES, NX, NXlt YES
EQUIVALENCE (AT_k(I,I),ATAS(I,1)





C XRATO ( L_ ),
DEPV( IU,ti ) ,
DFLEWI.12|,


















), (FLUW (I),OFLEW(1) )







*_ CALCULAIE ABSULbIE RELATIVE VELOCITY
CXM(L,JI= CX(I-I,J)*=2÷(CU(I-L,JI-LII-I,J|)_*2+CR(I-1,J#_2
• _ CALCULATE AB_DLLTE VELOCITY























































LESS° - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS} -
C. e_* EALCULATE HELAll_£ FLDW ANGLE
eEIAILeJ)-- ATAN( (U(I-LpJ)-CU(I-IvJI)/S(JRT(CX(i-ltJ} **Z
.w CRI [-ltJl**Z}l
C *** CALC.ULATt KELAIIVE FLOW ANGLE
BEIAILeltJI=AIAN(IU(ItJ}-C'UI ItJII/S(QRTICXII _JI_'*&+CR(I tJ)**2|l
C *** CALCUL_IE ABSULLTE FLOW ANGLE
ALFHA(L+ItJ)--_TAI_I[.Ol I tJllSuRTlCXl I,J}*IZ + (._(l,J}**2l)
C. .e,t, C.ALCULATL ABSCLLIE FLCw ANGLE
ALPHAIL+2tJ|=AIAh(CUII+ItJ}tS;JRTILJ(II¢ItJ)**2 + CR(I+ItJ}**2|}
C.XSiLtJ|=CXII-I_J)_*2 +C.U|I-ItJ|W'*2 *CR(I-ItJ}_*Z





MACH( |,J|= SQRTiCXP(L,JII(GI_2*GAMMER*ISTATIJ| ) l











C *** C.CI_STANT TERM L_Ei_ IN LOSS






C *** C.GFPUTE SLPERSONIC TURNING ANGLE
A= (R( l,J} +RII-I,JII*C.5
U= IRI l,J) cRII¢I,JII*C.5
FkCELILtJ}= ((SSC(]IItlIIA ÷SSCOll,2|}Ia +SSCOllt3) ÷13SCIJ(|,4)
X +SSCU(Im_I*A)*A}*IBETAILmJ) -_ETA(L+itJ))






























































LL3S. - f f-t', SLU_t,c SIATtPLNT -
SSCO( I÷I,Q } 4"SSLL,{ |+ i, 5 | *BJ *b ) *( ALPHA (L÷I, J)
_w_ ItS| fUR _UPCRSLNIC VLLCCIfY




*** IF FLU_ IS SbP_RS6_IC AUU PRAN_TL-MEYER ANGLE TU
SUP_RSL_IL TURl_lhb ANGLT.
FR_ELIL,J)= FHOEL(L,J) • TEK_I(L,J)_ATAN(_RIIAI/[LRHLIL,J) | -
ATANIbQRll A) |
Z8 IF (MACHI I*1,j).ll.].) GC 1C 3(,
A= (MACH( |÷I,J)-1. )_(MACF( I+ l,J|+I.O)
$** IF FLb_ IS SUPERbbNIC A_U PRANPTL-MEYER AQ@LE TU
SGPERSCNI( IURN|hb M_GLE









SHL:CK ArIu LGSS HUNCIICN





DO 43 IS=I, IO0
*@* CALCULAIE_ bIFFEKENCE bETWEEN
NUMbE_ CXSIL,J) AkD SUPERSCNIC
VMJ= ShUCgICXS(L,J)_F_II_L(L,J))
IF IABS(VMt).LL.C.O01} GC IC 4_




43 CXSIL,J)= C_alL,Jl + (.
CALL ERkOF,(29)
44 [F (MACMII,J).GE.I.0) C_
*_* CALCULATI SUBSbhIC SHOCK
EMACF( I,JI=MALHII,JI#II.O+CXS(L_J|)*0.9
IF (EdALF(I,J|-I,O) cO,_u,_U
P_ANUTL-MEYE_ AN_LC FU_ NACH
EXPANS|L.N ANbLE
**_' CALCULATE SbPERS,_KIL SHUCK
ti,./l!_/c 7
LOS _.:. 44_
LUSh .: 4 q,_
L1)SS ;'_4 (
LOS ':, ,: 4. g ,.
LOS S / _z,.:,
LUSS?4D.J























L CS S 2 '+14
LOS S 24. 75
LOSSL'471
Lf;SS,-'47
L L a S 2,-, 7-.;
LOSSZ_ou
























LLSS. - EFN SOURCE SIATEMCNT - IFNI S} -
45 EMACF,( ItJ|=(MACHII,JJ+CXSIL,J}]*0-5
**_ CEPPUIE $FU(.K LES-"
50 CBAR[I,J] =I_.O- [((GAMMA(I-I,J| +I.O}*O.5*EMACH[I,JI**2)
X / I1,0 +O. 5*(GAMMA(I-I_J}-I.U|*EMACH(IvJI_*Z|I
X _'$(GAMMA(I-I,J)IIE_MMA(I-_tJI -1.0) )=IGAHMA(I-I_J)_2.O
X I (GAMMAII-ItJI +I.O)_EMACH(I_JJ_2 -|GAMMA(I-I,J| -1.O)
I (GAMMA(I-ItJ) +I.U)J*$11.UI(I.U -GAMMA(I-I,J)I|)
X / |I.0 -I.O/(I.C +{GAMMA(I-ItJ| -I.O)_', M,_CH(I,J)_'4'2w_U.:_)






A= (R(JtJ| ÷ RII-l_J)| $ 0.5
_w.* CALCULAIE R(.,TEJR MEAN SOLIDI IY
SOLID| I,J |= (SOCLII,II/A ÷ SOCU(I,2|| / A ÷ SOCE(I,3) +
X (SOCO(I,_) + SOCU(I,5)*A)_A
*** CALCULATE _GTOk _-FACTOR
AA=SqRT((CX(I-ItJ}_*2÷{UII-I,JI-CU(I-I,JI)_Z÷CR(I-I,JI_2))
GFACI(I,JI= ].O-$QkT((CX(I,J)_2÷(U(I,J)-CU(I,J||_2÷CK( I, Jl_2||
/AA + (U(I-I,J|-CU(I-I,J|-U(I,J)÷CU(I,J)I/2.1SOLI_(I,J)/AA
A= HS( I-l| - RH(I-I)
• ** COMPUTE ROTOR PROFILE LOSSES
• ** LOSE READS THE PROFILE LOSS FROM THE IhPUT MAPS
OEAR(I,J)= O8_R(I_JI +L_SE|OFACT[I,J|, (R(I-I,Ji -RH(I-I))/At
X BLADE(I_I_'2.O*SULID(I_J}/ COSIAMIMI|SETA|L÷I,J),I.22_/| |
A= |R(I+I,J| ÷ R{I,J|)_._
• _* CALCULATE SIATOR MEAN SOLIDITY
SOLID{I+I_J)= (SCCC[I÷]_I)IA ÷ SOCL|I÷I_2|I/A + SOCO(I÷I,3) +
X (SOCU(I+I_I ÷ SOCOII÷I_S|$AI=A




• *_ C(PPUIE SIAIOR
A= RS(II - RH(I|
• _ LOSE READS IHE
CU(I+I,JI|/2./SGLID(I+I_J|/AA
P_CFILE LOSSES
PROFILE LOSS FREM THE INPUT PAPS





































































• _ CALCULATE RCTUR EFFICIENCY _ASED ON LUSS
• ** CALCULATE 1HE STATIC ENTHALPY MINUS THE TCTAL
ENTHALPY
H= -(CXli-l,J)*$2 +CRII-i,J|*_2 ÷CU(I-I,J)t_2)/GJ
1= [O(I-I,JI
• _ GEl TFE SIATIC TEMPERATURE
CALL ENTALP
B= T_ERM3IT)
• =* CALCULATE TME STATIC PkESSURE AI THE ROTOR INLET
PSTAT = PO(I-I,J_4EXP((IFERM3(TSTATIJ)) -BIIDCP}
h= U(I-I,JI*(U(I-I,J) -Z.OeCUII-I,JI)IGJ
CALL ENTALP
•*_ CC_PUIE TFE TOTAL RELATIVE PRESSUkE
PREL= PC(I-I,JJ*EXPIITFERM3(ISTAIIJ)) -6|/DCP)




• _* CCMPUIE TFE TLT_L ICEAL PRESSURE
P IDEAL= P REL *EXF((IhERM3(TSIAI(J}I -B)/DCPI
_* CALCULATE IHE EXIT RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSbRE FRb,,_ THE
LUSS COEFFICIENT




•** CCPPUTE NE_ ICTAL PRESSURE AT _CIOR EXIT
P= P*EXP((THERN2(T) -I_EkM3(13TAT(J))I/DCP)
•** GET THE I[EAL EXIT TOIAL IEMPERAIURE
CALL I_ER_2{PIPO(I-I,J/,TtIO(I-I_Jj)


































































LCSS° - EFN SUURCE SIATEMENT
EFF= (THERM.L| TI -1i-i:RM1 ( TO( I-1, J I ) )
_X II THERM 1{ TU| l, J| )-TH_RMI (TOI X-I_ J |,)|
PO|ItJl= F
.w,w, CI-.ECK TIIE CONVERGENCE
IF (ABS({_IAR(I_J} -LFF}/ATAR(I,J}),GI.TOLAT|
AIAR(I,J)= EFF







¢_4, CALCULATE IFE STATIC PRESSURE AT THE INLET TO THE
P STAT= PCII,JI_'EXP((THERM3(ISTAT(J)) -IHERM3(ll)/CCP)
•_ CALCULATE ThE SIAI_R EXIT PRESSURE {TGIAL| FROM
T_E LOSS COEFFICIENT
P= PO(ItJ) -OEAR(I+I,J}*(P[;II_J! -P SIATI
PO(I+I,JI= P
*_ GET TF_ ICEAL TOTAL TEMPERATURE
CALL THEGM2(P/PC(I-ltJ)_I_T_([-ltJ|)
*** COMPUTE TFE EFFICIEhCY
EFF= (THERMI(T) -ThERMIITO(I-1,J)|)
I(THERMI{TOII,J)|-THE_MI(TO(I-I,J)|)






























































MOVe. - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFD_(S) -
L_lXSIo7
SU_ROUTIkE MOVE
• ** CALSES TEE RLLCCAIION bF IF, SIREAMLINES BASED ON
FRACTILNAL bASS FLOH. (STI{EAM MUST BE CALLED FIRST}
X MSTAGEv hLINESt
EQUIVALEMCE
REAL MACE, MAPR, M(_LEW[ t JOULE
D IMENS I[JN ATASI2S,L[), FLOW(32!
LOGICAL ILRROR, YES
t.CPMCN IM_TKIX/ ALPhA(Ib, Ii I, ATAR(2g,li), _2{2v},
X 8ETAIIUtILI, L,H{ _z), bLaDE{ Zg), BT I_.} ,
C(]( I0,111, CP(_,li), CPCO(O), CRI3Z,I_),
X CSLUP[-I IC, 1| |, LU2{II}, CU(32,II), OULU[ 2_),bl ,
X CX[32,11 J, C_M(IC,II), CXNEW{IU,III, CXRAf_J( _; ),
X CXS{IO, II), UA(IG|, UELM[Iil, OEPV{IO,I L),
X DFI2U), DEACI(?_g,ll}, DFL{2g), DFLI]_ { 5,. ) ,
;( EMACH{29,11|, I-bUNb{2C',_,IU}, FRUELIIO,II}, GAMM_{SZ,II),
X HNNI2g|, HLB{_L) , IKKIIU), MAC_I(2'_,Ii|,
X UbAR(_9,11 ), PC(!2,11), K{32,11|, RCUPVE(IU,II) ,
X RH{3Z|, RIIU{52, II| , RINTIlI|, RUSI'AG( I£ ) ,
X RS(321, RSLUPE{ I0,Ii) , RIRAIL[ilI, SOCU129,_| ,
;{ SLLID(29,lI) t SS(.O( 29,5 ), TERMI llO,il), TERMA( ill ,
X TERMBII||, TERMC(iII, [IP132), TITLEII2I,
X IC{32,LI), TSTAI{11), U(32,ill, _(llI,
_( X(321
COMMON /SCALER/ A, AA, AIUAO, AZCZAO, A303AO, A4'.O4AJ,
X A505AO, B, [_B, CO, CM, CMEAN, CMEANP, CL_INIG,
X CPI2, CPI3, (.Fig, tPl5, CPLb, CPI]2, CFC3, C PL)4,
CP05, CAMP, UCP, CO, UIFLt', i_I, DUMMY, E _.ASi,
X G, £-ASK, GJ, bR, L;R2, JOULL:, MAPK, N_L_-WI,
X POCO, (, RPM, TCP, IERMC, TESTf_H, TESTL_S, ILSTMS,
X TCCO, TOL, TOLAT, TOLBZ, TCLMIN, TULMS, TCLTIP, IULCP,
X TCLCX, TOLR, TCIINI, TOIPR, V, VMI
COMMON /INTEGHI I, I_, IBI, IUUMP, IERR[;_, IFIR_I,
X IG, ICUIIR, IPAS5, IS, I]', J, JIN, Jj,




(ATAR( I, II,AIAS(I,I) {FLUWII),DFLO_(i) I
3bO
IERMC{I|=C.O
T EI_MC ( NL II_ES ):l. C
TERMA{ 1)= R{ I,I)
TERMA( NL II_ES |= KII,NLINESI
IEKMBII|=CXMIL,I)
IERMB{ _,L II_ES |=CXI'{ L,NL IRES)
SUM=O.O
DU 350 J=2, NTUBES
IERMCIJI= TERI'C{J-II +LAIJ-I)ITOTINT
I E[,,MAI J l : RII,J)
TERMB{ JI=LXM{L,J )
IF IABS{TERMC{J} -GELMIJ}) .GT.O.OOSI YES= .TRbE.
• ** CALCULATE STREAPLINE RAQII 10 GIVE SPECIFIEC MAS_ FLO_






















































MbV_'° - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)
CU 5_5 J:_'tNTUBL
CALL SLINEIDELM(














































*** YIELDS INITIAL FLL]_ ESTIMATE FCR THt CUTLET
MEAL MAC_v MAPPt MOLEkT_ JOULE
U|MENSI_N ATASI2StlIIt FL_NI3Z)
L_GICAL IERR_R_ YES
COMMEN /M_T_[ A/ ALPHA(1C, 11 ), ATA;_ (29t11), t_2(Z'; i,
X BETA( lOtlltl i:I,H I b2 ) , t:!,LAD E I 2") ) , _T(_Z),
CEllO,Ill, LFI _,_,111, LPL_JIcly C_(J2,LI),
X C..SL_JPE( AU, 1L I, CULIiI), LL_132,11l , CUCC( Y _),:_ I ,
X LX(32tlli_ CXMI iC,ll}t CXNEkIIO_£/I_ C XkArqJ( 2-_),
X CXS(IU. ill, C_[IOI, _LLM[II|_ DEPV(LU.ZL}_
X DF{2OI, UFACIIZg, It), DFL|2gl, CFLC_(3Z} ,
X EMACIIJZg_LIJ, FCUNU(ZC,JtlOJt F[_OEL(I()IIE}, GAMMA(JZ, ZJ),
X HMN(Zg|, ftUBI321t IKK{ lO), MACH(2_.II;_
X UBAR(29, Ii), PG{3=,II}, RI}Z,II), _CU,_V_: (1_), 11} ,
X RH[32), RI'G(32,1II, RINI(III, REST_.{ II) ,
X RS(._2 l, ,_SL(JPE( I0,11| . RTRAIL(IIÁ, SLCb(Zg,_),
SCLIOIZg,III t SSLU((_9,SI_ TEEMI[IO,II|. T_RMA(II),
[ERMB{II), IERMC(II), /IP(2_), TIIL_(IZ),
X T0132,III, 15TAI(11|, UISZ,II). W(II),
X Xi._2 )
CCMMCN /SCALER/ A, AA, AICAC, _ZUZAO. AJL3_O, AVL%AU,
X ASOSAO, _, B_, EL, CM, CMEAN, C_EANP, CuINF_,
X CPI2, LPI3, LPI4, CPI5, LPIo. 6P(32, CFC3, EEOC,
X CPOS, [AMP, DLP, OUr UIFCM, DT, DUMMY, EKAJI,
X G, 6ASK, GJ, DR, G N,", JOULE _ MAPR, MOLE_W1 ,
X PLCD, Q, RPI_, TCP, TERMI), TESTUH, TE3TUS, ILSTM5_
X lODE, TOL, |CLAT, TOLb2, TCLMIN, TGLM_, IELTIP. IL)LCP,
X TOLCX, TOLR, TCTINT, fOTPR , V, VMI
CCMM[N /IhTEGR/ I, iB, ibl, IDUMF, IERKU'<, IFIF_,[,
X IG, ILUTTk, IPASS, IS, IT, J, JIN, J J,
X JM, JPl, K, KI, KK, L, LIMIT. L b T._IJE,
X MSIAGE, NLINES, NIUbES, NX, NXi, YES
EQUIVALENCE (AT_K(I, I ),ATAS(I, 1) | , (FLO_[II,DFLCW|I|)




**_ GEl INITIAL VALUtS OF STREAMLINE RADII
CALL RST_RT
DO 5 J=I,hLINES
*** SET FLEW PROPERTIES AS CONSIAN1 ALONG STREAMLINE
CP ( l,J )=CF( LSTAG E, J)
GAMMA{ I,JI=GA_MAILSIAGE,J)
CUE I,J ):CU( LSTAG E,JI*R |LSIAGE, J I/R (I ,,J |











_.JUT L 27 _,I
[]UI L=74.!
L_OTL _ 7'_3










































UUTLE. - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IF_(S} -
5 PL:( l t J I=PC(LSI'AG E7 J)
*** GEl INITIAL t:SIIMAIE LF AXIAL _ELU_|I'Y





*** CALCULAIE SIMPLE RACIAL EQUILI_KIUM SCLI.,TIL;N tJF








CU TL (.7 _(
_JU T L -)I i;8
CUTLZ7_q
uUTL,_I_L_
r.JUlL L 7_ ].
CUTLL7_), '.
QUIL 27 : _,
UUTL 77,_.
CUII. ; 7,)_
iJUTL P 19 1
CUTL L 7_;._
_.U [L Z7-:; ,_
CUTL ,:'._ 0 J
B-59
LIL;IPT° - LFN SObI_CE STATEMENT - IFI_I 5) -
1211_167
5UERLUIIN_ d_IPUT
UIML:hSIbN PMAI2S} , PMAdi2gIt IMA(291, T_AJ(Z'_), TMALP(_'Q)
REAL MACE, MAPR, MbtE_It JUULL
_JIMLN_ ION AfAS(ZS,Ii}, FLC_(32)
LOGICAL 1ElK RGR_ YeS
_.UMMCtw /MATRIX/ ALPHAIIO, Ill, ATA_|zg,LI}, dZ(L'gl,
X BETA(IUt 11 I, @H(_I, _LAU_IZg} t [_I (3ZI ,
CL(IU, 11 ), CF(3_,II), L,FCL; I_,} , C.'-_(J_ , i Z) ,
X CSLLPE{ 16,11}, Lb2(il), CL;( JZ,II| , C L,C'..|? _ ,'.;) ,
6X(32,III, LXM( 16,Iil, CXNE_(IO,I_), CXPAI [.( _'_'}_
X CX_(lO, ll} , _A(IO), OCLM(III, U_P4(iO,£1},
X OF{ 20), UEALT(Zg,]I), L)FL(ZS) , DI:LLJa(J_ J ,
X EMACh(Lg,_II, P(_UNO(2G,3_IU), FkOLL(IU,II|, GAMMA(_2,/I),
X HMN(29) , HL_(J2) , IKK( lO}, MACH(Z9 _iz} t
X C_AR[2_,IlI, P{J(32,ill, R{JZ,II}, _CUF, VL(iU,II) ,
X _H(32), kHb{32,11), RINI(III, RCSTA_,[ ii),
RS{3Z}, _LUP_[ IU,II), RTkAIL(II; , SCCuiL _,','; ,
X SCLIO(Zg,[II, SSCC{ _'_,5), TERHI(IU,II}, TEKHA(III ,
X TEHMB{II}, TERPCIll} , IlP_32} , I ITLL(IZ} ,
T13(32,1l)_ 1SlAT(I(}, U(3Z,I1}, _(11},
X XI32)
COMMON /SCAL_R/ -A_ AA_ AIIJA_J_ A26ZAO, A30.)_U_ A_CJq_d_
X. ASUSAO_ _ _B, CO, [.M, CMEAN, C_EANP, CiJl_Ib,
X CPI2, LPI3, OPT4, OPTS, CPIO, CPU2, 6_C3, CeEJ_,
X LP09, _AMP, bOP, DO, DIFCM, IJT, CUMMY _ k _.',A_I,
X G, GASK, GJ, OR, Ok), JEILIL_. K/_Pg, ;adL_,.I_,,
X POLO, C, KFM, TOP, TERMD, T_ST_..,IESIOS, IESTgS,
X TUCO, TUL, ICLA1, TCLB2, IGLMIN, I'CLM5, ICLT[P, TI]LLP,
X TOLCX, IULR, ICTINI, IUIPK, V, VMI
COMMON IINTEGH/ i, 16, [LIE, /i)UMP, i r'RRu_,_ If [A_t ,
X IO, IUUTT_, I EA.Sb _ I_, IT, J_ JIN, Jd,
X JM_ JPl, K_ KI, kKe L, LIMII, L_TAO_,
X MSTAGE_ hLINL_ NTUB_S, NX, NXI, YE3
_QUJ VALENCe (ATAK( 1, I),AIAS(I_ L) } , (PLG_(I) ,_FtOk(l} )
COMMON IENERbY/ E, T_ CAMMER





_3_ I 0 J=I,NLINES,IGbTIR














_[J r P? _oo
CUT F' ;,'.8 0 P
G!Jf _,c_ LO
C*LiTPZ8 i(
[,UI P .;6 IZ
ULJIPZ-_I."
CU1 ,-'20 I _,









































CUUTPT. - LFN SUU_CE STATENENT - 1FN(S)
LXM! (,J|=SQitT(CX|I,JI**E+CU( |,dli*2+Cl_lltJ)**2I
_#i CALCULAT_ STATIC 1EMPEKATURE (INLETI
h= -CXMI I,J }**-'/EJ
CALL ENTALP
CALL hAM
CXNEk( [,J }= TSTAT( J}
*** CALCULATE AESGLLIE MACH NUMI_ER (INLET}
CXSI l,JI: CXMII,JI/S_RTIb_Z*GAMMERIISIATIJJ|
*** CALCULATE ABSELLTE FLC_ &N_Lc (INLEI)
*** PR IN
_RITE (o,61
A= Si_T(CX( I,Jl*:t2 t-CI_(I,JI**Z}





tF |I.GE._| GO TE _'i
T INLET DAT/_
) I










CUT o L:J 5_
LJUI F' 2 _60
,}UIPc'_Ol
(;U I P L 5 :_--"












GUT P Z 8 T 7
tlOlP 28 78
UUTP2879




iOXiBF .... SIAIILh NUMdLH I3,5ti .... 115xT(hi_.L. SIR,_A_L;UTPZ_d"*
MACH AH3. _/LL. AXIAL VEL. RADIZ_L VEL. @X OUTPZHSb
hE SIRC.,_LINL FLL_, AI,,(,LE/SX27HNL,, _a,Adl,j.a { t.k,, I I.LwTP2680
8H(FT/SEC) £XEHIFTISEC) bXEH(FIIo_b) 5AIZIISLuPE {,_cGS) L_UTP2867
.i, PRINT INLET GUIDE VANE EXI1 DATA
o4 WRITE (6,204} I
2¢4 FOI_MAT {IFUIIOXI[H .... SlAllbh NUMUkR I3,3LH .... (INL.":T t,Ul:JL
XNE EXIT) I/SXIOHS.L. SIREAMLIN_ A3S, MACH AbS. V_t.
XL VEt,, BACIAL _eL. _XJBHSTREA,"ILIkI SIREAMLINE FLCY.
X 5X27hNO. RADIUS (IN.) NUMBER 6X_H(FTISEL| 6X_H(FTIS_-Cl




*** COMPUTE RELAIIVE _/ELOCITY (FIRST RUT(JR ENTRANCE)
CEl5,J): CXlS,J)i*Z + (CUIS,JI-UIS,JI]_*Z + tRi5,J)_'*Z
CUIS,JI=SCRT(C(]( 5,Ill
WRITE {0,_6) J,R(I_JI,L;KSII_JI,CXIv(I,J)IC_(I_J|, CR(I'JI'
X RSLCPE( I,JIIRCURVE(IIJIIALPHA(|,J)
CIUT P 28 _:-t


























UUfPI. - I::PN bGU_CE STATEMENT - IFr_l S) -
L ,CI L _ I 6 7
IJUFP ::glz
*** CCMPUTE RELATIVE PACll NUMBER (FIRST RCT(:,!_. EhIRANCL} L]UIPZgI._
,.,UT P -"g 14
67 C,XS(5,J)= CC(5,JII_(Q_T(ERASL) ,JUTP_91b
wRITE ('_,_12( OUTt-' Zg ic
']IJTPZgI(
IT. _ FbRMAI (IFO 4AIS_S.L. 5TF, EAMLINE3XIIH161AL PRLS. 3XILHTLT_,L luMP. CUTPZgI._
X .iX _HREL. VEL.]_IOH,_I-_IRL VEL. 6XSHRELATIVE 7X SHIREL. /-LL_ 4X CUIP/L) I_4
X IIHWhEEL :',PEEu / ,,.,v,ZC_N[... RAUIUS (IN.) (Ld./3_, IN.) _X'_hlL)LL, t_,,_E3IGUIP,_)-_,,'J
X _,X dH(FI/SEC) 5;(8F(FTJSLC) 7X 8FiMAE.H NL). IX _PANb.(OcC_} ,sX L.;UIP:292t
X 8hiFT/SE(,) I L, UTr'292 _.
CO 27J J=ItNLINES, ICbTTI_ UUTU_gZ4
uUI'P _gZ_,
*** CALCULAIE RELAIIVL FLEJW ANGLE IBTC THE FIRST RUIu_< UUIPLq,?_;
F)UTP Z92 T
72 8ETAIZ,JI=ATAI_iiL{_,J)-CU(5,JI)ISQRT{CX(5,J)_*2,CP.(5,Ji,_ZII L.UTP=-J2;_
X "57,29_7795 r:UT p Z_ Z_,_
213 WRITE {G,274) J,I_IIeJI,PuIS,JI,TO(5,J)tCCIb,JJ , uUlbtJ}, EUTP_93U
X (.XS{5,J)_dETAI2_J)_U(_,J) UUTP;9._I
UUTP/gdZ
_14 FORMAT ( 17, FIIo4,FIQ.Z,OFI3.2, FIS. 3,ZFIS._) UUTPZ933
uuTPZg_4
o8 FOI_MATIIT,FII.4_FI_.3,ZFI4.Z,FI4.4,ZFI4./.,FIS. I I UUIP_9;_5
OUTP 29 36
GO TIT: 71 uorPz937
265 DO 69 J=I_NLINES_IObTTR UUTPZ93_
Og WRITE Io_68) J,RII_JI_LXSiI_J),CXM(I,J),CXII_JI,CRII,J), UUIP29J9
X RSL(_PE| I,JI,RCUI_VE( I,JI,ALPHAI l,J) UUTP294U
WRITE (6_271) curP P.g_L
DO 269 J=I_NLINES_IbLTTR [;UTP2942
269 WRIIE (o_;70) J,RII,J),PC(I,JI,TCII,J) OUTP_g43
UUTP 29_4
270 FORMAT (IT,FII.4eFI4.2,FI3.2) UUTPZg4b
OUTP294o
271 FO(_MAT lIFO 4X43FS.L. STREAMLINE fETAL PRES. ]EIAL T_MP. I 5X OUTPZ947
X42HNO. RADIUS (IN.) (LSISI_ IN.) (DEGREES) I ) UUTPZ94_
OUTP 2949
71 CUNT INUE UUTPZ950
IF ILIMII.E(,.O} _RITE (0,250) GUTP2951.
250 FORMAT (IhUIIII34xSIH*_--***--** 1his MACrlINE WAS EPTIMIL_Zu *_--**UUTPZ952
1w,--** // ) GUI P2953
UU[_ ._ 295z_
._w, INITIALIZE MASS AVERAGE RCUTINE OUTP_955
OUTP2956
IMA( 5)=I.C UUTP2957
PMA(5) =I .0 UUTP295_
DO £00 IS--btLSIAC-E,2 L:UTP2959
u]UTP 2960
*** 3El INDICES FOR DERIVATIVE ROE, lINE EJUTPZC)hl
UUTP29_2
IB= IS- I OUT P2g 63
IBI= IS OUIP 29G#
NXI= IS+I OUTPZ96b










GUTPI. - LFN SUURCE STATEMENT - lFhl S) -
• #_ CALCULATt _CTCR LENGIH ANU SIAIUR LENGTh
OEPV(5,1)= x(IS)-×(IS-))
OEPV(5,L )= X(IS+ I)-X(IS)
,_w CALCULATE RGTDR HUB AND STATOR HUb RAMP ANGLE
ALPHA(3tl) = ATAh((I_HII_|-RH( [S-I|)/DEFV(5tIII*57.ZSb779b
ALPHA(Q, 1)= ATANIIRH( TS+I)-RH( I3)JlL]EPV{5,2)}*57.; c;577v_
_xw_ CALCULATE ROTOR TIP AND STAIGR TIP ,_APP ANGLE
ALPHA{3,2)= AIANIIHb( IS}-RS{ IS-I) )IOEFVIS,LII*_7.LSL_719_





#_ CALCULATE ThE_KLTILAL TEMPE-RATERE P,I_E
CALL IHERM2 (PO(_J tJll 14,0_6o, IER_(J } _51_. b86 )
TERMB( J)= TER_B(J)I518.688




$_'* INIEGRAIE MASS FLOW HAT_-, RESULI IN RI_T
CALL INTE{.I DEPV_ _)




CALL INIEG( O_-PV_ _|
V=K INT (NL INES }-_ INT l 1 )
_,_ww CALCULATE MASS AVEEAGED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE





V=RINT (NLINES }.-R INT ( I )
TMA(JJ|= (V/SUM÷ J. | _51E._8_1 IU( l _ i }
'_* CC_PUTE MISS AVERAGED EFFICIENCY
TMAEPIJJ#= THERMI(IMA(JJI=ICCO)
35 CONT INUE
• ** DETERMINE MASS A_ERAGE TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES
i_:/I 5/,37






















































f]UT P 30 2_
{JUTP 30.1'3
B-63
UUl Pl, - LEN 3CURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS) -
IMA+I I SI =IMA( ISI ITMA( IS-I )











TM_RP2(PM.AI IS) vA_,TC|I, ll}
TPERP2(PMA(I_;;IPMA(IS-II,BB,TMA| IS-L)*fU|I,II )
TIIER_2(P_A(IS+J.),£C,TU(ITL|)
TF;E_M2 (PPA( IS+I)/PMA( I_-II)D[J mIMAI IS-I)_wILCLI
**(I, UVERALL MAS. _ AVLRA(;E ROTOk EFFICIENCY
CXSIO, I)= I THEflM |l AA)-TMAEP( 51 )/l TP'AEP I I SI-TMAEP | 5 ))
PMA8{ IS+I )=PMA( | S÷ I)/PMA ( l S-L)
*** MASS AVERAGE RUIOR EFFICIENCY
CXS{ o, Pl =ITHERMI |6E)-IPAEP | I S-I ) ) I ( IMAEP | I _ )-I M_EP (|.';-I | I
• ('* OVERALL M_SS AVERAGE SIAGE EFFICI_-NCY
CXS{7,1I=IThERMI(CC)-TMAEP(S)II(TMAEP(ISel)-TM_EP(_})
,(,0 MASS AVERAGE STAGE EFFICIENCY
CX$(7,2I=IThEfl_IIDUI-TMALP(I_-IIII(TMAEP{|_÷I)-TMAEP{Is-_))
OO _O J=I,NLINLS
FRDEL( 1_ J)= IHER_I(IL( IS-It J))




CALL THERMZ|PCIIS, J)/PCIIS-ItJ) tTERMDtIO(IS-I_J))
*** YIELDS ThEOREIILAL IEPPERATbRE RISE
CALL TPERM2(PC(IS÷I_J|/PCII_-I,J),IERMA|t),TO(IS-i,J|)
*** DEIERMIhE RCTCI_ _NC -_IA_ EFFICIENCY
ATAR(IS_J)= (TPE_MIITERMEI-FRCELII,JI|IIFRDELI2,JI-F_UELiI,J|)
ATAS(IS÷I,JI=(T_ERMIITERMAII)I-FRDELI/)J)II(FR_EL(],JI-F_EL(L,J})
*** CCMPUT_ A_GLUTE VELOCITY (FOTCR EXIT)
CXM(I,J)=SQRT(CXilS,J)**2+CU(IS,Jlt*Z+CR(IS_JI**2)













UUT P -_03 .'-,
OUI P3035
uUT P 3U _o
OUTP _03 l

























































ERAS1 = _R2_GAMME_*T51AT{ JJ
LO(8_JI = Pb(ibtJ}*EXP( (THcRM3( ISTAT(JI |-IItERPJ(II)/OLPI
*_* CALCULATE RCTCK RELAllVE VELGCIIY
CEIS_JI = £XI|S_J}=*2 + ICU(IStJl-LlI3,JI)=#2 ÷ CR(IS_JI*_
LU(5,JI=SCRTICO(_,J)I
_*_ CALCULATE STATUR RLLATIVE VELOCITY
LCIotJl= CXIIS÷ItJI*_24(CulIS+l_JI-_(Ja÷_tJ))t_2+CR(IS+L,J)_2
CD(b_JI=SCRT(CGIttJ))
=$_ CALCULAIE RCTOR RELATIVE MACH MUMb_J<
CXS(I_J)= CO(StJI/S_EIIERASI)
*** GEl A*IS (RETORT
IF (EMACI-(IS,J|.LI.].O) EMACI_(IS_J)=I.O
ENACH( IS,J} = MACII(IS,JI*CGSIBEIA(2,J) IbT.Zg-577%5)l FWAL.H(IS,J)
X ((I.O +U.SW_IGAMP'A(IS-],J) -I.O)* M/tCH(IS ,J}_2) /
X (I.0 ÷0.5*(GAMPA(IS-I_J} -I.O}*EMACH(IS ,J)_,*2l )
X *_ (O._=_,IGAMMAIIS-ItJI+I.G)IIGAP.MA(IS-I,J)-_.O))
A=S(_RT (CX ( I St J )_2÷CF,( IS _ J )**_)
• ** CALCULATE AB3CLLIE FLEW ANGLE
_LPMA(I,J) = ATAN(CU(IS jJ|/A )_5 i .2'-,'_/795
• ** CALCULAI}- R_-LAIIVE FLEW ANCLE
I_ETA(LtJ)=ATAk((L(IS,J)-CU(IS_J))/A ),57.2_;577_;5
_t LAL(.ULAIE TCIAL TEMPERATURE kAIIO (ROIU_)
CCIL_JI= IO(IS_JI/IU( I_-ItJI
• **= CALCULATE ICIAL PRES_LRE RATIO (RCTC_)
CG(3,J I= FO(IS,J }/P6IIS-t_JI
• t* CALCULAIE ICIAL IEMPERATURE _AIIC (STAICR}
CO(2,J I= IO(ISel _J}ITE (IS,J)
w,_, CALCULATE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO {STATCR)
C£(_J)= FL_(IS÷I,J I/PC(IS, JI
• ** bET FIRST AND SECCND t]ERI_ATIVES OF RADIUS







LIU1 P bO 3 :


























































UUTPT. - EFN SUURCE STATEpENT - IF_IS) -
CALL XOEE|V(K,RSLGPE,RCURVE)
*** CALCULATE RCTCR CLRVATURE
RCURVE(Z,J|= RC_fiVE(2,JJ/(SQRT(L.÷_SLCPE(Z,JI_*2)**31
t,t CALCULATE SIAIUr LUKVATURE
RCbKVEIS,J|= _CURVEI3tJ}/ISORI(1.+_SLbPEI3,J|**2|**5|
,it CALCULATE HbTCR SLOPE
RSLOPE(Z,JI= ATAhIkSLOPE(2,JIit57._b?Tg5
,it CALCULATE 3|A1L_ _LGPE
RSLUP£IJIJ) = ATA_(HSLOFE(3tJ|I*51.2957795





















IF (EMACH(IS+I,JI.LT.I.O| EMACHIIS+I,J) = I.U ,]UTP_IS7
EMACHI IS+I, JI = MACHIIS+l,J]*CUS{ALPHAII,J|I57._gST?g_/E_AbH(IS+I,uUTP3158
X JI /
X 1|1.0 +O.S*|GAMPAIIS ,J} -L.U)* NACP(IS+L,JIt*2) /
X [I°0 +U.5*(GAM_A[|S ,d) -I.O)*EMACH[IS+I_J)**2I |
X ** (. 5.( GAFMA [IS, J ) +1.0 )/IbAMMA [ IS, J)-l. 0) )
st, CALCULATE AESOLLTE VELOCITY ISTATC_}
CXM(2,J)= SQRI{C)I IS+I ,J}**2+CU{ IS+I, d )**2+CR ( IS+L,J l*'2 J
_,$t CALCULATE SIATIC TEMPERATURE ISIATCR)
H= -CXM(Z_JI*t2/EJ
T=. TO( IS+ l, Jl
CALL ENTALP
CXNEWI 2,_J l= TSTAI( J}
CALL GAM
ERASI= GR2*GAMME_tISTAT lJ |
*$* CALCULATE ABSCLLTE MACH NUMBER (STATCR)
CXSIE,J|= CXM(2_ J)/SFwRT (ERASI)
.,I,t CALCULATE STATUR RELATIVE MACft hUMBER
CO( 7=,d)= COlE,J| ISQRT(ERASI)
w,t, CALCULATE STATIC PRESSURES
CC(9_J)= PO( I S+I,J )*EXP( (THERMal IS IAT(JI }-THERe] [T I)IOCP }




































,2UI PT, - EI-N .SOURCE SIATE_ENT - IFNI SI -
X JI*.2))_.7.29573_5 OUTP._I#2
LJUTP _I 9]
C *** CALCULAIE ABSCLLIE FLEW ANGLE (SIATCR) CUYPJIg,,
_JU IP 7195
ALPh,a(2,J)= ATANICUIIS'}I,JIISQRTICXIIS÷I,JI*_2+C_(IS+i,J#'_*21) LUIP319C,
X *57,2957795 tUTP 31_ 1
zeO CONTINUE uUTPJI_..
E}UT P _ I'_-?
C *** CLhVERI I_PLI C_TA _ACK T_ CEG_EES L.UtP_ZO_)
L,,UT P 3ZUI
FMI_{ IS+}.I=HMN|IS-eI_*5?.2¢,5_TS5 OUIP3Zu2
,FIUT P " 20
C *** WRITE STALE PARAMETERS UUTP_294.
UUTP 32U5
mKITE (6,EOI I',, BFLIlSI_ HMNIIS+I), H#NIIS|, U_LIlS÷II t:bTP&2,)b
UUIP _207
_0 F{]_MAT(IF, III/3OJ(,@71"I***--*** FINAL FLO_ PARAMETERS Ff...'k STAGE NUPBEK_;UTP320£
X 14t 9H *'_*--*** IIII_5X3UHW_** STAG_ INPUT PARAMETERS ._w_ i// Z.GX UUTP32OV
X 24HRI]TUR TIP C-FACTOR LIHIT F3_.4/I 24X 47HHU/_ RELATIVE FLD_ _NGLUUT#32LO
XE LIMIT AT THE IRCTCR EXIT FIU,III 24X 33HSfAIUK HUE NACH NUM,:;zR LIC._UTP_2II
_MIT lIND F24.411 2_X 2511SIAIOR HU_i O-FACTOR LIMIT F32.4/I 24X IIH-{]UTP._ZI2
)_--ROTQR--- 48X I;,h---SIAIUR---I// I2X 5HWflIF, L 5X 16HRATIE SUPtRSONUUTP3213
XIC JX 8HSOLIEJlT_ 23X _NWHIRL 5X 16HRATI(_ SUPERSUNIC ._X .,IH_ULIOITYbUIP6214
I LIX 8HVELUCIT¥ 3X 16HTU TCTAL TURNING 33X 8hVELICIIY _X LGHI(]
_(OIAL TURNING //|
WRIIE (6,._51 CUCCIIS,I|, SSCOIIS,I|, SCCU(IS,I_,
X CUCL(IS÷I,I|,SSCO(IS+I,II,SCCO(IS÷L,I),
X 82( 131, SSCOIIS,2), SOCL([S,2),
X CUCCI IS+I,2)_SSCG(IS÷I,;'I,SUCO(IS÷I,2),
X (CUCCI IS_J), SSCO(IS,J|, SUCO(Ib,J),
X CUCC(IS÷I,JI,SSCCIIS+I,JI,SuCO(IS+I,JI,J=_,D)
55 FIJRMAI (5_IF, A3EIE.6_,IGXIhA3EI5.6/
X 5;_IHB3EI 5._b_ IZ_Xl118 3E I5. _/
X 5XIHC3EIE. _, 14XI_CJE 15. o/
X 5XIHD3EI _-.6, I_,XIFD3E 15. b/
X 5_IHE3EI _.t, 14XIFE3E 15.6,/t/
X 46X 31H*_* STAGE SCALER QUANTITIES _'*_' /I_
SQCO: CXI IS,JMIICXIIS-I_JM|
A: CX( IS+I,JM )/CX( I S, JM|
Q= {RS(|S| -I_H( ISI I/£EPV {5_Z|
AA= (R511 S-I|-RH[ IS-IT IlDEPV( 5_ I I
WRITE (6_5o) AA_ RH(IS|_ _S{IS_, ALPtlA(3,1|,
ALPNA(3_ _)t DEPV(_I}, FLOW( IS|, CXS(6_2}_ G,
X RhIIS÷I)_ RS(IS÷J), ALPHA(6,1I_ ALPltA(4_,:|, DEPV(5,_),
X FLOW( IS+ ]| , CXS(7,2I, SQCO_ _H([SI, BT(I:_),
X PMAB([S)_ TMAB( IS)_ PRA(IS)_, TMA(IS), CXS(o,I),
X A, BHIIS+I), BT(IS+I), FMAG(IS+I), TMAt_(13÷I),
X PMAII _+I|, TMAIlS+I|, CXS(7,I|
56 FORMAT (12X3_P_SPECT GECMETRIC HUB GEOMEIRIC 5X 8HHU6 RAM_' 3X
X 8HIIP RAMP 4X3'_HAXIAL LENGTH MASS FLOW PASS AVF. / t2X
X 61HRATIO RADIUS (IN.| TiP RAI).(Ik.| ANGLE (DEGI ANGLE (OEG)



































UUTP1. - EF_ SUUXL_ STATEMENT - IFN(S) -
X FI3.4,Fl_.4,FL3.3,FI4.3vF13.4,FI4.4tFI5.4 /I 9H -STATOK- F_._, bUTP5248
X Fl3.4tFi_°4tF13,3,f'14.3_Fl3._,Fl4.4tFib.4 i/i DUTP32_
X 75X ZIiOI-CUMULAIIVE _X)_ lib CUMULATIVE / 9X IUhVEL,, KArl.. 2X LUTP325A
X 37HHdt_ BLOCKAGE TiP BLOCKAGE MASS AVE. 5X 9HMASS _VL. _X (.)UT_i_ZS1
X JI9HMASS AVE. b_), / gX ILHAT THE ME,aN 4X CUTP"Z52
,x 6HFACTOK BXbI_FALTUK 5X gHPR. RATIC 4XZ2HTEMP. RATIO PR. _,AFIC (JUTP_25_
X 5XZIHI'EMP. KATIE ADIAP.,_TIC EFF. II 9H -RdTCP,-- FB.3, fI3o:_,FI4._,UUTP?_254
X FI3.4,FL_.4wFI3.4tFI4.4tF15.4 11 gH -STAIUR- FB. JvFI3.4,FI4.4_ dUTP_25_
X FI3._*eFI_.4tF13.4,FI4.Q,FIS.4 1111 UUTP3250
















T _# .... _(_I/IZA411S.L.UUTP:_272
RADIAL VEL. L;UTk' 32 T 3
RLL. FLL;_ /3X;HINO. [JUIP3274
(F I ISLE ) UUTP :,2 75











(_tJ1 P 32 ,37
LJUTP3Z88
GUTP4ZB9












STATIC [ EMP. L]UTP J302
VEL. KLL. t4OUl P 3303
275 FORMAT (11X 9HLOSS OATA I |IX 8HSE1 USED II 9H -_LICk-- JY I/
X 9H -STATCK- I7 )
WRITE [b,285) CUCbl|S,;)
285 FU_M_I I ]kO/135X47H8 COEFFICIENT tie WHIRL VELOCITY A| KdIbK E_II
X EIU.8 1/)
$_,W_ PRINT _UIL, R EXII QUANIIIIE _,
WR|TE (6,57I
57 FORMAT(1HIIII&IXSCHq_ .... _x_r R G T C R E X I
X 57H STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WhI, RL VEL.
X 52HABS. VEL. ABS. PAth ABS. FLC;_w
X 5BH RADIUS (IN.| I#-IISEL,| (FTISEC|




b9 FUI_MAT ( I5,FI 1.4, Fl_..3e 2FI4.2,F 14.3,FI _.4,2F i4.3
60 CONTINUE
W_RITE {b,ES|
C5 FO_MAT(IHOI2X4HS.L._3H 1CIAL TEMP. TCTAL PRES. ADIAB_I IC
X 38hDIFFLSION W_EEL SPEED SOLIDITY _x 4HA_/_ ux
XIIHLCSS CEEFF.
X /3X3HNd.GX 5H_AIIu 'IX
X 5_RAIIUC_IOFEFFI_IENC¥SX_HFAC]UR IX _H(FI/SEC) / )
DO 70 J:I,NLINES,IL, UITG
WRITE (b,e..X)) J,CEIL,J},CO(3,JI,AT,aRIIS,J),UFACT(IS,J),d(IS,J)_
,X SOLIOII_J ),EMACHIIS,J),OBARIIS,J)
_6 FORMAT (15, Fi.I.4,FJ._.4,2FI4.4,FIJ.2,FIS.3,FI5._,FI4.4)
70 C[_NT INUE
WRITE (6,2811
2dl FOf.,MAT {1H0//.X41S,L.LIOH TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES.
X STATIC PRES. SLOPE CURVAILRE REL.
B-68
CUUIFI. - EFN SLURCLSIATEMENT- IF_(5} -
XACH 13X3HNU.3X SFISEGKEES)3XIIHILBIS(_ IN.I 4XqH|DEGRE_S) 5x
X iIH{LBISC INol 2XSH{OE_REESIgX4HIIN._XSHIFT/SEC| 7X¢_HNUKdER I}
DU 2_2 J=I, NLINEStlULTIR
282 WRITE |Ot28_|JtTCl IS,JItPUIIS_JI_CXNLhII,JJ,CO(B,J),R3LUF_ {2_J),
X R£URVEI .',J I,CC ( 5, J I tCX5 (1, J J
28J FCFMAI { I_,FI].2,2FI4.2,FIS. 2,FII.2,F1_.3,FIo. 4,F13.4)
*** PRINT 5TAIUR bXll WbANIITIE$
WRITE {6,75)
79 FCkMAT {1FI///_U_3_H_# .... *_' S T A I L R E X I T ** .... ** I// 2_
X4HS.L.glH STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL° WHII<L VEL. k_xUIaL VbL.
X 52HABS. VEL. AbSo FACH AbS. FLOW REL. FLu_,¢ ISXJth,u.
X _gH RAbIUS (IN.I IFTISEC) IFI/SEC} {FTI_LC)
52HiFT/SECJ NUMBER ANNIE ILE_,} A_;uLL {bEE) I I
_{J 80 J=I,NLINES,LCUTIR










28_ WRITE (6,_83) J, ICIIS÷I,J],PCIIS÷I,JI,CXNE_I2,JI,CEIg,JI,RSLdPEI-*,
X J) ,RCURVE (3,JI,CLI e,J} ,COl 7, J}
100 CONTINUE
*** PRINT CUTLET _U_NTITIES
wRITE (b,llOl
110 FCI_MAT {IFI4OX_OF.***--*** iJUILET FLOW PARAMETEgS *e*--**_ Z//
X 13X3HSIATX_HAXIAL/XgHG_LMETRICSXgHGECMETRIC4XIZhHUB _LUC_A&E 5X
X I£HTIP BLOCKAGE I I_X_HM].SXIOHCL;OKL)INATE4XIOHHUB RADIUS _,X




120 WRITE l_,115) J,_IJI,RhIJI,Rb(JI,BHIJI,BTIJ}
115 FORMAT ! XOXI5,FIS.3_FI4._,FI_.3,FIg.3_FI4o3)
WRITE (6,130) JJ
130 FORMAT I IFOII5OXI_HSTAIICN NUMBER I_ /I 5H S.L.3XICHSTREAMLIN. _ 4X
IOHAXIAL VEL. 3XIOHWHIRL VEL. _XlIHRADIAL VEL. 4X 9flABS. VEL. 5X
X 9FABS. M_CH 4X]]HT(JIAL IEMP. 3XIIHIUIAL PRES. / 4H NLI. 3XlIHRACIUS
X IN. _X 6H{FTISECI eX_HIFTISEC) _XBHIFT/SEC) 6XBH{FT/SECI 7X




'JUI P ) J()_J




















































OUTPIo - I::FI_ SCURCE STATEPENT - |FNI S) -





C =**t CALCULATE ABSOLLTE VEL(JCITY (OUTLET}
CXPIKJ,J}= S_;RI(CX{|JtJ|**2 ÷ CU(JJ_J)#_'Z + CKIiJgJ|_'*2!






ERAS].= GR 2$GAMME R'_' T S l A 1 ( J J
C ,I,,I,_ CALCULAEE A_SULUTE MACH NUPL_ER (CUTLI::I)




,[F(|J.GT.JJ| NR|IE (6_lf:C) ]J
KJ=KJ+ L
DO ]-50 J=]vNL[NES.[OUTIK
150 izRITE (6t]bS| J,R(JJt, JII, CX(]J.JII, CU|IJ.J)tCR(]JtJ)tCX_'I(kJ.J|.
X CXS(KJ_'J |, TO( ] J =,J) 1,PO ( [J t J )
160 FGI_MAT (IPOSOXI_PSTATJCN NUMt_ER ]4/1|
165 FURMAT ( I_,F_2.Q,FI3.3,2FIQ.2_FI3.2,FI_.4,FL4.2,FiZ_.I}
I_ETUI_N





















































_:_'= UEIERMIhE FLOW PARAMETERS
REAL MACF, MAP_, MCLEWT, JUULE
OIMENS[UN ATAS|2S,IL), FLCWI32;
LOGICAL IERROR, YES
COMMON /M_TRIXI ALPHA( LOt ll)t ATAR(29,11),
X _ETA(IO, 11), bh(32), 8LADE(29) ,
X CC(lO,li), OPl32,11), CPCOIb),
O3LOPE( It, 11)t CU_(llit Cb{_2,11),
X CX{32,11), CXM(IC,XI), CXNE_IIO,IIJ,
X CX&(IO, II), DA(IO), DEL_(il),
X DF(2Oit DFACI{29,11J, DFL(29),
X EMACH(29tI1)t FCUNBi2C,3tlU), FRDEL(IO,II),
X HMNIZgl, HU_(_2), IKK[IO),
X OEAR(ZgtlIJv P_132til)t _(32,ll)e
X RH(32)t RHC(3_,II)v RIN]{II|,
X RS(3Z|, RSLOPE(lOtll)t RTRAIL(II),
S_LIO(Zg,il)t SSCUI_gtS), IERMI(LO,LI),
TERMb(II)t TERMC(II}t TZP[_2|,
X TC(32_I1)t I_IATlll)t U(32t11),
X(32)
COMMCN /SCALER/ At AAt ALGAO, AZO2AO,
X ASU5AOt Bt U_t _Ct C_t CMEA_t
CPl2t CPI3, CPl4t CPIS, CFI_, CPO2,
X CPOSt CAMPt DCPt CD, DIFCM, OT,
G_ GASKt GJt GRt GRZt JOULEt
X POCOt _e _FM, TOP, TERMD, IE_I_H,
X TOCCt lOLt TOLAIt IOta2, TOLMIN, TULMS,
X TGLCX, IOLR, TEl|N/, TOIPKt V, VMI
CCMMCN IIKTEGRI I, IB_ I_l, IDU_P,
X IGt IEUTTRt |PASS, IS, IT, Jt
JM, J_l, K, Kit k_, L,
X MSTAGE, _LINE5, NTUBES, NX, N_I, YES
EQUIVALENCE (AT_RII,I)tATAS(I,I)),























J IN, J J,
LIMIT , LSTAGL:,
(&LOWIL),_FLOW{I)}
=_'_ I LESS TH_N 5 INOICATES AN INLEI SIATIOh
IF |I.LI.9) G_ TL 60
#_# IF I IS GRE_TER THAN LSTAOE IT IS AN 0dII_ET STATILN. IF
ASSUMED TFAT TO1AL TEMPERATURE AND TOTAL PRESSUR_ ARE
C_KSIANT ALING A SIREAMLINE ANO IHAI ANGULAR MUM_TUM [S
CONSERVED
IS
IF (I.LE.LSTAGE) GO TO LC
DO 8 J=I ,NLINES
5 GAMMA|I,JI=GAMMAII-ItJ}
6 CPII,J)=CPI l-l,|!




























































P_FI1, - E_N SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS) -
bLl TO eL)











12 CUE I,J I=(COCUI I, I I/RI I,JI+CUCO( 1,2 ) lIP (I,J}+CUCC( I ,3}+ | CUCd( I, 4I+CPRII 34K; ,
1UCFJ( 1,5)+rl I,JJ)*R(I,J) PRFI34_,_









PRFI_470_+'_ CALCULAIE PHESSURE LOSS ACRCSS IkLET GL,'IUF VANE. ,a_ INLII
GUIDE VANE IS SIMbLAIE,L,) _Y SPECIFYING A IANGF_ITIAL VELOCITYPP.F[34TI
UISTRIBUTIGN AT TF_ ENTKANCE TC THE_ FIRST RCTC, R Ar4u A PRFI34(2







PKF I )g 7b
PRF[?47t
PRt:I 347-J
PP, F I ]479
Pr_FI J4dO
ZO CCNTINUE
*_ I EVEN SIGNIFIES A RUTOR LXII RP,D I WOO SIG_IFILS A STATCR P_F[_461
PRFI3482
22 IF lI-IIl_}*2.E{_.Ol GC TFJ 30
25 DO 2(: J=I,NLINES
CPlI,J)= CPII-I, Jl
GAMMAI l,J|= GAMMAI l-l,J|
Tol l,J)= TCI l-i,J }
**_ CALLULAIE TCTAL PRESSURE AT STAIOR EXIT
I= TC( l-Z,Jl
H= ( IHERMIITO(I,J) I -THEI_M.].(T) I*ATAS| l,JI
CALL ENT._LP
2_ PCII,J)= PUII-2,JIW'EXPIITHERM3IISTATIJ|I-THERM_ITI I/OCPI
GO TO 60
_ CALCULATE TCTAL TEMPERATURL RISE ACROSS kUTCR
30 DO 40 J=I,NLINES
J! H= 2.0elCUII,JI*LII,J) -CUlI-I,J}+biI-I,J))/GJ





























































REAL MACF) MAPBt MCLEWT, JOULE
DIMENSION ATAS(2_,ll), FLOWI32)
LUG ICAL IERRUR) YES
CCMMEN /M_TRI X/ ALPHA(IC_II I,
X _ETA( i0)II|, _H{321)
CLlIO,ll), CP(32,11)1
X CSLOPE( IG, li), CU2( flit
CXI3Z,II), CXMI i0)II))
X CXSJlU) 11)) DAIIUI)
X DF(201) UFAC112_,II),
X EMACH(29_/I I) FCUNUIZCt3tlOJ )
X HMNi29), HUB|J2),
X BEAR( 29, If), PC(:_2,11I ,
X RH(22), RHOI "3;', lI| )
X RS(3Z|, RSLUPE(1Ut/I) )
X SL_LID(Zg,LI) ) SSCO(29e5|)
X TERMBKIII, TERMC(III ,
X rl.](32) 11 ), TSTAl|111_
X X(32)
CCMMON /SCALER/ A) AA_
X A505AO) B) BlOt CC)
X CPIZ) CPI3) CPI4, CPIS,
X CPOS) CAMP) DCP, bur
X G) GASK) GJ) GR)
X PGCCt {) RPM, TCP)
X TOCO) IUL) TCLAT) IOLB2t
X TOLCX, TOLRt TCTINT_ TOTPR t
CCPqMCN / INIEGK/ I, IB,
x IG, IcurrR, I PASS, IS)
X JP) JR1) Kv KL)































A/OAGt AZU_AU) A303Au) A40_.AO)
CM) CMEAN, C PEANP, L UINTC.,
CPIb ) CPC2, C F03) CPU_,
UIFCP') 01) OUMMY t tRASI,
URZ, JOULE) _'i _P R) MOLEST)
TERMD, TEST_H) TtSTuS, TkST_S,
TOLMIN) TOLMS) TCLTIP, Ti]LL, P)
V) VMI
I_l) I DU_'!P, I ERROr. IFIRST,
IT) J) JIN, J J)





























































- EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFh(S) -
iZIIDI07
SUBRCUTIhE ROTOUI
*** _CMPUTES ROTUR EXIT GEUMETRY
REAL MACF, MAPBI MbL£wTv JBULE
OIMENSIU_ AIAS(21,11), FLCW(32|
LOGICAL IERRUR, YES
COMMEN /MATRIX/ ALPHA(IO) II)) ATAR(29)I1) ) B2(2_))
X BETA(1U,]I ), BH(32|) BLADE(29) ) BI (3-_" I ,
X Ci_(IO,ll )) CP(32tlIl, CFCU(6) ) CR(3Z)III)
X CSLOPE(10) ZL), CUZ(II), CU(32)11| ) CUCG(29)5 ),
X CX(3Z,ll l, CXMIIG)III) CXNEWIIO,£II) CXRATL;( .'9 ) ,
X CXS(IOtIII) CA|IO)) DELM(II|) DEPV(IU,LL))
L)F(20), OFACT(2_,II|_ OFL(2_)) OFLCW (3Z))
X EMACH(Zg)IL)t FLUNDI2(]t3)IO)) FRDELIIOolI|, GAMMA(_2.,II))
X HMN(/gI, HUb(321 , IKK(TO), _ACH(29,11))
X OEAR(29, II ), P0(32,II} t R(32,11)) RCURV6(IO,ilJ ,
X RH(32|) RHG(32,II|) RINTII1), R£STA_(IiI,
X RS(32), RSLUPEI I0)I1) _ RIRAIL(II)) S_C_,]( 29,_ l ,
X SOLID(29)II)) $3CC(29)5), TERMI[IO,II) ) TERMA(IL) ,
X TEKMB(11|, IERMC(II)) TIPI-_2)) TITLL(L2I ,









COMMON /SCALER/ A) AA) AIGAO) A202_0,
E) _B) CC) CM, CMEAN
CPI3, CPIQ, CPI5) CPI6, CPC2,
CAMP, DCP) DO, DIFCP, OT,
CASK) GJ) GR, GR2, JOULE,
C) RFM, ICP, TERMC, TESTBH)
IOL, TGLAT) IGLB2_ TCLMIh) TOLMS)
TOLR) TCIlNI) [UTPR) V) VMI
CCMMCN II_TEGR/ I, IB, /Of, [DUMP,
X IG) ICUTTRt IPASS, .IS) IT, J_
X JM) JMI) _, KL, k_, L,
X MSTAGE) NLINES) NTUBES) NX, N_I) YES
E_UIVALENCE (AT_RII)I))ATASII,I|









IF (IPASS.NE.I} GO TO 15







A 31]3AO ) A,_(J_AO )
C MEANP) CO|NTG,






























































ROlUb. - _FN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS] -
C *m* SUBRCIUT|NE INEST I0 BE USED liNtY FUR, II_ITIAL GUESS.
C IT:I IND|CATEb SUBROUTINE INESI HAS NCT BEEN USLL)
IF (IT.NE.I| GO TO 15
CALL INE S-I
C *_'* SUbRUUIINE SIREAM CALCULATES A SIMPLE R_CIAL










SAF E=CUCU ( I ,2 |
C _*_ STAGE OPTIMIZATI[_N 140 ATTEMPTS ONLY)
IF {JC.LE.,:,O. AND,LIMIT.EC.U| CALL [RIVE
C _,* ERROR PRI/_TS MESSAGE - UPTII, IZ_TION DISCCNTINUED
IF IJC.EG.41) CALL ERROR(14}
LCI=O
IFISAFE.NE.CUCCII,2)) (:O TG I0
J= NLINES
A= (R( I-1,J l*Rl l,J ; )_G. 5
SULID(I_J)= (SOCCII_I|/A ÷SbCOII,2|)/A +SOC0(I,3|
X+($OCO( 1,4; *SOCCI I, 5)'IAI*A
TESTDS= 1.U -SQRIICXIItJI**Z +CRII,JI_*2 ÷(CU(IyJ)-U(I,J}|_*2}/
X SQRTICX( I-l,J)_42 +CR(I-I,J)_*2 +ICU(I-I,JI-_II-1,J))_2}
÷IU(I-ItJ) -CU| I-I,J) -UII,J) ÷CU|I,J))/
X |2.O*SULIDII,JI_SQRT[CXII-I,J|**2 ÷CRII-I,J)_*2
){ +ICU(I-I,J}-U(I-I,J))'I'*ZI|
IF (TESIt_S.LE.DFL(IJ+TOLB2) GO TO ,_4
CALL B2CAL
WRITE (btgg) I




• _* TEST ThE hUB MACH NUMBER, IF TEG HIGH, ALTER THE
C_FICIEhT UF 1.O/R IN THE WHIRL VELOCITY POLYNOMIAL




































































R_Tglb. - EFN SL:URCI:: SIAIEMENI - IFKI_,I -
CALL GAM
IESTMS= -h*GJ/(32.174*GASK*GAMMC:R_'ISTAI(1||
TESTM&= HMN(II -SIJRI(TESIMS) +TL.LMS
IF (TESTMS.GE.O.! GO TG 48
SAVE= CUCI'| If.,}




4., ER_uR TRAKSFER TU A NEW DATA SET
















102 FORMAT IIFO37XBgF*_'* MACH NO. LIMIT VIOLATED AT STATIU_',_ 12,4H ***)ROIC_36'-)3
IE B.ROR=. T RUE • RI]T036 g,'+
GO TO I0 RUTO3695
4.8 TESTBH=fiMN( I+I|-,_TAN((UIItl)-CUII,I)IISQRI(CXII,I)**£+CK(!,I):_*2)|ROTU3OgL,
ROTO 369 l
• _* TEST TFE RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE A] THE HUg AND ALTtR I-HE ROTU36_,_















If ILC3.G1.50I CALL _RRORII6)
WRITE IO,l(J';| I
103 FORMAT (|FO32X50t*** RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE LIM|I VIOLATED AT SIATIUNROTt_3709
X 12,4H ***1 ROTO37LO















RST_. - EFN SODRLE STATEMENT - IFhIS) -
L_IL_I_7
SU_RGUTINE KSTART
*** CALCULATES EJUAL AREA ESTIMATE
ANC WHEEL SPEcE




C_PMCN IM_TRI X/ ALPtIA( LO,ll I, _TAF_(29,1L) , U2(Z_),
X BETAI I0,11 I, BHI32}, BLALJE(29 I, UT(3Z},
X CC(10,11), CFI..:L,II), CPCO(OI, CR(32,11) ,
X CSLCPE(LC, 11), Cb2llll, CU(32,11), CUCG{;9,51,
X CX132,it ), CXM(IO,III, CXNP_|IO,I]), C _RATU{ -'c_|,
X CXSIIU, IJ), UAILG), L)LLM( Ill, L)EPVILO,IL|,
X UFIZOI, DFACI (29, 11|, DFLI2SI, OFLG_I3L) ,
EMACH(2_) ,11 I , FOUNO(20,3_ IO) _ FRUEL 110,11|, L;AM_AI3Z, 11 },
,1( HMN(291 , HUH(_2| _ IIKK( 10}, MACti(Zg yll} ,
X OEARI 29,1L), PLI32,111, kl3Z,ll), RCUkVE(ZO,IL) ,
Rh(32), RHG(32,111, _INTIII}, RCSTAG( /.;. I ,
X RS1321, RSLLPE(IO,LLI, I_TkAILIILI, SCCC(29,5|,
X SOLlO129,111 , SS6t](29,5 ), TE._MI ( lO,lll , I ER{_A( III,
_( TERMB(Iil, IERMCIIi), TIP(32), |ITLr{12),
X TO(3_,ll), TSTATIiI|, U(32,Ill, WIll) ,
LO
X X(_2}
CCMMON /SCALER/ A, AA,
X A_OSAO, E, bB, CC,
X CPl2, CPIJ, CFI4, bPlS,
X CPUS, [:AMP, DCP, DO,
X G. CASK, GJ, GR,
X PGCO, _,, RPM, TCP,
X TUCO, IOL, TCLAT, TOLB2,
X TOLCX, IULR, I'CTINI, TOTPR,
COMMCN I II_1 EGRI I, IB,
X |G, IOUTTR, IPASS, IS,
X JM, JPI, K, KI,
X MSTAGE, NLINES, NTUUES, NX,
EQUIVALENCE (ATAR(I, II,ATAS(L,I|
AA= RS(II**2-RH(|)**2
BB = RSIII'_*L -AA_'Bltl [)
CC = AA*Ibi'-(I) +BTIIi -l,Cl
DC IO J=I,NLINES
ERAS|= BB+DELPIJ }*CL
_'** E_I_OR TRAI_SFER TO A NEW OAIA SET





AICAC, AZU2AO, A3C3AO, A404AO,
CP, CM[ ANt CMEANP, COINTG,
CPI6, CPU2, CFO3, CPU_,
DIFCI V, DT, DUMMY, t_RASL,
GR2, JOULE, M_PR, MOLEST,
TERMD, TESTt_H, TESIUS, TESTFiS,
1CLMIN, TULMS, TCLIIP, IOLLP,
V, VMI
IBI, IDUMP, I ERROR, IFIR3T,
IT, J, JIN, J J,
KK, L, LIMIT, LSTAUE,
NXl, YES

















RST A 37 )7
RSTA3738

































ShCCKo - tFN _CURCE SIATENENT - IF&(SJ -
12/15167
FUhCTIJN H-IJCKIZ ,Y)
w,_ CALCULATES SUPERSL, NIC EXPANSICI_ AN6LE MINU_ PR_NL_LF-Mt:YtR
ANGLE
RI:AL MACF, MAP_, MLILE_T, JOULI.:
DIMENS IUN ATASI2St lJ.), FLCW(32)
Lb(,ICAL IEF RCHt YES
CUMMEN I_AIR, i X/ ALPIIA( IDt 11 ), AIAR{29,lII, '_212_),
,X BETA( iU, 11), E,H( 32), dLAt!LIZS), i',T( J/ | ,
X CLIIU,III, L.I-(3..,11|, CPL[J(6), C!_(3L,L_.) ,
X CSLOPI:( LC, 111, CUP(It), CL132,111, CbLtJl__9,SJ ,
X CXI3-',LL ), CAM(16,11), CXNEI_(IO,III, C _R,'_T U ( t_'-,) t
X CXSIlO, II), L:A(iO), UELM(II), DLPV(IO,IL),
X UF(2UI, Of:ACT{Z9, Ii), DFL( ?__| , OFLCh( 3.-I ,
,X EMA(.H(/9,11It FLUNUIZC_3,10), FRUEL(IO,III, C,A_'iAIo2,.I_II,
X HMN{29), HU_I_2), IKK( IO| , MACtiIZ'._,II} ,
X UEAR{ 29_II), PCI 3.',II}, k{32,11), RCUKVL( ld,l£},
X Rli{}2], RHC(32,llI, RINIIII), RES[,,-_G{ ill,
RS(32), RSLUPE[ lOtll)i Hlt_,AIL[ 11 ) , SL,CC[ 2_,t,) ,
X SCLIOIZgtil l, SS(.L'( 29,5 ) , TERMIIIO,LI), I"EI<_':A( i l) ,
X TELRMB (i) }, TERMC I I.i.)t TIP1321, TLILt:IIzI,
X Tt132,ll)t TbTAil11It U132911It _{Itl,
X X(32)
CIDMMEN ISCALEKI A, AAe ALiJAC, ALLJ2AO, A3U_AO,
X ASOSAO, _, _Bt CCt CM, CMEAN, C_EANP,
X CP 12:, CPI3, CPI4, CPIS, CPI6, CP_2, CP_,
X CPU_, CAMP, DCP, CD, D IFCI', OT, OUMMY ,
X Gt EASK, bJ_ GR, GR2e JUULF, MAPP,,
X POE{J, C_ RFM, TCP, TEkMIJt lESr_)h, IESTdS,
X TUCL], TGL_ TULAT, T(JCBZ_ TLLMIN_ TGLMS, TCLILI >,
X TCLCX, 1OLR, T{JIINT, IGTPR, V, Vrll
CGMMCN I IIXI EGRI I, Id, IEI, LDUMP, I ERI_UR,
X IG, ICUITR, IPASS, IS_ IT, J, J I('_,
X JM, JPI, K_ KI, _.K, L, LIMIT,
X MSTAGI:, IXLINCS, NTU_S, NX, NXI, YES































































,_ IF (X-XT(I_)I 7,5,5
5 ANS=YT(NI
G_IO 2




IF (X-XI'(ll } _,lC,8
8 CUNT INUE
L,UTO 6
























3TAUL, - EFN •_CURCt STATEMENT - IFD,(SI -
1211_Io7
SUuR_UTZNE ST_OUI
*** CCMPUTES STATUR EXIT
REAL MACPt MAP_ MELEW/, JOULE
DIMENSION ATA_(ZStlIJt FLEW{32|
LOGICAL IERROR_ YES
CCMMCN /M_IRIX/ ALPhA(IO_II Jt
X BETA( I0, II)_ Bh132J,
X CO[lO,ll), tPI_2_li_
CSLOPE( I0, I£I, CtZIII},
X CXI3;,IL I, CXMII_II)_
X CX3{IOt IT}, DAIIOÁ,










COMMON /SCALER/ At AA, AIOA_
X ASOSAOt By B_ CCt CM,
X CPI2, CPI3, CPI4_ CPlb_ CPI6_
X CP05_ _AMP_ UCP_ DOt DIFCPt
X G_ 6ASK, G J, GRt GR2_
X POCOt C, RFM_ TCP_ IE_MO,
X TOCO, TdL, TCLATp TCLB2_ T_LMIN,
TGLCX_ TOLR, TLIINT_ TOIPR, V,
COMMEN /IhTEGRI Iv IB_ |_l_
X IG_ ICUTTR_ IPASS, IS_ IT,







$$$ IF IPASS=] THE CALCULATICN PUST
IF (IPASS.NE.IJ GO TO Ig



























DFtGa ( J."| ,
GAMMA|3/,Iil,
M_Cd( 2_ ,l i ) ,
RCSIAG(II |,
ScC_(_),5),





6P62, CF_3, C PU._,
OT_ OUMMY _ _-_ASZ.
JOULE. M_P_, _ULE*4 T _
IESTBH_ I"ESTD_, TLSTMS,
TULMS _ T CL'I-I P _ TULCP,
VMI
IDUHP, [ ERROR, AFIHSTt









3T AJ___ 4 ;
SIA,]38"+G
STAU3_4D
S TAd j 84_
31 AU _8z.7
_TA)3845











































STAG_, - LFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFKISI -
10 tALL PRFI12
C _1,** SU_ROUTINt lNcS1 10 bE USEU ONLY FOR II_IIIAL SUES3.
L. 11=I INOICATE_ SUI_RbUIlNE INES1 HAS NOl BE Eh USED





C *** SU_KOUTINE STP,E_N CALCULAI_3 A SIMPLE P AUIAL _::_JUILI _i_l; _.










*** TEST SIATCR D-FACIOR
AA=(R(I,I I+RII-I,1)I*.
SOLIOII, II= ISOCO{I,lllAA+SUCOII,LIIIAA + SQCCII,3} + ISUCOI.I,'*I ÷
X SUCO{ I, 5 |*AAI*AA
TESTOS= OFLIII-T.O+ S_RIICXlI, II**2+CLII,II**Z + C_,II,L)_*_)I _kkl
X (CXII-ItII**2 + CUII-I,II**2 + CPII-I,II**2) + (CUII, iI-CUI]-I,11
XII(SOLIt;{ It 11"2._i_1 (CgII-I,III*Z+CUII-Z,I)4*2+CR(I-I,II*_2))
IF {TESTeS.bE.O.) kETURN
LC 5=LC 5+ 1
$$_ ERHUR IRAkSFEP, 1U A NE_ OAT_ SET
CO4
IF |ERAS1.LE.O.O} CALL EP,ROR (24l
WRITE l_,104l I
FORMAT (ll-U._?X39l-'*_'* I:-FACIOP, L/_I1
IE RRO_ =. TRU E.
I=1-1
VIOLATED AI STATIO,_ 12,_H ***J
*_'* ALIER E-LCEFFICIENI
CALL B ;'CAL3
.4,. OLIEI_MINE FLOW PAP,AMETEP, S
CALL P,_FI12

























































STAGU, - EFN SGU_CE STAIEMENI - IFNISI -

















*** CG_PUTES _X|AL VELOCIIY DISTRIBUTIONS WHICH SArISVY
RATIO OF _PECIF|C HEATS IS CALCULATED AS CPIiCP-KIJ)
SUBROUTINE STREAM
_EAL MACh, MAPR, MCLEkTp JOULE
U|MENSION ATAS|21,ILI, FLGg(32|
LObICAL IERROR, YES
COMMCN /M_TRIX/ ALPHA( 10, il |, ATAR(29,11),
X BETAI I0, II), BH(321, OLAUEI291 v
CU(IO,II }, CP(32,11), CPCU{OI,
CSLCPE{ lOv ll)v CU2111|, CU(32,11) ,
CXi32,11), LAM{LG,II|, CXNEW(IU,IL),
X CXS(iO, II), DA[IUJ, DEEM{It|,
X DFI20i, OFACT[29,11|, OFL[2_),
X EMACHI2g,L£), FUUND(ZG,3,10}, F_DELI/O,Lt),
X HMN|29), HUB(B2), I_K(IO),
O_AR(29,]L|, P0(32,II|, KI32,11),
X RH|32|, RH0(32,11), RINTIII),
X R5{32|, RSLOPE(IU,II|, _TRAIL(II),
X SGLIO[Z9,IL}, S_CU129,_), TERMI(LO,11),
X TERMB(II|, TERMC[IL), TIP(3Z),
X T_(32,11), TSTAIIILJ, U(32,111,
X X(32)
COMMCN /SCALER/ A, AA, ALUAO, A2OZAU,
X A505AO, E, BB, CC, C_, CMEAN,
X CPI2, CPI3, CPl4, CPl5, CPIb, CPC2,
X CPU5, CAMP, DCP, DO, DIFCM, OT,
X G, 6A_K, bd, GR, GR2, JOULE,
X PCCO, E, RFM, TCP, TEKMDt TESTBH,
X TOCC, IUL, TOLAT, TOLB2, TCLMIN, TDLMS,
X TOLCX, IULK, TGTINT, IOTPR, V, VM[
CUMMCN /IhIEGRI l, [B, IBlt [DUMP,
X iG, LCUTTR, IPASS, IS, IT, J,
X JM, JPI, K, Ki, KK, L,
X MSTAGE, _L[NES, NTUBES, NX, NXI, YES
EQULVALEhCE (ATAR(1,1I,AIAS[I,I)
COMMEN /ENERGY/ h, T, EAMMER
I_2( 2.9 ) ,
BT(_2I,
CRi32,LLl ,
C,XRAT 0 ( -'9 ) ,
UEPVI lO,ll;,
OFLC_ (3Z) ,















J IN, J J,
LIMIT, LSTAG6,
), (FLC'W(I |,UFLL_W[ I) I
LMEAN=CX(I, JM}




TEIRMA(J)=CU ( I, J l w_2+CR ( l,d 1"*2
NC_UNT=I
TERMA, ICU**2+CR**21
*** START OF LOOP ON CM CONVERGENCE
INf., IC=O . .
J = JM
h= -[CMEAP, ww*2 +TERMAIJ)I/GJ
STR_3955
STRi- Jg56
S IRi: .>95 ;'
STRL1595_I























































S I_ r.l'. - EFN SUUKCE STATEMENT - IFh(S!
T= TO(I,d)
CALL ENT mL P
CALL CAM
VMI= GK 2W'(.,AMMER '_T S TAT ( d )
• _ ER_UK TRAhSFLR IU A NEk DATA SE1
IF (VMI.LE.U.(J) CALL EHRLK(271
VMI= SqRr(VMI)
IF (CPEAN-VM I ) 2(JE,ZLS, I c(.
1o0 IF { INOIC ) ]b5t 17G,I,15
*_* PMEbRAM NCI SUIIADLk FOR SUPERSCNIC FLC_, GO To A
NEW EATA SET
165 CALL ERRCP( ;}
}.70 INDIC:I
CMEAN= VM I'_O. 15
20.5 DO 260 J:I)NLINES
CX(I,J)=CMEAN_'CXMIL)J)










S TI_,L gO ].)























w_, CALCULATE INTEGRAL UF P,HO*CXM*h VS. R Fl;Cm HU!J TL] riP,
(ICTI_,_I), AND NEW VAlbl OF CMEAN
275 CALL INTEC (DEPV,I)
IOTINT=kINTINLINESI-RINT(1)
CMEANP=FLCW(1)IG°ZE31E_31TOTINT




*_$ ERROR WILL CAUSE TRANSFER TC NEXT OAT_ SEI




_** SUCCESSFUL CUNVER_ENCE CN CM
*** USE CONWEH(_EO VALUES OF INTEGHAL OF RH{]*CXMmR VS. R F_dM
R|J) TU R(J_-I), |DA VALUES), TC CALCULAIE VALUES LF - -

















































THd_I° - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - [FN(SI -
LZII:_I61
FUNCII(JN IHERPII Tl
*w,* CALCULATE_ I- = INTEGRAL FRCI" 0.0 TU T L;F CP OT, ,_-,EKE CP
UIVE,N AS A FIFIF OrGREE POLYhl]_IAL
REAL MACFt MAPH, MULEWTv JOULE
DIMENSXCN ATAS(Z_,ILI, ELCW(32)
LC_ICAL itR_OR, YES
CCMMCN IM_TRIX/ ALPhAIIUtll), ATAR(29,1Ll, 82(L9),
X BLTA(IU,11}, BF{{_2i, bLAD£(29), BTi3L),
CE{IO,II), CP[32,11), LPC_(Ci, C_(3Z,izl,
CSLOPE{ LOt II), CU2(11), CUi32tL1), C_CC(_4,_I,
X LX132,11)t CXM(I0)11), C_NE_(LO,LI|, C_RATU( Zg|,
X CXS(LOtI1;, DA(LG), i_ELM(£I), ULPV(IU,LI),
X UF(20)t OFACI(Z_tll)) _FL(2g), PFLI:_()_),
X EMACM[Z_vLI)t FOUND(2C,3tlO)v F_DEL(IOtLI)t GAMMI_I3_,LL),
X HMN|29), HUO[321 ) IK_(101 , MACH(29,L I l,
X OEAMI 29, ii), PQ{31,11), R{32,II), RCUf_V_(lO,ll) ,
X R_(32l, aHC{52,lll) _INI(III, _CSTablll),
R5{32), _SLGPE[IO,II), RTRAIL(III, SECCIZ'9,_),
_ SOL/O|29,11), SSCU{2g,5), T_KM£{IO,II), [ERM_{II),
X TEKMB{Iil) TERMC[II} , TIP{321, TITLL(Iz),
X TO|B2,II)) ISIAT(II), U{32,II}, _(Ii),
X X(3£)
C_]MM[}N /SCALER/ A, AA, 61L]AC, AZO2AO) A305AO, A_,[3_AU,
X ASO5AO, 8, i_l_, CC) CI_, CMEAN, C_EANP, CbL,'_IL,,
X CPI2, CPI3, CFI4, CPIS, CFI6, CP02, CFG3, LPU4,
X CP05, _AMP, DCP, DO, O IF61', O[, DUMMY, LMA_I,
G, CASK, G J, GH, UR2, J[]ULE, M_PR, MULEwT,
)l PC_CO, £, RFM, TCP, TERMD, [ESTBH, 1EST,)S, TESTMS,
X TI_CC, IOL, IULAI, TOLB2, TCLMIN) TL]LI_S, TCLTIP, TULCP,
X TULCX, TULR, I£TINT, {UIPR, V, VMI
COMMCN /I_TEGR/ I) It), IOl, IOUMP, IERRUR, II-IR_I,
X IG, ICUTTR, [PASS, IS, IT, J, JIN, J J,
X JM, JPl, K, Kl, K)_) L) IIMII, LSTAGE,
X MSTAG£, NLINES, NTUBES) NX, NXI, YES











I tiF. ,v, O._D







] H [!,<A 0 c)_,
[ HER,409{)



























SCLVE$ FL_ TOP IN GASK * ALGGIFLVERI=
10 TOP iJF (CPITI OTt wHERE CP IS GIVEN
PCLYNOMIAL. (SEE T_ERMLI.
REAL MACFt MAPBt MCLEkTt JOULE
DIMENSION ATASKZS,ZII, FLOW132|
LOGICAL IEI: ROR, YES
CCMMCN IMIIRIXI ALPHAI I_, II |,
X BETA|IUtIiJ, 8H{32l,
X C_(IOtlllt CPI3Ltlll,


























CCMMCN /_CALER/ At AAt
X A5U5AO, e, bBt CC,
X CPI2, CPI3, CPI4, CPl5,
X CPUSt _AMP, OCP, D_,
Gt EASKt GJt OK,
X POCOt C, RPMt TCPt
X TCCC, TUL_ TOLAT, TOLBZ,
X TOLCXt TULR, T_TINT, IOTPR,
CCMMCN IIhTEGR/ I, IB,
X IG, ICUTTR, IPASS, IS,










CUCU( _'_ ,5 ),
C XRAT C ( _c, ) ,
DEPV( IO,11l,
CFLC_(3_) ,







U(32,11) , k (11) ,
AIL}AOt A2OZAO, A3G_AO, A404AOt
CMt CMEAN, C MEANP, COINTG,
CPIb, CPU2, CFC3, CPO_-,
DIFCM, LIT, DUMMY, EKASL,
OR2, JUULc:, MAPR, MULb_T,
TERMO, TEST_Ht TEST3S, I_STM_t
TLLMIN, TI]LMS, TCLTIPt T_)LCPt
V, VMI
IBlt IDUMP, I EIKRLIR, [FI_T,
IT, J, diN, J J,
KK, L, Ll_lf, LSl'XGEt
NXIt YES




IF {POVER.LT.I.O.OR.TOP.LE.O.O.OR.T.LE.O.OI CALL E!<_UR (32)
DUMMY=GASKICPCO(JI*ALOGIPUVER}IJOULL ÷FLIT
DO I0 JA =ItSO
XA= -500.C*IFITOPI-UbMMY]
TOP= TOP+XA
IF (ABSIXA/TOP).LEoTGLR| GO TO 15
CONTINUE



























































*$= CALCULAIE THE INIEGRAL GF CPII OT FREM 0.0 TO I
REAL _ACF, M_PBt MULEhT, JOULE
OIMENSI[;N ATAS(2S, LI), PLCW(32)
LGGICAL IERRCR, Y_S
COMMEN IMtTRIXI ALPHA(IO, LI), AIAR(2g,I1),
BETA( iO, ][), 8H(32|, _LAD[(2_) e
X 00(10,11 }, CP(3Z,111, CPCtJ(b) _
X CSL_PE( I0, 11), CUZ(I]), Cb(3_,ILl ,
X CX(32,ll), CXM(IE,IIIv CXNEW(IU,II),
X CX3|IO, II), CA(IC), OELM(II),
X _F(201_ UFALT(2_,II|t _FL(2_),
EMACH(29,1L), FOUND(ZC,3,LO|, FRDELIIOtLI]_
X HPN(29)_ HUb(32), [K_(IOI,
X UEARIZg,IlI, PC(3z,IIIt R(32,L1)_
X RH(32), RH_(32_111_ R|NT(111_
X RS(32), RSLGPEIIO,LII_ ATRAIL(Ii}_
SCL|D(29,11}t SSCC(2915), IERMI(IO_IL),
X TERMBIJIl, 1E_MCI111_ 11P(32l_
X I_(32,11), 1STAT(IlII U(32,1l)_
X X(22)
COMMCN / SCALER/ A, AAt ALOAO_ A202_0_
ASOSAO, E, BBt CC, C_, CMEAN e
X CPI2_ CPI3, CP147 CPIS, LPI@, CPO2t
X CP05, CAMP, OCP, OO_ O|FCN, DT,
X G, EASK, GJ, GR, GR2, JOULE_
X PCCC, E_ RFM_ TCP_ TERHD_ TEST_H,
X TGCE, IOL, IOLAT, TOLB2, TCLMIN_ TOLMS_
X TOLCX_ TOLR, TCTINT, TOTPE, V, VMI
COMMCN IIhTEGRI I, I_, 181, IOU_P,
X IG_ I_UTTR, IPASS, IS, IT, J,
X JMe JPl_ _ Rl_ KK_ L_
X MSTAGE_ KLINES_ NTUBE$, NX, NXI_ YES
CR(_2iLL) ,
t.UC{)( 25,5 } ,
C XRAIU{ -'y) ,
CFLOwI3Z),
6_M!,IA(_Z, II_,
MACH( 29,11 ) ,
RCUF(VE | _0, II l ,
R C S T_,,.,( 11 ) ,










TELIIP, ] LJL(.P e
















































TH_RP. - EFN SGURCE STATEMENT - IFN(SI -
L21L_I67
_UBRCUT INE TPERMP
*** CALCULAIE SPECIFIC HEAT AT CON$1ANT PRESSUHE (CP| A_ A
FUM_TION BEING A FIFTH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL. THEN TH£
CChTINUITY
REAL MACk, MAPK, MGLEWTo JOULE
_IMENSIUN AIAS{2_,II)) FLOW(32)
LUGICAL IERRUR, YES
CUHMCN IM_IRIXl ALPHA(IOeII)t ATAR{29,1I)_ 32(29),
X _ETA{IO,IIIt 6_(_2|t BLADE[2g), BT(3Z),
X CEIIUtX_), CPI32,LI), CPCOIC)t CR(32,IL) ,
X CSLOPE( IG, II), CbZ( I1)t CU(32,II) _ CUCO(_gt5 ),
X CX{32,11 |, CXM(IGeLI), CXNEWIIOtLI)). C_RATU{_9),
X C_S(IO, II}, DA{IO|_ UELM(Ill) OEPV[IO,II))
X OF{20)) DFACI{29,II), DFL(2_), DELD_(_|,
X EMACHI29,LIIt FGUNG(ZOt3,1OIe FRDEL(IOtLIII GAMMA(3ZtlII,
X HMN(29)t HUB(32)I l_K(lO)t MACH(29)ll|,
X OEARKZ9) 11), PO(_2)il)) ki32)Ii)) RCURV_{ i(;,li) ,
RH(32)) RHO[22,11|) RINT(ll), RCSTAG(El),
X KS(32)) RSLUPE(IOpII| _ RTRAILIIi)) SCCO{ 29,5),
X SOLlO|29til|t SSC0(29,5)_ TEHMi {I0,II)) TERMA(II| )
X 1ERM_(ll)) TERMC(II), TIP(32|t IITLE(12),
X TOI3Z)11), TSIATILI|, U(32,11), N(111 )
X Xl321
COMMCN /SCALER/ At AA) AI_AO) AZUZAO_ A_O3AO, A404AU,
X ASUSAO) _, bet CCt C_ CMEAN) CMEANP, CUINTGt
X CPl2t CPI3_ CPI_e CPIS, CPIb) CP_2) CP03) CPO_,
X CP05, UAMP) /)CP_ UD) DIFCM, DT) DUMMY, LKA_I)
X G_ GASK_ GJ_ GR) GR2, JOULE) _PR, MOLEWI)
POCk) _ RPM) I'LP, IERMD) TcSIB_) IL_TDS, TLSIHS)
X TGCO_ TOL, TCLAT) TOL82) 10LMIN, TUL¥S, TCLTIP) [uLCPt
X TOLCX, IULR) TOIIN1, TOTPR, V, VMi
COMMCN IIhTEGRI I) Ib) IBI) [DUMP, IERROR) IFIRST)
X IG, ICUTTR, IPASS, IS) IT, J, JIK, JJ)
X JM) JPI, K) _I) K_) L) LIMIT) LSTAGE)
X MSIAGE_ hLINES, NTUBES) NX, NXI, YES
EQUIVALEhCE {AFAR( I, I))ATAS(I) I) ) _ (FLD_(I) ,DFLOW(1) _
CP(I,JI= CPCOII)_(CPCu(_)+(CPCDi _)+(CPCOI41+(CPCOiSI+CPCC(C)*
X f_(i,J)l*TO( I,JI)*IC(ItJ) )*IO(1)Jll*lO(i)J)


















































XDERI. - EFN SfiURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS|
1L115167
SUBROUTINE XDERIV(Y,DYDXtDZYO2X)
*_* CALCULATE Th6 FIRST AND 3ECCND DERIVATIVE OF Y






























































DFACT(2_) 11}) DFL(2g)) UFLCW(3_) )
FOUNOI2G)3, IO) ) FROEL(lOtll)) GAMMAI_2t ll),







A) AA, AICAO) A202AO)
bB, CC, _M) _MLAN)
_P[4). CP/5) _PI6) CPCZ)
DCP) DO) DIFCM, OT,
GJ) GR) GRZ, JUULE)
RPM) TCP, TERMD, TEST_H)
TGLAT) TCL@2, TCLMIN, Totes,
TOIINI) IOTPR) V, vet
I) ...... IB, I_l, IOUMP,
[PASS) IS, IT) J,















_. DYOX(IOv J )=0.0
D2YD2X (10,J)=O°O
L=I
3 DO 5 I=IBI, NXI ....
L=L+l
AA=(Y(I-I,J)-YII)J))/IX(I-II-XII) I
. BB= (Y( [+l,J )-Y.[ I ),,I ) ) / ( X| .I+ Z)-X(I) ) . .
















































































































































N 3% MAIN S.R.








A Z_ _AO: CP(_/CPCe(I
A3e_A,o = cP'e% / cPce (._)
A404AO:CPQ4/cPCe(O
A5_s_,o:r.Pes/cP_ (,)
CB_ NTG : TH ERM _ (.5 t t_. GB B)
CP._?.. = CPC_(2._//2,CP;,3 CPCG(_) "_.
cP_4= cPce(_)/ 4.
C.P;5 : CPCO(s_/-_.
SEE SA, MPLE. DATA SNEETS
GA%K = G/MBLEWT
br--P : GA5K / JGULF_










Te _;,j_: TO ce
Pe (_,J'): Pe ce
cP (_,J_,: cPCI,0
C-3
N 3S k4 iN S.R.









ATA_ (7,J)-- o. 89
_-SLGPE(I_J'} = 0.0
P-,.C...L.J_V E (I ,J ")= 0.0
CSLePE (_,J)= o.o
be IOro ;.="?,ux. £.
HMN(I')= NMN(;)/_'7-2-.9 5"/79 S
FLeW(Z') = FLEW(,")
FLeW {g') : FLOW(I]
FLOW (4')= IZteW (i_




FLEW(; +1") = FL.BW"(;') + bC'LeW (",_÷ t')
FLOW (1'.1_-5")--FLBWLfN-I-I ')
FLBW (N+,4.)=FLBW(' N'I-I)

















N35 _N EZxIT S.R.
UB,ROUT;NE ANEXIT)
Abb,_ AN EX.IT N THF_- M/_CHII',4_- B/_F_I_
BN A HBI:Z,_7..BNT_L TiP AND THe_. HUI_
C.J_LCUL_TE-D FIT.,.J_HV_TN_. P,-_T'_@ BF THE
AR.-F-/_, _" Ti...IF-- ST/_-I-i_N T_ -rH__ AR.E_
_I= TILE. LA<_T ST_T81:_,_ E)(.I.T
AA = R.S (_LSTAGE") ..W-._?
B,B,= R..H(L_TAGE'_ _ "_-Z
JL-LSTA.GE + JK
R.-_(JL') = R5 (LSTAG _-")
_,TA,_ (_, jK._
C-G
N 35 B?_CAL S.R.
UBP_)UT;N_. BZcA VF-L_C_TY AT R._T_iK E..K,_T
I
A = V ,0.o - b I::L(._)_+ (U(__--I,KIL_NE S) -CLI(_;--I,N L_ NF-.S)
--U (,_,NL,_NES)') _ (;_
C_ CI)?.-') =(cP_(.;/NL_ NE_) _-_k2- -I-C.X(_ ,NL_ NES/* _ Z
+ 14(;,ML7 N _-S') _ _. ?.--A_ A')/(' I.c,- R_l_)
_:>= - C-..6'(I: I ') - EIZJ_SI [
____t--
eL,JOe(; )?I'_ = P-.(.I,NLI NE-S') -R-B -w_._"- CblCB (.;.,I)/R(; )N&..;.NES)
( l_r=Tu R N )
C-?
N 35 B2CAL! S.R.
UBR,GUT_ N E BZC.AU)
_LL _.TA®
VM;. = 3Z.174 _ GASK, -__AMMF_R -_ TSTAT(I) I










'W'Mi R,_. VELeC_TY AT RgT_aR




N 3S B__C_L3 5.R.
LIBRe UTiN F..B_ CAI_3)
I CA,LC. I_,-C-OEFF.Ici_-NT 9F WHII_,L VF_L_C.iTy i
Be>-. _/(l:>_u (i+_)-I.')/SeLi_ (i.,-_,,)
cc= mm_ BB/(_e, w_B- i.')
AJk = CCWC.C.- A_
AA= SGIRTCAA) _C_._LL ER, R_)R(II_
C.,Hr=.c_I(. F(IiP.. ML_LTiPLE i::)IB$1T]VE i:_l_T_ I
b




































































N 35 COPY S.R.
61_OUT;Nr_ CePY )
L= _-Z.





cx G,a_ :cx(_,a) J






N 35 DATA _.R.
BLOCK, I>,_TA )
DATA G_ GJ_ jOULF.. / 1_45.44) 50o70.44_6; 778.1Z /
bATA ({)F(_),_=I,Zo_/o.o, .I} .IS; .Z, .ZS, .3, .3S, .4,
.4% .s_ .ss, .(., .&Sj .7) .7s,.8, .ss, .9,.9_,1.o/
C-16
N 35 DAT_L S.R.
PP,,EPAR, E5 A MABTEI:L TAF-:
IF A PER.IY_kNENT" FILE IS









N 3,.5 ENTALP S.R.
_U_ReUTiNE ENTAL_
I




I He"' _ _l TH E.P-._I("T')
.TST_'r ('a'):H/CP (i,a.')+ T I
-I_Z.S/
i
NiT =THERM! (.TSTAT (J')_
A= H-HiT + NeT




N 35 GAM S.R,
A = CPC8 (I) + (cPc..e(Z.')+( cpce (s)+ (c._c_('4") J
+ (cPce (5)+ cPce _/G) -_ TST_T('J")') ,TST,Z.,,T('J£t




















F__ASl= I.O - V/Te (], JM)
cu _(J_= c_u(,_, j).._ z
TSTAT (J'_ = TQ (_,J')-V
DEPV (L) J) = AL_G ((TQ (J)d_ _ "_(G A,M l_AA(J, J)//
(GAMN_A(_I,J') - I.")_)%)/ PQ C;,J")')
bEPVC;J)=CM?.-(J)/R.(; _J _)+ GR.?..'_,TSTAT(J')_, Ce(L,J)
Tr=_R.Iv_B(J) = 7_.o -_ P-._NT('J_
bUMMY -- ((TER.I_/k(.J) --TEI_._B,(.J)")/CM__ ) + I.O
JJK=JJK+I
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N 3S INLET 5.P...
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N g5 INTEG S.R.
U(BRB UT;, N E iNT EG_
V_EP,irceN) J
PERFQR_5 NUMERICAL _NTEGE_,TIgNS




iCALCULATES _NTEGRA,L IeF VbEP.-x- E bE
CALCULATES NTUBE5 VALUE% -1;
tOF _NCEEMEMTAL INTE_RALgcuR.v_ wEP vs. R
I_(3) TB R.CJ-I-I'))
IO 5_ FI_R




JraNT(J) : E_NT(j)-B l
IOO
IIS
I_ NT(J-',- I) =,9.i NT (J) -I-DA(J') I
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LeSE FU KICT i@N
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N 35 L@SS 5.1,..
SHEET 3 OF 7
Z
CXm(L,J): CX(;-', J),. 2 +(:cu (_-_,j)-u (::_-,,a)3., z
CXIVI(.L+I)J) = C.3(.(, ,J') _?_ + ElM( ;.,J )_ * 2.+ CR.(1)J) _ 2.
E,F-.TA (L, J) "ALAN('( hi(j-I, J) -(-._ ( ; :1_ J_) / _ R.T
I_ETA, (L+I, d ) = ATAN ((l.4 (=,J)- E.M ( ,iJ)_ / S_ I_T(cy,(:,)j) _, z • cp.(_,a)** z'_
/_LPH_ (L+I,J)= AT/kN (.c.('i)a_ / _)ClR.T(CX(I_J_ _._2.
+cR.(:_,j),._ _))
ALPHA ( L÷ z,a ) --- .ATAN (cu (,+ I ,J_AQIEI'_:('_*,,J)_x2.
CX S ('L ,,J) = c..X(i-I,a )_ _ 2_+ (--U (._-I }J} _- * z.
+cR.(:i:_,a)**Z
H = C-_S(L)J) /GJ
CALL ENTA, LP
CALL GA_
_ACH ('z,a) ---.Q_)tLT('r--_,M (:L,J)/('G P..?-._- GAMI_EP..
-'_ TSTA'i" (J_ _




M _Cl-I (X +l)J ) = £_)R.T('C.X_ (L+I)J_/('_R.Z, GAMMEi_..
t4: TST/_T(J _')
TEPqV_ i (L,J') = _t_I;LT((GAa_IV_A (_-I,J _ ÷ I. )
/ (.GAI_IMA (,i-I,a) -,. )')
FI:;q_L ('L, J_=((£S cr_i,#_j/A ÷ SSCe (I ,?_')')/A +.gSCe('j,9, (S_-e (;,41
_" SSCO(I)_;_ _A_A)_ (_ETI:N(L,J) - BETI_ ('L't" I }J))
F I:_EL (L +l_a): ((_=Cl)(i+l, I )//i_+ gsr..._(i+l,Z'_')/6,+ SS(::_,._
+ (_._Cl_ (; + !/+%)+ S$ Ct_. (;'t" I,¢ ) _ _ _ i_/1_ (.ALI_H'A(:L-I- I } J ) "'_




N 3S LeSS S.R.
SH EEl- mr BF 7
FR.bEL (L,J_- FR.DEL-(_L,J} + TERJ_A I('L,J)
ATAN _SG_P,.T(A')/TEPJ_A _('L,J_)-ATAN (SQET (A_'_
A =(_ACH (_+I,J')-IJ mCm_cN('i +_a_+ I.')
FRbELCL'I'-I _J')=.;R.bEL(_L+ I,J)-.I-TEP.J,A.I(L+I, J')
ATAN (SQ P.T(A)/TERRA I(Li- I_J_ -ATk_ _5@RT ('A_)_
]Z]I
eBAR.(';jJ) = OoO
EMACM (i,J)= MAtH (i,J)*( I. 0 +CX_(L,J))-_.S
EBACH ('i,J) : _.MACH (;,J_+ CX.S(L, J_) * .S
BBAR(_ }J): _1,o- _'(('_,AMNV_.(_-'_J):1-1.o) _ .5 i_EMACH (_i,J)-_*_







N 35 LeSS S.R.
SHEET 5 OF 7
AA: 5@RT(_('CX,(i-I,J_** Z+(c_(_i -I,J)-Cbl 0-1,a))*_ Z.
b_,CT0, J) =I. - Sq_TC(c.x0,J.).. Z+(u(h J_-C_0,J}_**Z
4-cR.(_,J) I_._-))//AA+_u (_-l,J)- Ct4(:l-l,J_-I._(_,J)
+ (q(i_J)_/Z. / $@LiDO,O)/AA
A= RS(i-,)-_H (i-O
OBKR(_ )d):Q&AR.O,J) + L_$E _bl=AC..T(i,J),(R.__-l_d)
- R,H( i- I_//A, I_,LI_,I)E0 )_-_2. ti: SBLID (],J) l_S
(AIV%tN16B£TA (L+I, d) )1.2.2.17')')
+soce0+,,z >IA.
AA: SQR.T_(CXO_J)_?_+C_u(_,J)_?_+CR.(_i,J)Ie_Z_ TM)
bFkCT (i-I-',db:'- - SQ P..T(( C..X_ + I, d') "_-_-2.-I" CLIO* l,J)'_, w 7.
+C..R.(,+I,J)'_--_ _')') / AA+('C.u(_.,,.I)-C.U_,_+,,J')) / Z..,
/SeL._D (_,_-I-l,_J]/ AA
eI_ARC;+ ,,J'):eBAIK(_÷l,,J')e LeS_ CbFACT (i÷,,J)
(R.(_,J)-RH(',i))/A, BL.A,P_.(_ +,)_* 2.,-_'SBL_.b_',I+l,J')
/ Ca_('A_i N I _'ALPHA CL'i"2.)J),_I,t"LV'/))
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N 35 L65.5 5.R.
SHEET $ e-F 7
",zv1"I "1"=. T@, ('i- I_ J')
CALL ENTALP
15=TH EI_ (T_
-XITITT PSTAT = PO('t-',J')'_ E.XP('('TI4E.R.I'4&(TSTAT(J'_')-B,)/bCP')
"X'l-X" , =u(_-, ,4, (u(_-,.J) - z.*cu (_-_,J')_/eJ
CALL ENTALP
PEEL = Pe ('_-I _a )"_ EXP ((THE P.._ ('TSTAT (a _'_-S')/D cP
D
H: (l.,(('i,J) - L,I(,i-I.J'))'W'(U('}.,J')+ U(',_-l,J))/GJ
T : T£TAI" ( J )
CALL E NTALP
B : THE R,NV_(T')
P,iDEAL -- PR,E L'_ F_)(,P((_THr=.IZ,AA$ (TST/kT ('J'))-&')/ DcP')





EP'P (THEP._I(T)-THER.Ntl (T_ (i-I,J)'))/(,.THER, IV%I(Te('j,J')')
- THEPJAI (T_ (J -I, J')")')
pe('_.,J) = P
C-32
N _5 L055 S.R.
SHEET 791:" 7
C.J_LL ENTALP
P 5TAT = Pe (i,J)_EXP_TH EI_JV_'5(-I"ST/_TCJ_
-TH ER,_A_ (T))// bOP _
P = P0(".;,J')- E)BAR('I +l,J) "_(_PO(i,J)- PSTAT)
PB C_+liJ)- P
iXXVll CALL THER.M2.C P/PIg(i-IIJ'_IT;T_(_;-I,J))






































N B5 CUTLET S.R.












c×MChJ)=SQ_T(cx Q,4 ** z + cu(_,-4_ z +c_0,J_** z_
H = - CX._ (I,,J') "t_'KP_/_ J
CALL. ENTALP
(..ALL GAN_
CXNI_VV (.i,J_ =TST/_T (d)
Ot.S (';,4 = C X Wt(;L,J)/SQP..T (_GEP..'_.GAMMER 4t TST/_T(,.I_}_
A=Se_T(c_(hj)**Z +c_(_,j_** Z)
A,LPHP_(;,J_ = ATAN (cu(' &,J'VA _ _ _'/. ZR _'/7'_ S"
RCU RV_.(:_ ,J_)= I_CUP..V_: (_,J_/(: 5_RT CI, ÷ IP.._LeP_:0,.J)








N 35 OUTPUT S.R.






DE) "?-7"3 J= I_NLiME_i._JLITTI_
7Z BETA,(P_.,J) = AT_N _'bl(c;,a)-Cbl(5,a_')/Sq_T(r_...X(5",J)'_ Z
+ CP. (_, J) #-_ £.')) _ S7. t9 _77 9 _




ALP MA (3fl _ = ATA, N ((EH (k 5)- EH (I_--t_/bt_Pv(_,l))_ _ 7.Z9_ 779_ "
AL PH A ('4,,)=ATAN((RH('_S+,)-RH(_s )/b[F'V(_,_). s'/.zgs779s
ALP. A(3.?-}=ATAN(('R.S(_,s.)- RS(I5-,))/b_:eV(s,I))*.S'7.'Z9¢_779 S
ALPHA (4,2.) =ATAN¢ R.S(,s,-,I)-IZ.S(_S_))//b_PV C%Z')__s'7._..9S 779s
C-39
N eLJTPUT 5.1 .
_EET B OF 7
I
DE) IO J,=|)NL_N_--r-c_
TE R.I',AI_ (.J'_ =T_ (aa,J)
CALL THEP.IY_.(' pe(JJ, J) A4-._76_ _TER.N_e,(J')_ _ _B- r...es)
TEILIVM_, _'J'_ =TER..I_f_ (Jh/S'18". _, 8',_'
bErrY(9,a)- IKHO (aJ_J__c_ (Ja,a)_ I_.(aJ,a
PIVIA_JJ) - F_XP ((THERM3(TMA(JJ_ - Cl)JKIT_/bCP
14.G96G / P_(I, I_
TMAEP(JJ_ = TH ER.IV_ | (TIV_A (JJ_ * TI_C_
TI_AB_/,___+I'_'- Ttv_&(_S+-I ')/TMA ("iS-I')
PlVlA B (4' S')= P_A (;,_") / PMA (._ S-l)
CALL "TH_P.IV_Z{P_A(:iS-I--|_)CCIT._(:I_I')')
CALL THER-_?-( P_Ik(iS÷l_/PIV_(,S-l), bI:),-FMA(IS-I)
-_ TE)c_E))
P_A8 _s4- I).= P_A(:.; S4..1")/PMA ('I S-I_
CX£(G, _-)"(TH ERJVII(&B) -TIVWkE P (_'5- I_)/(T_ AE P(4S)
C. X S (-7,1 _): (THE I_._ I (C C ') -T_ AEP (. 5 ')_ / (TN_ A,EP (_ S _-' )
CKS (-'/i P--%j-- (,TH ER.I_I(bb')--TIV_I_E-t:'(_S-I_/(TIV_AEP (_S+I
-- TIWAEP (}S- I_')
C,_LL TH_.R,M_ (Pe(i_+l,J_/pe (_s-,,J) 7E_N1A(,)_Te(IS-,,J))
C-40
N 35 BUTPUT





ATA_ R,(iS,J) --"(TH r=.R.Iv_I(TE R,_ D _)- FR.DEL (I_J'))
/ (tzR, DEL(?_.._,.J)- FP--.D_.L(I,J'))
_"[ ,I_S (iS+I, J_- (THE. R.IV_,I (:'T E. P-j_ lk(. I)_- P R.DEL (.I,J'))
/ (.IzP..bEL(3,J) - rEbEL(I_J'))
CX_ C,,J)--S_ P..T(_C.,X,(jS,J')_*__+ r.._(iS,J)** ?_.




CKNF.W (l,J) - TSTA.T (J')
CALL G/MV_
ER, ASI : GP..___ GAM _ER. _'T __TAT (._')
ceCs,J) = POQS,J) _ E)(,P((THERJV_3(TSTIkT (a))
-THER._43(T_] /" DCP_
CB (S,J) : CX(RS,a)_(_ 2.i-('cu('JS,J)-M(';S,J_)_ _-
+ cEOs,J)**_
Ce (S_J')= SQP,,T(CB (s, J)')
co (6,J]=cxOs+.,J)**z.(cuOs+.,J]-uQs+..ol)*_,z
+ cP.(_5+ l_d)-x--_2
CB CG,J) : S/_R.T(CO('6,Jb)
CX,S(',,J)= ced£-,J)/SQ R.T (ER.A51)




Ce(¢,J) : Pe(;5 +,,J)/PO (4S,a_
P-.CUR.VE (_a): RCURVE($,J}/(SQP-.T (_-+RSLgPE(_%J) _ P-') _ _-_ )
C-41
N 3.5 @UTPUT S.R.
SHEET 7 eF 7
XXVIII
IQ-O
IESLePE (?..,J)=A'I'AN(R.SLePE (?.,J)) "_57. ?_9':J779S
R.SLe PF_(3,J_=ATAN (R.SLePE(% a)) w__J7.'?..gs7795"
+ cP.(_s+l,J) _* z)





ER/k,%I = GR_ GAMI_ER-_TSTAT(J_
C.B(.9,J)= Pe(iS + |,LI) -_ E XP (.(TH E P-..IV_3(T 5TA'r (.a'))
- THEP-/_3 (T))/bCP)
5ETA(Z,J_:-ATAN((CU (_S-I-I_J) -. U(;S+I)J'))
ALPHA (Z,J)= ATAN(cu(_ S+I_J)/5_R.T (cx(IS+-I,J) e_ 2.
4- C_P.(_S_-I)J)_-_Z))-_ ST. ?.gs77qS




De 14-O J=I_NLINES .





CXNr=.W (I,.O>d_ = TSTE(J)
El_k_l- GRZ-_ GAI_AI_P.._ TSTAT('J_
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N 35 ROTOUT S.R.
5MEET Z eF2
TEST THE R.ELmTiVE FUg_J
ANGLE AT HUB ANb ALTER,
TIIE COEFF]CIE-NT 81: I./P-.











N 3S IRST_RT S.R.
I.II_RgUTI NIE R_TAR_
l
CALCULATE5 EQUAL AREA I
ESTIMATE OF STI_.F__AML'_NEI
PO_IT_E)N ANb WHEEL SPEEb I
,l
CC: AA-_(I_I-I(I')+6T(I_- l.I))
bb = R.PI,A _. 104.7197¢=,
[ E_,s, : _,DEL_J_ cc I
l




N ::55 5HeCK FI3NC]-,i, I3N
FIJNCTi_eN 5H8C_-'_(_,y) .,/
f
SHeCI<,: Y-TEP..MI(:L,_)-Y, ATAN (SqP-..T('('_-I.O')
-_('__.. 4- I.O')) / TEI_MI (L, J_') 4- A'TAN(SQP..T('(=._-I.o%
--,(_+ ,.o'h)
CALCULATES £UPERSeN._¢ EY..PhNS;eN
PI:_A,NI:::)TL- IWF_YEI_ ANGLE IANGLE MINUS
C-47
N 35 SLIME S.R.
SUESReUT_NESUN_
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F'I _ :!;: i ''"-'"










N TH E_I-4.M1..FU NCT I_E)N
¢.ALC. H : INTEG_L FP.9_'4
_).o "-re T {;)F" cP bT_
WNE.._F__. CP "_S (.._iVEN AS
A S T.._H bEG, P..EE P_L_N£/A;AL
THEP.IVII. : ('CF',C(_ (,)+ (cP,iZ.
•-_(cP,_s _(cp;.n__,_+( c..p;,¢ +-
C-51
N35' THEP..M?_ S.P-..
BR_JTIN K TH F-..RMZ."_
VEI¢,T_F', T ) J
SOt-V¢5 FelP_"-I-_p* _ M ".
C=A_I<._ ALe_(PeVF_.R._ =
;NTE:GI_AL I=iZ.JiaM T TIg'
TL)P 8F" (CP/T)bT)WHEC.E /-
cP SS GIVEN AS A s" _ (_CALL E.RReR(_Z))
F(X.) = #,LEG (7,,)+( AteAO + I / r,,,_£ ,._,
(A_.e'Z.AO +('A,31_3AO+.(A4-e4&01-__,,. TOP_ 0.0 >
I DUMMY= G/_SK./CR:e(I_ _ L_I Ne
I AL_c'_pevI¢'_)/JIguL'E +F(T') I_
r





N 3B THERIVI3 FUNCTIOkl
lqCTieN THERNAB
CT) x
I CALC...CF:'/T THF- iNTEGP-..AL 81" iDT Ft_..._91V_ O.O "T8 T
THER.M:_ "=C Pce(', _ -_-ALe G (T)
C-53
N 3S THERMP S.R.
LIBI_eLITiN E THERI_
CALC. SPECiFiC. l.-IEikT AT
CGt,_STAKIT PP..E%SLJ_-.E ('CP_
_S t-, FUKICTi_N _EiN_





CALC_ULATE£ "THE I ST
AMb 2. N..._bbER4VAT._VE
_I = "I WITH P-,.ESPECT
T_ 7,,, (AXIAL LEN_Ti--I)
I)YDX(IO> d) --o.o
D2.Y D z.g.( io_J')= o.o
L--I
L:L+I
B_=CY (',i+ I_ d ) -Y(i ,J'))/(Y,, (.i.+l')- X. (i))
bYbX. ('L Lj_T)=(VG+i ,a)-Y(; -l,d'))/('/-(;._-'_-KU,-19





INPUT FORMAT AND SAMPLE DATA SET

APPENDIX D
Part A. Input Format--Data Preparation

N35 DATA PREPARATION
The N35 Program is a compressor design program which iterates on
efficiency through blade element loss correlation based on diffusion factor.
Energy addition is based on either rotor tip diffusion factor, stator hub Mach
number, rotor hub exit relative flow angle, or stator hub diffusion factor. The
energy addition can be limited by any one of these variables.
For design, the annulus wall geometry is defined and the aerodynamic
properties are computed. The procedure necessary to employ this program is
outlined in the following description of input data preparation. Reference is
made to the descriptive data sheets.
All data input in each field is specified either as an integer or as a floating
point number. The integer must be right adjusted in its field. The noninteger
input can be read in as an exponential which will take four columns in each field.
This reduces the amount of significant numbers and computing accuracy.
All data cards are displayed by type in the sample data sheet appearing at
the end of Part A of this Appendix.
CARD I mTITLE CARD
Alphanumeric information from Columns 1-72 is printed out at the beginning
of the output data.
CARDS 2 AND 3--CONSTANT PRESSURE SPECIFIC HEAT AS FUNCTION OF
ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
The constant pressure specific heat variable as a function of temperature
is determined by:
Cp = a 0 + alT+ a2 T2 + a3 T3 + a4 T4 + a5 T5
where T is in °R. The following sets of constants can be used as derived from










0. 21961999 XI0 -4
-0. 87791471 X10 -7
0. 13991136 X10 -9
-0. 78056154 X10 -13
















CARD 4DLOSS PARAMETER DATA SET BUFFER ZONE
A total of up to ten loss-data sets may be called from the library of
permanent data described earlier. A loss-data set consists of the loss para-
meter (_p cos fl'2_ versus diffusion factor at each of the 10, 50, and 90%
\ 2_ /
annulus height stations of the geometric annulus. (For purposes of loss com-
putation, blade height is measured from the hub. ) The library may consist of
a data deck as this program deck is presently set up or a logical storage unit.
The loss-data set is prescribed as an integer and a total of 999 loss-data sets
can be defined in the library.
Card 4 is a buffer zone calling up to ten sets of losses. The data sets should
be called in the buffer layer in increasing numerical order for read-in time sav-
ing. Needed fields in the buffer zone should be filled from left to right with no
blank fields to the left of the last used field. However, loss-data sets specified
in program data for individual blade rows are identified by an integer describing
their location in the buffer zonem(e, g., if loss-data set 015 is retrieved from
the master file and stored in the fifth sector of the buffer zone, it is identified
as data set 005 when called up in the data for any given blade row).
CARD 5--GENERAL DATA AND OPTIONS
Columns 1 - 5.
The maximum number of compressor stages desired is specified up to
a maximum of 12 stages
Columns 6 - 10. Number of streamlines desired for the aerodynamic analysis.
The number that can be specified, which includes the annulus aerodynamic
wall boundaries (2), is 5, 7, 9, or 11







Print all streamline data computed.
Print odd number streamline data computed.
Print hub, mean, and tip streamline data computed.
Print hub and tip streamline data computed.
Columns 16 - 20. Blank
Columns 21 - 25. Blank
D-2
Columns 26 - 30.
Instructions can be given to ensure that each stage has reached a limit on
either rotor tip diffusion factor, relative hub exit flow angle, stator hub Mach
number, or stator hub diffusion factor. The limit for each value is the value
read in. The number "0" is used for this instruction.
Because of the iteration process, the rotor tip diffusion factor may be
reduced to a lower value because of rotor hub Mach number limit, for example.
If this limit ceases to be a limiting value, the rotor tip diffusion factor can be
raised or left to remain at its last reduced value.




Columns 31 - 40.
Columns 41 - 50.
Columns 51 - 60.
Columns 61 - 70.
If this method is desired,
Drive calculation to one of its limits
All parameters will be less than or equal to their input value.
Desired inlet flow rate in lbm/sec
Molecular weight of gas in ibm/mole
Inlet total temperature in °R
Inlet total pressure in psia
CARD 6--GENERAL DATA AND CONVERGENCE TOLERANCES
Columns 1 - i0. Desired overall pressure ratio
Calculation will cease when either overall pressure ratio or maximum
number of stages from Card 5 is reached.
Columns ii - 20. Relative error tolerance on iteration for axial velocity
This is used at each streamline and at each axial station. Tolerance in-
dicates accuracy on successive calculations. A recommended value is 0.01.
This convergence tolerance is independent of all other tolerances.
Columns 21 - 30. Relative error tolerance on continuity
This is used at each axial station and independent of all other convergence
tolerances. A recommended value for this relative error limit is 0. 0005.
D-3
Columns 31 - 40. Relative error tolerance in iteration for total temperature
on each streamline at each axial station
Tolerance indicates accuracy on successive calculations. A recommended
value is 0.05 (°R). This convergence tolerance is independent of all other
tolerances.
Columns 41 - 50. Rotor tip speed (ft/sec) at first rotor inlet defined by geo-
metric axial station and case wall radius
Blade twist and rotor tip clearance are ignored.
Columns 61 - 70. Relative error tolerance in iteration for total enthalpy on
each streamline at each axial station
A recommended value for this relative error limit is 0.01.
CARD 7--CONVERGENCE TOLERANCES AND EXIT AREAS
Columns I - i0.
Tangential velocity tolerance (B coefficient tolerance) defines the degree
of convergence to be obtained during drive option on the B coefficient of whirl
ve Iocity.
A recommended tolerance is 0.01.
Columns Ii - 20. Relative error tolerance on rotor and stage adiabatic
efficiency for each streamline
A recommended efficiency tolerance is 0.01.
Columns 21 - 30. Relative error tolerance on the stator entrance hub absolute
Mach number
A recommended tolerance is 0.01.
Columns 31 - 40. Blank
Columns 41 - 50, 51 - 60, and 61 - 70. Ratio of annulus areas at three axial
stations downstream of the last stator exit station to annulus area at the last
stator exit station
CARD TYPE 8--FLOW PATH DATA
As many Card Type 8 cards as axial stations are required through the
last stage stator exit. There are five inlet stations, the fifth being the first
rotor inlet station. For each stage specified in the input data, two additional
cards are required. Thus, the maximum number of Card Type 8 cards is 29.
D-4
The wall slopes at axial station number one should be zero since the method of
analysis assumes them to be zero.
Columns 1 - 10. Axial coordinate station (in.)
Columns 11 - 20. Geometric hub radius {in. )
Columns 21 - 30. Blockage factor at hub expressed as the unblocked fraction
of local geometric annulus area
Blockage factor of unity means zero blockage.
Columns 31 - 40. Geometric tip radius (in.)
Columns 41 - 50. Blockage factor at tip
CARD TYPE 9--EXIT STATION DATA
Three exit station cards are required for the exit annulus. The axial
station data on these cards will be used if the maximum number of stages entered
on Card 5 has been computed. Otherwise, the last three exit station axial locations
will be those corresponding to the first three stations of the noncomputed stage
data. The exit stations' tip radius is always equal to the last stator out tip
radius.
Columns 1 - 10. Axial station location (in.)
Columns 11 - 20. Blank
Columns 21 - 30. Blockage factor at hub
Columns 31 - 40. Blank
Columns 41 - 50. Blockage factor at tip
CARD TYPE 10--STREAMTUBE MASS FLOW
The fractional mass flow to total annulus flow between the hub and each stream-
line specified on Card 5. Each value is entered in fields of 10 columns. Seven
streamline values can be entered on the first Card Type 10. If 9 or 11 stream-
lines are specified, the additional streamline values are entered on a second
Card Type 10. These additional values are entered in Columns 1 - 10 and
11 - 20 for 9 streamlines and Columns 1 - 10, 11 - 20, 21 - 30, and 31 - 40 for
11 streamlines. The first streamline value is obviously equal to zero.
D-5
CARD TYPE ll--INLET GUIDE VANE LOSS COEFFICIENTS
The loss coefficient, g = (Ptl - Pt2) / (Ptl - P1 ), for each streamline
from hub to tip is specified at axial station 5. Two cards are used, with the
data in fields of ten, if more than 7 streamlines are specified as defined for
Card Type 10. A value of zero is read in for each streamline if no vanes or
zero loss is desired.
CARD TYPE 12--INLET GUIDE VANE WHIRL EXIT DISTRIBUTION
The whirl distribution is given by
A B + C + DR + ER 2
R
where V 0 is in ft/sec mad R is in inches.
positive in the direction of rotor rotation.
specified constant if no whirl is desired.
The tangential velocity is defined as
A value of zero is read in for each
CARD TYPE 13--LOADING LIMIT DATA FOR EACH STAGE
Card Types 13 through 20 are placed in sequence as a group of cards for
each stage specified on Card 5.
Columns i - i0. Rotor tip diffusion factor limit
Columns li - 20. Stator hub inlet Math number limit
Columns 21 - 30. Relative flow angle limit at hub of rotor exit (degrees)
Negative value signifies turning past axial direction.
Columns 31 - 40. Stator hub diffusion factor limit
CARD TYPE 14--BLADE LOSS AND TOTAL MASS FLOW CHANGE
Columns 1 - 5. Rotor loss parameter data set from buffer zone of Card 4
described by an integer identifying the position of the desired loss-data set in
the buffer zone
Columns 6 - 10. Stator loss parameter data set from buffer zone of Card 4
described by an integer identifying the position of the desired Ioss-data set
in the buffer zone
Columns 11 - 20. Mass flow added to or subtracted from rotor blade row and/or
annulus walls within row (lbm/sec)
This mass flow change is divided proportionalty among stream tubes.
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Columns 21 - 30. Mass flow added to or subtracted from stator blade row and/or
annulus walls within row (lbm/sec)
This mass flow change is divided equally among stream tubes.
CARD TYPE 15--ROTOR EXIT TANGENTIAL VELOCITY PROFILE
Tangential velocity (ft/sec) distribution as a function of radius is given by
v0
where R is in inches.
Columns 1 - i0.
Columns ii - 20.
Columns 21 - 30.
Columns 31 - 40.
Columns 41 - 50.
=A B






CARD TYPE 16--RATIO OF THE SUPERSONIC TURNING TO TOTAL TURNING
FOR THE ROTOR
Shock loss calculations require the suction surface Math number at the
incident shock location. Thus, the supersonic turning along the suction surface
to shock intersection based on the normal shock model must be specified using
@ss
the supersonic turning to total turning ratio, ¢ . This data is to be es-
tablished along the streamline airfoil section. The method of input is identical
Css
to Card Type 15 where V@ is replaced by ¢ .
CARD TYPE 17--ROTOR SOLIDITY (Solidity, a , for the streamline airfoil
section as a function of radius)
The method of input is identical to Card Type 15 where V 0 is replaced by _ .
CARD TYPE 18--STATOR EXIT TANGENTIAL VELOCITY PROFILE
Is identical procedure to that for the rotor on Card Type 15.
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CARD TYPE 19--RATIO OF THE SUPERSONIC TURNING TO TOTAL TURNING
FOR THE STATOR
Is identical procedure to that for the rotor on Card Type 16
CARD TYPE 20--STATOR SOLIDITY
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